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Abstract

Computational RAM: A Memory-SIMD Hybrid
Doctor of Philosophy dissertation, 1998

Duncan George Elliott
Departnent of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Toronto

In this thesis, a novel computer architecture called Computational RAM (CaRAM) is proposed
and implemented. CaRAM is semiconductor random access memory with processors incorporated
into the design, while retaining a memory interface. CaRAM can be used to build an inexpensive
massively-parallel computer. Applications that contain the appropriate parallelism will typically

run thousands of times faster on CmRAM than on the CPU. This work includes the design and
implementation of the architecture as a working chip with 64 processor elements (PEs), a PE design
for a 2048-PE 4 Mbit DRAM,and applications.
CaRAM is the first processor-in-memory architecture that is scalable across many generations

of DRAM. This scalability is obtained by pitchmatching narrow 1-bit PEs to the memory and
restricting communications to using 1-dimensional interconnects. The PEs are pitchmatched to
memory columns so that they can be connected to the sense amplifiers. The 1-bit wide datapath

is suitable for a nmow, arrayable VLSI implementation, is compatible with memory redundancy,
and has the highest performancdcost ratio among hardware arithmetic algorithms. For scalability,
the memory anays and memory-style packaging limit the internal interprocessor communications
to 1-dimensional networks. Of these networks, both a broadcast bus network and a left-right
nearest-neighbour network are implemented.

-

CeRAM requires little overhead over the existing memory to exploit much of the internal

memory bandwidth. When CoRAM PEs are added to DRAM,more than 25% of the internal
memory bandwidth is exploited at a cost of less than 25% in terms of silicon area and power. The
memory bandwidth internal to memory chips at the sense amplifiers can be 3000 times the memory
bandwidth at the CPU. By placing SIMD PEs adjacent to those sense amplifiers, this internal memory
bandwidth can be better utilized.

The performance of CeRAM has been demonstrated in a wide range of application areas, and
speed-ups of several orders of magnitude compared to a typical workstation have been shown in the
fields of signal and image processing, database, and CAD.

iii
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The key contribution of this dissertation is the proposal, design, and implementation of
Computational RAM (CeRAM), an architecture that integrates memory and Single Instruction
stream Multiple Data stream (SIMD)parallel processing onto a singlechip to allow processors access
to greater memory bandwidth. A CeRAM chip is a conventional memory chip, with the addition of
processing elements. The processing elements are typically narrow-pitch 1-bit processors that have
the same width as a small number (1-4) of memory columns. Figure 1.1 depicts a typical memory
cell array augmented by processing elements, as would be found in a CeRAM chip. With the
exception of the Processing Elements (PEs) at the bottom, the m y corresponds to a conventional
basic memory layout.
With this architecture, each CoRAM chip will contain many PEs. For example, in section 5.1

an 8 Kb SRAM chip with 64 PEs, and in section 5.2 a 4 Mb DRAM chip design with 2 K PEs will
be described. A typical 64 Mb DRAM chip could contain as many as 32 2 PEs. Each PE is kept

simple, typically implemented with less than 100transistors, as opposed to the 10million transistors
used to implement current high-end microprocessors. Nevertheless, we will show in chapter 6 that
C m W can outperform workstationsby more than a factor of 1000 for a large body of applications.
All PEs execute the same instmction in the same cycle, making this a SIMD (Single Instruction
stream, Multiple Data stream) architecture. An off-chip controller, in place of the DRAM controller,
coordinates memory accesses and issues SIMD instructions to all PEs. The PEs each have "local"
access to the physically adjacent portion of the memory array, namely the columns "above" them.

Due to the fact that the memory wordlines run across a memory array shared by multiple PEs, all PEs
must, within a single memory cycle, make memory accesses to the same address within their local
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Figure 1.1: Memory cell array incorporating PEs
partition of memory; that is. CaRAM uses uniform memory addressing. A low-cost communication
network allows for inter-PE communication,
The CaRAM architecture is primarily motivated by two considerations: bandwidth and the
performancelcost ntio. The first consideration is that an enormous amount of memory bandwidth
exists within a memory chip and only a small portion of that is accessible from off-chip through the
pins. The ntio of internal to external bandwidth is 470: 1 for the 16 Mb DRAM described in section
3.1. Furthermore, we compare the memory bandwidth internal to the chips in a 32 MB memory
sub-system with the bandwidth at the microprocessor (assuming optimistically a 100%cache hit
rate) and show that the ratio is 3600:L For applications with poor memory temporal locality and
thus poor cache performance. the bandwidth in the memory can be 15,000 times greater than that
available to the CPU. Memory bandwidth is an important limiting factor in the performance of

current computer architectures [I]. Integrating processors into the memory chips by adding simple
PEs to the memory columns allows much of the internal bandwidth to be exploited by the PEs
directly.
The second consideration that motivates CaRAM is that, by integrating processors and memory,
it is possible to provide a huge amount of processing power at minimal cost. We will show that PEs
can be added to DRAM with only an 18%increase in area. The marginal cost increase for CoRAM
relative to the cost of the entire system is small. For this small incremental price, CaRAM could
be used to replace the system or graphics DRAM in a workstation and be used either as traditional

memory, or, for suitable applications, as a powerful SIMD parallel processor. For some scalable
applications, the CoRAM performance scales linearly or nearly linearly with the number of CdtAM
chips in a system.
We are particularly interested in DRAM (as opposed to SRAM) as a platform for CoRAM.

DRAM is the most commonly used memory found in today's computers and video frame buffers,
because of its high density and low cost. A commercial version of CeRAM based on low-cost DRAM
could replace commodity memory in a variety of applications, thus adding array processing capability
to the hardware. In order to do so economically, we examine massively parallel architectures where
the PE adds a minimal incremental cost to the memory, while maintaining maximum compatibility
with the commodity memory in function, density, and packaging.
When CoRAM is used as main memory or Frame buffer memory for a conventional processor,
the SIMD m y and the host communicate by using shared memory without the latency of sending
messages through an interprocessor communications network. CeRAM can be read and written
at speeds similar to conventional memories. Further, the host can steal memory cycles fmm the
CoRAM PEs (e.g. for filling a cache line) without altering the state of the PEs.

While SLMD computer architectures have been studied for three decades, there are several
reasons why massively parallel SIMD machines have not become commonplace. The fint reason
relates to economics. Most SIMD machines have been designed for low quantity production and
very high-end applications, so they are quite expensive.
The second reason why massively parallel SIMD machines have not become common place is

that the memory and processors have not been typically implemented in the same chip. Hence,
the maximum number of processors per chip is limited by the number of pins in an IC package.
This separation of memory and processor is usually a result of design for small volume production.
Using commodity memory chips for a particular SIMD design reduces design time, eliminates the
need for memory designers oo the project, and permits the use of an ASIC (application specific
integrated circuit) manufacturing processes for the processor portion. ASIC processes have lower
one-time costs per chip, but are not optimized for the manufacture of memory. When the processors
have a large number of pins, the IC packaging cannot be as dense as memory packaging, resulting
in computers with large physical volumes.
Thirdly, the host-to-SIMD interface often poses a bottleneck when results have to be shipped
between the sequential host processor and SIMD array (often housed in different cabinets). Low
bandwidths between host and SIMD array are common in these previous systems, and high latencies

(milliseconds)to set up the transfer -even for transfers of a single word -are not uncommon.
Fourthly, SIMD machines are conceptually more difficult to program than conventionat von
Neumann machines because the application (and data) must be partitioned among the processing
elements by the application programmer (or a clever compiler).
We attempt to address all four of these issues in this dissertation. In contrast to most of the

previous efforts, with CmRAM we aim to ( i ) leverage high volume DRAM manufacturing to keep
marginal costs low, (ii) integrate PEs and memory for the bandwidth and packaging advantages,
and (iii) provide a standard memory interface so communication between host and SIMD m y can

have low latency. While we do not provide a clever parallelizing compiler, we have found that the
parallel applicationsare not much longer and are sometimes slightly shorter than the corresponding
sequential versions. Also, the low latency shared-memory interface between host and CaRAM
permits a gradud conversion of non-parallel application code to code that explicitly makes use of
CoRAM's parallelism, starting with the most computationally-intensive portions.

In our opinion, because of the inherent restriction of SIMD architectures that each PE must
perform the same operation in the same cycle. SIMD machines must have a significantly better
performancelprice ratio than MIMD (Multiple Instruction stream, Multiple Data stream) machines
in order to compete. As we will show, a common pitfall in SIMD design is to continually add

features that adversely affect performancdprice and even net performance

-reminiscent of the art

of processor design prior to the adoption of RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) philosophies.
Once a SIMD architecture is encumbered by too many features, MIMD becomes more attractive. In
contrast, we accept the fact that many applications will not be suited to run well on CaRAM even
though CmRAM can run applications From a wide range of fields well. Hence, we do not pursue
features that would assist only limited numbers of applicationsor would encumber the PEs.
In spending resources only on features that will enhance ovenll performance, our philosophy
mimics that of early RISC designers. Two deviations from the RISC philosophy, however, are
evident. First, we assume an abundance of parallelism in our applications, so that we can wide PE
complexity for additional PEs. Second, our application set is not as well dehed at the s t a , so our
architectural tuning does not have a performance measure which is as objective as a SPEC benchmark
set. The fastestcomputers (includingparallel computers)probably won't be used exclusively for the
same applications mix as the previous generation of machines. As Briggs noted [2], faster computers
will make more computationally intensive applications viable.
"If you give people a machine with plenty-o-parallelism, someone's going to hack their

code to take advantage of it (and all the other hardware resources)."
Throughout this dissertation, we make the assumption that high-density DRAM-based CeRAM
would be manufactured in high volume so that the cost per CeRAM chip might approach the cost
of a similar sized DRAM chip. Getting from a design to high volume DRAM manufacture, or even
a prototype is a difficult task in the business sense. Manufacturing one batch of DRAM wafers can
displace nearly one million dollars of salable product1. There are further costs for mask creation
(50-300 thousand dollars) and for introducing a different design into the production stream. Thus

the non-recurring (i.e. one-time or "up-front") costs for building processors into DRAM an high
and there is no broker service (such as CMC or MOSIS)which helps to share the up-Fcont costs by

merging designs into "multi-project" chips. Although the initial costs are high, the performancelcost
ratio of CaRAM can also be very high if manufactured in a DRAM process.
In the interest of minimizing up-front costs for a new massively-parallel processor, it is tempting
to buy standard memory chips rather than integrating PEs into memory. However, with processors
and memory on separate chips, the chip pin count will limit the number of processors that can be

integrated on a chip. With limited processing power per chip, the. further temptation exists to use
standard microprocesson instead of designing custom chips. We resist these temptations by looking
to the long-term picture and discounting the up-front costs.
The scope of CORM'Sapplicability should not be limited to high-end computer needs. We hope
that CoRAM will be used in applications where memory is currently employed and the addition
of massively parallel processing would be of some use. This should include graphic and video
frame buffers and desk-top computers. We believe that CmRAM would also be highly suitable for
use in embedded systems for applications ranging from radar signal processing to high definition
television.

1.1 Dissertation Organization
An overview of past work in the fields of SIMD architectures and dynamic memory is given in
chapter 2. In chapters 3 and 4 the design trade-offs and architecture of CeRAM are developed. To

'NEC [3] produces 240 16 Mb dies on an &inch wafer. DRAM wafers are processed in large batches of, tbr example,
LOO wafers. Functional 16 Mb DRAM chips sell for $55US to $60US (July 1995). The opportunity cost of making a
batch of prototype chips in a productionDRAM foundry instead of readily marketable DRAMS is therefore approximateIy
(& x yield x* 2
x l o O b ~ ~ ~ r=s yield
)
times 1.3 million US dollan. Of course memory prices fluctuate aad
yields improve as a process matures.

show that our architecture is viable, we designed and tested a prototype chip and designed a DRAM
based PE, both of which are described in chapter 5. Examples of applications that are able to exploit

CaRAM are given in chapter 6.

Chapter 2

Prior Art
In this chapter, we briefly describe some SLMD multiprocessor architectures and memory
technology, since the design of CoRAM involves both. A luge number of SIMD architectures
have been proposed over the years. Here, we focus on massively parallel SIMD architectures that
either have been manufactured in quantity or are particularly interesting.
For DRAM, on the other hand, a detailed description of typical circuits and architectures is
provided. We focus on those aspects of DRAM that might affect the integration of PEs.

2.1 Massively Parallel SIMD Processors
Rynn defined the SISD, SIMD, and MIMD classes of computers in 1966 [4]. SISD (Single
Instruction stream, Single Data stream) is the classic uniprocessor. Multiple copies of these
uniprocessors, each with its own instruction fetch and decode units, and datapath, can be tightly
coupled together to build a MIMD (Multiple Instruction stream, Multiple Data stream) computer.
If, however, multiple processor datapaths are driven by a single instruction decode circuit, then the

computer is classified as SIMD. SIMD computers have the obvious advantage of economizing on
instruction decode circuitry and feature intrinsically synchronized operation. Chapter 3 describes
other advantages of SIMD architectures as applied to computing in memory.
The SIMD systems we describe in this section are listed in table 2.1. The table provides:

year of introduction
whether the PEs and memory are on the same chip
if the PEs and memory are integrated

Table 2.1: Chancteristics of massively paralleI processors
note 1: autonomous memory addressing implemented in software
note 2: memory redundancy implemented with spare blocks

whether that integrated memory is protected against manufacturing defects by redundancy
the amount of memory per PE
the number of PEs per chip
the number of PEs in a fully configured system
the width of the PE datapath
a whether or not memory addresses are autonomousIy controlled by each PE
0

whether or not interprocessor communications network destinations are autonomously
controlled by each PE

We use the term autonomous memory addressing to describe SIMD machines that allow the PEs

to calculate their own memory address for accessing their private memories. The opposite is uniform
memory addressing where all

PEs access the same address within their local memories. Similarly,

interprocessor communication network routing is classified as autonomous network muting if PEs

can independently specify the target PEs and uniform network routing if all messages are routed in
the same pattern.
It is interesting to note that none of these systems has been particularly economically successful
to date. It is difficult to identify the reasons for this failure, but we believe that the reasons given
in the introduction played an important role: i.e., (i) most SIMD machines were not designed for
quantity; (ii) many lack or have poor SIMD processor - memory integration; (iii) these machines
typically have a poor host - PE data interface; and (iv) without automatic parallelizing compilers.
S [ M D architectures present a more difficult programming model1. We suspect (and cite examples)

that these limitations are due to the fact that the goal of minimizing volume manufacturing costs was
traded-off for minimizing one-time design costs.
An example of minimizing design effort is the use of standard memory chips. If, instead, memory
and PEs had been integrated, then pin limitations would have been avoided, thereby permitting more

PEs per chip; yet this was seldom pursued at the time when we started our work, due in part to the
higher up-front costs. Of those designs that do combine PEs and memory, most do not fully exploit
the internal memory bandwidth, nor do most use the most dense memory available.
Stone was perhaps fiat to propose the integration of processors and memory in the memory
of a computer in 1970 [6].At a time when ferromagnetic core memory dominated main memory
systems, he proposed integrating processors into the semiconductor cache memory. In the two
decades that followed, the understanding of how to intepte memory and processors, as well as the
will to do so, has been weak. C a W was the first chip with processors integrated into memory
such that the memory was externally accessible and could be used as computer main memory [7,8].

Where processors and memory have been integrated, redundancy (to permit the repair of
manufacturing defects) has not been widely used, limiting their yield or transistor count. thus
increasing the price of parts or limiting levels of integration, respectively. This is another reason
why massively parallel processors currently occupy a high price niche.

In the following, we examine for each of these systems: the class of applications targeted, the
features of the PEs, the style of the memory. and the interprocessor communications network. As
well, we elaborate on other unique or interesting features. The machines are presented in order of
date of introduction of the machine, product family, or chip.
-

'Although automatictechniquesfor detecting, categorizing,andexploitingp d e l i s m in programs are well known[5j,
--

--

I believe that in the majority of SIMD applicationprograms, the programmer has either explicitly declared the parallelism
or has written the program so as to make the panllelism more apparent to the compiler.

STARAN was the earliest production SIMD machine [9-l5]. It was built by GoodyearAerospace
under contract from NASA Goddard SpaceRight Centre. It was used for applications such as satellite
image processing and radar signal processing for AWACS (Airborne Warning And Control System).
The processing elements are bit serial, meaning that the datapaths (ALU,registers, etc.) are 1 bit
wide and that operations on larger data items (e.g. integers) are synthesized From a sequence of
1-bit opentions. Each PE cm perform two arbitrary boolean functions of 2 inputs (the two inputs
being a data register and the output of the interprocessor communications network) simultaneously
in one cycle. Each PE contains a mask register and 2 data registers. The mask register is used to
selectively halt some PEs when executing conditional code, a common feature in SIMD machines.
STARAN shares a common pool of memory among the PEs. which is an uncommon feature among

SIMD machines. Most SIMD machines have memory permanently dedicated to each PE (i.e., they
implement private distributed memory). Theflip permutation network always supplies operands to
the ALUs. When the PEs perform operations on local data, the "identity permutation" is used.
Being an expensive machine, only five STARAN systems were produced (2 with 512 PEs, 3
with 1024 PEs). A variant of STARAN was used into this decade in AWACS (airborne military

radar, a high budget application). The design of the PEs,memory, and interconnect make high levels

of integration difficult. Only 8 PEs are integrated on a die. Since memory and PEs are in different
chips, the chips would become pin-limited before large numbers of PEs could be integrated.

DAP
The ICL DAP (Distributed Array Processor) was first designed to be a multi-purpose active

memory module for the ICL 2900 mainframe [16]. The architecture was intended to be general
purpose (as far as SIMD can be) and has been used for signal processing and text indexing, as well
as for classified military applications. The first implementation had 1024 PEs built out of medium
scale integration IITLcomponents. A CMOS version with 16 PEs per chip has since been developed.
Each one-bit processor contains a full adder and 3 registers. Standard memory chips are used for
the 4 Kb of memory per PE. Each PE communicates with its 4 neighbours on a 2-dimensionalgrid.
A 440-1 multiplexor in each PE selects the network output of one of the adjacent PEs as that PE's

network input.
Active Memory Technologies Ltd. funher developed the DAP 500 as a SIMD ?back-end

processor" to complement a VAX minicomputer or SUN workstation host 117, 181. The DAP
500 contains a grid of 32 x 32 PEs with 64 PEs integrated into one chip. Thirty-two bus lines in

each of the row and column directions are provided explicitly for 10.
To improve arithmetic performance, the DAP 5IOC (32 x 32 PEs) and DAP 6LOC (64 x 64
PEs) have an 8-bit math co-processor associated with each PE, but located on a separate chip. Each
math co-processor has an 8-bit adder and 8-bit registers, but no multiplier. The separation of the

PE and co-processor into different chips allowed the AMT DAP designers to muse the existing PE
chip, but in doing so, they restricted the 8-bit co-processor's memory path to the 1-bit path provided
for the original PE.

VASTOR
VASTOR (Vector Associative Store - TORonto) was designed at the University of Toronto for
applications involving searches and other associative operations [19-221. The TTL implementation
was built around the Motorola MC14500B indusuial control unit, which had a one-bit-wide
datapath, an accumulator, a seven-instruction ALU, and write enable logic. VASTOR has since
been implemented both with TTL MSI components and custom silicon [23, 241. Custom K s
containing a single PE were built, but were never functional due to manufacturing defects. High
level language programming was done in APL [25].
Interprocessor communication is provided by a linearnearest-neighbourcommunicationnetwork
(a 1-dimensional shift register) and two combine networks. The shift register is also used for 10.
A combine network takes multiple inputs and produces a single result, such as, for example, a

summation tree built of adders. The output of the flag register in each PE is connected to the two
combine networks. The OR combine network can be used to signal the controller that one or more
matches have been found. A novel "2 2 responding" combine network reports if more than one PE
has its flag set, and can be used to determine if the result of a search has been pared down to a single
item. The global-OR and ''2 2 responding" combine networks are implemented with linear chains
of logic that have 0(n) depth and delay.

MPP
The Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) [26, 271 built by Goodyear Aerospace for NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center contains several 128 x 128 processor planes. The MPP was designed

to process Landsat satellite images so it makes heavy use of its 2dimensional grid connectivity.
Each PE contains a one-bit full adder. These bit-serial processors are packaged 8 to a chip. Memory
is off-chip from the PEs. The MPP was used for more than a decade before it was decommissioned.

GAPP

NCR Corporation, using an architecture licenced from Martin Marietta Electronic Systems,
produced a chip with a 6 x 12 array of bit-serial processors and local memory, which they call the
Geometric Arithmetic ParalleI Processor (GAPP)[28,29]. GAPP was designed for image processing
and has been used in military applications. The PEs operate on instructions with 5 fields that control
the full adder, 3 data registers and a communications register. Each PE can communicate with
its four nearest neighbours on a 2-dimensional grid and with a private 128-bit on-chip memory.
Interprocessor communication and ALU operations can proceed concurrently.
Due to their complexity, the 72 PEs take up slightly more than half the chip. The memory arrays

in GAPP do not support redundancy, unlike most commercial RAMS. While integrating the PEs and
memory saves IC pins and communication overhead, GAPP does not include a direct mechanism

for a host processor to access the memory in the GAPP chips. Instead, data to be sent to the host

must be shifted through PEs to the edge of the GAPP chip. If the chips are connected in an array as
the manufacturer intended, the data must be shifted to the edge of the array of processors.
Connection Machine
The Connection Machine (CM) was designed by Thinking Machines Corp. for use in
connectionist (synthetic neural network) research [30]. Most CM cycles, however, have been
used for scientific computation. A fully configured CM-1has 64 K 1-bit processors with 4 Kb of
memory per PE. The CM-1 native instructions specify 3 memory addresses, a register, and two ALU
operations. A dual ALU performs two arbitrary 3-input boolean functions of a register and two
memory locations, placing the two results in a register and a third memory location. Three-operand

ALU instructions predominate in RISC microprocessor architectures, where a triple-ported register
file provides the necessary operand throughput, but we questionthe use of a three-operand instruction
for the CM-1 where each operand requires a separatecycle for a memory access. CommodityDRAM
is used as main memory. Sixteen PEs plus an autonomous hypercube network router are placed on
a chip. The peak integer performance of a 64 K PE CM-1 is one billion 32-bit additions per second.

The CM-1C*compiler generates code that runs on the host processor and issues PARIS (P.Wle1
Instruction Set) macro instructions (e.g. ADD-I6bit) to the CM-1 sequencer. This microcoded
sequencer in turn translates the macro instructions and issues native SIMD instructions to the PEs.
Branches and other scalar operations coded in the high level language do not get sent to the sequencer
but are executed on the host.
The next generation machine, the CM-2,adds a 64-bit floating-point chip to every group of 16
PEs [27]. Also, within groups of 32 PEs. the PEs can access each other's local memories. The
large 1-Mb-per-PE memory system is built with commodity DRAM chips. Its larger-than-average
size was chosen to permit multi-tasking. The hypercube communications network can be used
for autonomous message routing for send and get operations, as a uniformly routed network for
patterned communications, or as a combine network.
While Thinking Machines Corporation has enjoyed the most publicity and highest sales of any
massively parallel SIMD machine manufacturer to date, the limitationsof their designs caused them
to switch from manufacturing SIMD systems to MIMD systems in 1991. Without memory integrated
into the PE chips, the number of PEs on a chip is limited to 16 PEs in the CM-2. According to
Thinking Machines, the designers of the CM-5chose to build a MIMD machine using commercially
available microprocessor chips (SPARC) with one 32-bit wide processor per chip instead of custom
chips with 16 1-bit wide processors per chip for reasons of cost, performance, and availability.

Pixel-Planes
The Pixel-Planes machine [3 1-35], as the name suggests, was designed for computer graphics
applications. In particular, it is capable of rendering all pixels in an object in parallel. The
Pixel-Planes4 machine integrates 64 bit-serial PEs. each with a small 72-bit memory, on a chip
together with a pipelined tree-structured bit-serial linear expression evaluator. Expressions of the
form F ( x , y) = Ax

+ By + C, (where x and y are the PE cosrdinates, and A, B, C are scalar

variables) are efficiently evaluated in parallel, exploiting the similarities in the binary addresses of
neighbouring PEs. Such linear expressions are used, for instance, to shade a pixel or determine if it
lies inside a polygon.
The next generation Pixel-Planes-5 integrates 128 PEs, each with 208 bits of memory, and a
quadratic expression evaluator into a single chip. The Pixel-Planes-5 was developed as a MIMD-

SIMD hybrid to address the problem that graphic objects are often small, making it inefficient to
involve the entire SIMD array in rendering an object which only occupies a few pixels. The MIMD

Figure 2.1 : X-Net interprocessor communication network.
A bi-directional communications pon on each comer of each PE is wired to 3 neighborn.

subsystem, built with DSP chips, pre-processes the graphic objects (includingco-ordinate trmsfonns
and clipping) and sends them to the appropriate SIMD chip. The SIMD subsystemdivides up image
space among the chips so that different chips can be rendering different objects.

By building a massively parallel machine for a specific application, the designers of PixelPlanes-5 were able to create a reasonably well balanced system and the fastest rendering machine
of its time. The authors comment that for many operations, data transfer between the host and
Pixel-Planes dominates execution time. Each existing version of Pixel-Planes has been a one-off
design, built at significant expense.

In November 1989, the first C e W chip designed at the University of Toronto was sent for IC
fabrication [7].These designs had narrow PEs, the pitch of an SRAM column, integrated into the

memory array. A memory interface allowed direct off-chip memory access. The architectwe and
chip are described in more detail in the followingchapters. This work has been referenced by some
of the subsequent designers [36,37,38.39].

BLITZEN
BLITZEN [40.41, 421 is a successor to the MPP. Designed at the Microelectronics Center of

North Carolina. it was partially funded by NASA Goddard Space night Center. A BLSlZEN PE
contains a 1-bit full adder, a 30-bit shift-register/accuato and registers for masks, conditional
operations, cany, and communications. A system contains 16 K PEs, 128 per chip. Each PE has
1 Kb of onthip memory that can be addressed uniformly by the SIMD controller. autonomously

using the contents of the shift register, or a combination of the two.
The %Net interpmcessorcommunication network, shown in figure 2.1, is a 2-dimensional grid
plus diagonals so that every PE is connected to 8 neighboun (North, NE,E, SE, S, SW. W.NW).The
bi-directional port on, for example, the North East comer of one PE is wired to the ports on the NW,
SW,and SE corners of its E. NE,and N neighboun respectively. A 2-dimensional X-Net node can

communicate with its 8 neighboun (including 4 diagonal neighboua) while using the same number
of "pins" as a grid (which lacks communication with diagonally adjacent nodes). All PEs uniformly
transmit to one comer and listen on another. If only one network input can be read at a time, then
8-neighbour connectivity has no advantage over 4-neighbour connectivity when the values from all
8 neighbors are required.

An OR-tree connecting all PEs (not shown) is also provided for combine operations. Moreover,
10 is accomplished with r 4-bit bus for every 16 PEs.

While autonomous addressing is a useful feature for some applications, it has a cost in that the
row-decode circuitry occupies nearly half the area of BLITZEN. This high area cost is due to the
fact that the row-decode circuitry is replicated for the 4 columns of memory associated with every
PE. In contrast, DRAM designs tend to use one row decoder for 2048 or more columns. Fewer row

decoders driving longer wordlines could have been used in BLITZEN, had only uniform addressing
been implemented. Because of the autonomous addressing and the low density ASIC memory, only
128 Kb of RAM and 128 PEs fit on the large 11.0x 11.7 m m die in a 1pm process. The dies are
packaged in 176 pin pin-grid-array chips, n physically large package. While the design contains
more memory (128 Kb) than previous SIMD chips, its density is still 8 to 32 times lower than that
used in similar generation IC processes designed for SRAM and DRAM respectively. Redundancy
was not used to protect chips against defective memory cells or PEs. Consequently, according to
project participants, yields were quite low.
MasPar
MasPar Corp. designed the MP-1 as a moderately priced SIMD computer for general scientific
computing with a high performancdprice ratio [43,44,45,46]. The MP-1 uses a DEC workstation

as a host. Chips containing 32 4-bit processors are assembled into machines with 1 K to 16 K
processors. The ALU contains an adder, multiplier. and support for logical operations. MasPar
integratesa significant amount of static register memory into the PE die but uses offchip commodity

DRAM for PE main memory. PEs can autonomouslyaddress their local memory, but with a slower
access rate than when uniformly addressed. The memory bandwidth of the 16 K processor machine
is 12 Gbytesls, about one tenth of the register bandwidth of 117 GBls, suggesting that memory
bandwidth may pose a bottleneck. especially considering the fact that this design and others listed
in this chapter do not have cache memories. Communication is supported by a 2-dimensional
8-neighbour X-Net as described for BLITZEN (figure 2. I), and a lower bandwidth circuit-switched
global router which implements autonomous routing.
The next generation MasPar MP-2 chip has 32 PEs as did the MP-I, but the processor datapath
has been increased from 4 to 32 bits [47]. Each PE contains approximately 14000 transistors. not
including registers, or 450 transistors per bit of processor width. Despite the &fold increase in
processor width, multiplies are only 4 times as fast as on the MP-1. A fully configured system
would have 16 K PEs on 5 12 custom processor chips plus 3072 commodity DRAM chips. The total
system memory bandwidth is 23 GB/s.

VIP
The Video Image Processor (VIP) was designed at Linkoping University to process a video raster
line at the horizontal refresh rate [48,49, SO]. VIP chips are thus more likely to be combined in a

pipeline (each performing different image processing operations) than in an amy. A chip contains

256 PEs, each with 256 bits of memory and a I-bit adder. A relatively high density is achieved with
a compact ALU and a 3-transistor-memorysellDRAM m y . The 3-transistor cell is denser than
the SRAM used in prior SIMD-plus-memory designs. A 1-transistor memory cell in an ASIC or

DRAM processes would be denser still, but would have required more design effort. Video I 0 is
handled by separate input and output shift registers that run through the PEs.

SVP
The Serial Video Processor (SVP) was designed at Texas Instruments for real-time signal
processing on a video stream [5 1.521. The SVP chip contains 1024bit-serial PEs, each containing a
full adder and connected to 320 bits of memory. The PEs are organized in a row and are connected to

two memory banks so that two independent 1-bit operands can be accessed every cycle. Video-rate

I
0 is handled by dual ported memory with a 40-bit wide path for input and a 24-bit wide path for
output. Interprocessor communication is performed through a 1-bit wide lefi-right communications
network that connects adjacent PEs, as well as next-to-adjacent PEs.
The prototype receives SIMD instructions from off-chip, but the designers intended to put
instruction memory and decode circuitry on a production version of the chip so it could be used as
a stand-alone video filter.

While the SVP used DRAM memory cells, which are smaller than SRAM memory cells, the
large 1.5 million transistor count suggests that a large, 3-transistor dynamic memory cell was used.

The consequence is a large 144 mm x 11.0 mm die. Since the chip has 107 signal pins plus an
unspecified number of power pins. it is packaged in a large 179 pin PGA. This package is 15.7 cm2
or 10 times the actual die area. If minimizing printed circuit board area and system cost are desirable
then S I M D chips would have to be designed with fewer pins2.

IMAP
The IMAP chip (Integrated-Memory Array Processor) was built in a 0.55 pm BiCMOS process
at NEC for the purpose of low-level image processing [53,54]. Each chip contains 64 8-bit PEs and
2+Mb of SRAM. Each PE contains an 8-bit adder, but multiplication is performed by table lookup
in the PE's memory. The 2 Mb of SRAM (not including redundant banks) is arranged as a 4 K
x 8 bit array per PE and can be addressed uniformly or the low order bits (column address) can

be addressed autonomously. The IMAP uses a Ctransistor SRAM cell which is more expensive
than DRAM,but also faster. Since the IMAP SRAM is twice as fast as the PE. the full memory

bandwidth cannot exploited by the PEs. Interprocessor communication can be performed using the
8-bit bidirectional shift paths between left-right adjacent PEs or using a 1-bit wired-OR bus. I 0
transfers are done through a Cbit memory bus or one of two 8-bit unidirectional shift registers. The
memory access bus allows low-latency3 memory accesses by a host processor.
The IMAP designers recognized the need for memory redundancy to improve chip yield. Their
particular implementation of redundancy is, however, more expensive than redundant memory rows
or columns (as described later in section 2.24). Eight pairs of PEs can be connected to 8 blocks
2 ~this
t time, minimizing system cost precludes using more expensive, high pin count chipon-boardtechniques.
'we consider memory accesses via the external memory access bus to have low latency because the bus allows
external memory operations with access times similar to conventional memories and the data takes a direct path, rather
than traversing multiple hops in a communications network.

of memory plus 2 spare blocks. For a 25% overhead in memory area plus bus switches, only 2
manufacturing defects (in different blocks) can be repaired per 16 PEs. Each PE has approximately

7000 transistors (875 transistors per bit of datapath) and occupies an area of 419 pm x 2628 pm.
A follow-on design by NEC, the PIPRAM, integrates 128 8-bit PEs of a similar design into
16 Mb of DRAM memory.

EXECUBE
EXECUBE [55,56] was designed at IBM Federal Systems (now Lord Federal Systems-Owego)
for embedded high performance processing including radar tracking and pattern matching. A chip
contains 8 16-bitPEs and 4.5 Mb of DRAM memory. The 8 PEs can operate in a MlMD mode where

the PEs fetch their own instructions,or a SIMD mode where the PEs receive a broadcast instruction
fiom off-chip. Each PE is connected to two 32 Kx9 bit DRAM arrays, with the ninth bit being parity.
Since each DRAM array, with its own support logic, is complete and independent, autonomous
memory addressing as well as row and column memory redundancy are easily supported. Each

PE has four point-to-point links for interprocessor communication. The 8 PEs are cubetonnected
on-chip, but only 8 links are available for off-chip communication (less than the 24 links required
for a full 3-dimensional mesh).
EXECUBE is based on high-density low-cost 1-transistor commodity DRAM built in a 4 Mb
DRAM process. The DRAM mays occupy 63% of the 14.7 mm squared die. The processors are
implemented in "sea of gates" semi-custom logic. The EXECUBE's large die, large number of
signal pins, and moderate power consumption require a large 208 pin IC package.
The SIMD/MIMD modes and autonomous memory addresses gives the chip excellent flexibility.

In the MIMD mode, the programmer is presented with multiple conventionalRISC microprocessors
with message-passing communication between them. By building onto rather than into a DRAM
m y , EXECUBE's designers avoid working with low voltage signals, thus reducing design time,
and increasing the certainty of the chip being functional. However, the implementation uses predefined memory macro-cells (the DRAM arrays) which has a cost in terms of power and delivered
bandwidth. For example, after the column decoding, the data from each macro is accessed through

an 8-bit data bus4, even though 128 sense amplifiers are simultaneously active internally. Also, the
chip has a 2.7 W power consumption, in part because all memory arrays on the chip (2 arrays per
'The I bit of parity per 8 bits of data is not included in the memory and datapath sizes described.

processor) are active during a memory access. The internal memory bandwidth, with its 128-bitwide
datapath per array, goes largely underutilized, providing only page-mode "caching" of a memory
row.

Terasys
The Terasys system is a SIMD processor in memory built by the Center for Computing Sciences
(formerly the Supercomputing Research Center) and funded by the NSA (US National Security
Administration) [57,58,36]. The prototype 32 K PE Terasys system attaches to a Sparc-2 and can
be accessed as memoq. Each of 5 12 chips contain 64 bit-serial PEs with 2 Kb of SRAM per PE.
In anticipation of building large systems and running long duration applications,error detection
and correction is provided for correcting single-biterron and detecting two-bit erron. The PEs and

memory system allow masked writes. In this implementation of masked writes, the PEs first read
the memory to obtain the old values, and write back the old or new values depending on the PEs*Rag
register. Memory redundancy, but not PE redundancy, is provided to improve yield. The 128 Kb
of SRAM memory per chip was several generations behind the highest SRAM densities available at
the time.
Interprocessor communication in the Terasys is supported by a global OR network. a partitioned
OR network, and a parallel preflc network. The partitioned OR network can be partitioned into

groups with sizes which are powers of two greater than or equal to 64 (the size of a chip). The

parallel prefix network can be set to different levels allowing PEs separated by different distances to
communicate. At level 0, the parallel prefix network provides communication to the left and right
neighbouring PEs. At level I , processor i2' can receive data from the processor 2' processors to the
right of it through the parallel prefix network.
The designers of Terasys make effective use of the internal memory bandwidth. Their high

performance goals, including the use of the Terasys design as memory for a vector supercomputer,
makes the cost of SRAM acceptable.
Cray Computer built and tested a prototype 256 K PE "octant" of Rocesson in Memory (PIM)
chips for the Cray-3, to be called the Cray-3/SSS (Super Scalable System).

Linear Array DSP
The Sony Linear Array DSP f59Jhas 4320 PEs, each with 256 bits of ASIC DRAM memory.
Each ALU contains a 1-bitfull adder and a Booth decoder for multiplies. As this chip was designed
to speed up video format conversion, it has a 64-bit input channel and a 32-bit output channel. The
die is packaged in a bulky 256 pin PGA. As with other designs built with ASIC DRAM,the memory
ceIls are smaller than SRAM cells but larger than standard DRAM cells.

Many of these massively parallel SIMD machines, especially the earlier ones, do not attempt
to integrate memory and processors (see table 2.1). Fortunately, however, the designers of more
recent chips and systems have seen the importance of this integration. Of those which do integrate
memory and processors, all but two (EXECUBE and PIPRAM) use less dense varieties of memory
than the 1-transistor DRAM cell. Only Terasys, MAP, and their successors are usable as memory.
Insufficient attention is paid to improving yield through the use of redundancy. Where redundancy
is used, it is most often not implemented with the efficiency of that seen in commodity memories.
Most of these designs have large numbers of pins and are mounted in IC packages which occupy
many times the area and volume of the original die.

In contrast to the systems described above, CoRAM integrates processors and memory, uses
dense memory designs with redundancy to improve yield, and has a low pin count so that it can be
packaged in a TSOP package like memory. These features are described in more detail in chapten
3,4, and 5.

2.2

Memories
CaRAM integrates processors into the memory. This section gives a brief introduction to DRAM

circuits, with emphasis on those circuit elements that will interact with the PEs that are added to
memory.
Memory is a driving force in integrated circuit technology - it leads in number of devices
per die and device dimensions. Due to its prominent position, the available literature is enormous.
See [6O-1271 for some of the more relevant articles. The book Semiconductor Memories by Betty
Prince [1161 is a fairly comprehensivereference. In this section, a tutorial on DRAM circuits and
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Briefly, commercial dynamic memory is organized in 2dimensional arrays of I-bit memory
cells (shown in figure 2.2). A memory chip contains multiple copies of these memory arrays. Row
decoders are located at one side of the array, and sense amplifiers (sense amps) and column decoders

are placed dong the bottom. In 16 Mb and later generation DRAMS the column decoders and sense
amps are often shared by multiple arrays in order to save area.
Figure 2.3 shows the components of a 1-transistor DRAM cell. Each cell is connected to a
wordline and a bitline. Wordlines, which run in the row direction (also referred to as the X direction
in the literature), select a row of cells. Bitlines run in the column direction (Y direction) and conduct

the contents of selected cells to the sense amplifiers at the bottom of the array. Each bit is stored
as a charge on a capacitor. A MOS access transistor, under the control of a wordline, selectively
connects the capacitor to the bitline.

In order to reduce the energy used in a memory cycle, not all of the sense amps or associated
memory arrays are active during any given cycle. The most significant bits of the row address
determine which memory arrays and sense amps will be used in a cycle. DRAM specifications will
quote the required number of refresh cycles in order to restore every memory cell in the chip. Since a
sense amp can refizsh exactly one memory cell. the number of active sense amps is memor
re,re:,,
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While parameters within memory architectures keep changing, some typical ratios are provided.
Wordlines can cross 4096 or more bitlines; column decoders can select 2 to 16 sense amps; the
number of refresh cycles can range from 1 K to 16 K. and all are growing over time. Through
multiple DRAM generations, however, a sense amp is typically connected to a pair of (active)
bitlines, each with 128 memory cells.

2.2.1

DRAM Circuits

In this section, DRAM circuits as used in the high density CaRAM are fint described. DRAM
architectures vary widely, but many of the underlying circuits bear a strong resemblance to each
other. Since the DRAM "platform" on which the high density CaRAM PE design is based is
proprietary, we use the DRAM design by Gillingham et al. (described in (941) as a reference (which

is another MOSAD Technologiesdesign incorporating some of the same design philosophies) and
will be referred to as the reference DRAM architecture. Figure 2.4 is a schematic of one column of
the memory m y , with only four of the memory cells shown. A folded-bitlinearchitecture is used.
meaning a differential sense amplifier is connected to a folded bitline pair comprised of a true and
a complemented bitline, which run parallel to each other and are matched in size and capacitance.
Power (typically 3.3V or SV,and decreasing with technological advancements)and ground are given
the names VDDand Vss respectively.
The precharge, sensing, and memory access operations are now explained in detail, with

*,

explanations of what voltages are used. Before a row access, the memory is in the precharged
state with bitlines precharged to

isolation transistors turned on with the isolate signal at VDD,

and sense amps and wordlines turned off.
When a row of memory is accessed the wordline5 is driven to the boosted potential Vpp. The
cell capacitor is now connected to and shares its charge with the bitline. Since the bitlinecapacitance

(Cb)may be 10 times greater than the cell capacitance (C,), the voltage of the signal is "diluted"
'The boosted wordline is needed later so that the cell capacitor can be restored to its
(VPP> V D D + ~ N M tOh rSc r h d d )
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The sense amplifiers,along the bottom of the array, must then amplify the diluted signal, restoring
the bitlines and memory cells to the full power supply potentials. The signals ZiEKE? and restore
are then asserted to power the sense amplifier. The sense amp draws the most supply current when
the sense amp nodes are near their precharged voltages of

y.The isolation devices make sensing

faster and reduce power consumption by initially limiting the sense amp current, leaving the sense
amp to charge the bitlines. When there is a significant voltage differential on the sense amp nodes,

the isolate signal is raised from VDDto V p pSO that the bitlines can be restored fully. The column(s)
selected for read or write is connected to the differential (two-wire) data bus where the sense amp
signal is either detected by a read amplifier or overdriven by a write amplifier (both at the edge of
the memory array, not shown on figure). The path from (to) the read and write amps is multiplexed
further before reaching the chip I
0 pins buffers.
After the memory operation, the row decoder returns the active wordline to Vss and the bitlines
are precharged to

*.

Since the restore operation leaves the bitlines at VoD and VSS,
the bitline-

equalize transistor alone can do most of this task. To allow for bitline capacitance mismatch, the
databus is connected to a

supply, and all column decoders are enabled to pass the precharge

voltage level.

2.2.2

DRAM Chip Interfaces

DRAM chips have far fewer data pins than the width of the internal datapath, so only a small

proportion of the internal bandwidth (at the sense amps) can be made available to external consumers.
Here, we will briefly describe DRAM memory interfaces designed to exploit more of the internal
DRAM bandwidth by transferring more data during a memory cycle and at higher clock rates.
The memory chips that incorporate these interfaces all use existing DRAM array structures and IC
processes in order to remain price competitive.

--

The classic R A S C A S memory cycle permits a single memory word (e.g. 1,4, or 16 bits) to be
accessed for read, write, or both. This is quite restrictive when one considers that, in the process of
accessing the one memory word, a much wider internal word (orpage) of memory has been sensed
and could be made available with a smaller latency than the original memory access. Nibble-mode

DRAMS permit 4 consecutive bits (modulo 4) to be accessed in rapid succession during a memory
cycle. Fast page mode adds the ability to randomly access 'any" number of words of memory from
wlrhin the current page during a memory cycle. Static column mode and ED0 (Extended Data Out)

DRAMs offer random access within a page, as fast-page-mode DRAMSdo, but have slightly higher
data rates. Since most timing is relative to the edges of the control signals, these DRAMs are also

known as asynchronous DRAMS.

DRAM data rates picked up considerably with the introductionof a clock and internal pipelining
[101, 1021. Rambus DRAM (RDRAM) has a 500 MHz data rate, a request-response "packet"
interface, and it "caches" multiple lines of data in its sense amps. Faster RDRAMs with an 800 MHz
data rate are in development. Synchmnous DRAMs (SDRAMs) have a slower 100 MHz clock,
but a wider datapath (up to 18 pins). DRAM chips using the follow-on SLDRAM interface are
in development. Even these fast DRAM interfaces, however, provide only a small fraction of the
internal memory bandwidth.
Over time, the DRAM interfacehas evolved in order to increase memory bandwidth by increasing
the external datapath width (number of data pins) from 1 bit to 18 or more bits and by clocking
more data through those pins during a memory cycle, increasing from one access per memory cycle

(290 ns) to one access every 2 ns. Cument DRAM interfaces are still bandwidth limited by the
number of pins that can be placed on a chip and by the physical rate at which data can be clocked over
a memory-host bus. The 1.25 ns RDRAM bus cycle is close to the physical limit of the round trip
path delay for the length of the memory bus, and is therefore difficult to improve upon significantly.
At this point, memory can only make significant performance increases by, for instance, increasing
the number of pins, pushing up the data rate further still, or by placing the consumer of the memory
bandwidth on chip, as we do with CaRAM.

2.2.3 DRAM IC Process
DRAM manufacturing is very sensitive to price and thus DRAM processes are optimized to
make small efficient DRAM cells. After all, memory cells make up most of the chip. Each memory
cell requires a capacitor and a transistor which will exhibit low leakage when w e d off and will
pass the full sense-amp voltage when turned on. In contrast, IC processes that are designed for
digital logic (including microprocessors) require fast transistors and plenty of interconnection for
signals, clocks. and power. Some features of the DRAM process, such as the small number of metal

-

layen ( I or 2 layen in the 4 Mb DRAM generation as opposed to 3 5 metal layers for logic) and
the transistor characteristics, make digital logic design in a DRAM process more difficult, require

more area, and make the logic run slower.

DRAM IC processes offer special cell capacitor structures which minimize area by placing the

capacitor under the cell access transistor (trench capacitors) or above the access transistor (stacked
capacitors). These DRAM-process capacitor structures can reduce the cell area by a factor of 7
when compared to planar capacitors in an ASIC process [124]. The height of the stacked capacitors
can cause "depth of field" problems in the photo-lithography when placing multiple layers of finely
spaced metal over both the cell array and other parts of the die.

The characteristicsand operating conditions of transistors in DRAMs make them slower than the
transistors in an equivalent ASIC or digital logic process. In order to maximize the DRAM refresh
interval, transistor leakage currents must be controlled. This is done by increasing the transistor
threshold voltage6 and applying a negative bias to the substrate (back bias)'. In order to apply a
boosted voltage ( V p p )to the wordlines, the gate oxide of the cell access transistors must be thicker%
Each of the increased threshold voltage, negative back bias, and thicker oxide diminish the drive of
the transistors, and hence, reduce their speed when compared to transistors in ASIC processes.

In summary, DRAM processes have been optimized for the cost-sensitive and density-sensitive

DRAM market. Building memory in a logic process results in a much less dense design. Modifying a
DRAM process for a single IC design would be prohibitivelyexpensive. Hence, making the best use
of an existing DRAM process and DRAM m
y design is key to building low-cost high-performance
computing. This is what CoRAM does.

Logic Design in a DRAM Process
DRAM processes typically have fewer wiring layers than logic processes, and consequently,
the routing of signals in DRAM can be as demanding of the designer as is the design of DRAM
circuits. In the 4 Mb and earlier generations, DRAMs have one pin each for VDDand Vss, (power
and ground) and often have a single layer of metal. Since the other IC routing layers are resistive,
this constrains VDoand VSsto be "river-routed" to all significant loads across the chip without these
power lines crossing or using a via.
Another electrical concern is signal propagation along the wordlines, which in a 4 Mb DRAM
for example, must pass through 4 K bitlines. Because the wordlines of polysilicon or polysilicide
(the cell access transistor gate material) are too resistive, the signal is "backed-up" with metal
'In some DRAM processes, the threshold voltagcs of the cell access transistors and digital Iogic eransistors are
controlled selectively by introducing additional mask and implultation steps.
PMOS DRAM arrays [106Jand for multiple-well processes. different back-biases for logic and memow cells
become possible.
'One way to avoid this pmblcm is to design a process with two layers of gate polysilicon with different gate oxide
rhicknessesin order to provide transistors for logic as wcU as for DRAM.
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running above it. Each metal wordline is bbstrapped"
to its polysilicon wordline at regular intervals,
producing gaps in the memory array called wardline strappings. Control signals for the sense imps
and column decoder an similarly strapped, and signals for any additional logic (such as control
signals for CoRAM PEs) in the memory should be strapped as well.

DRAM design has several other prominent features that make it different to other digital logic
design. For example, the small signals on the bitlines require more attention to precision and noise

than the "rail-to-rail" signals typically found in digital logic circuits. DRAM timing is complicated
and critical. so many of the internal control signals in DRAM are "self timed" to achieve the greatest
speed while maintaining reliability. The power supplies within DRAM are noisy because multiple
copies of circuits (e.g. sense amps) switch on simultaneously, generating spikes in current, yet
DRAM packages have few power pins (2 to 6) compared to digital logic chips.

2.2.4

Redundancy

The use of redundant rows and columns in DRAM designs is necessary in order to increase
manufacturing yield. DRAM designs can incorporate 2 orders of magnitude more transistors on a
chip before yield begins to fall off, when compared to other silicon designs, such as microprocessors.
For example. in 1995, the largest memory chips contained over one billion transistors, while the
largest processor chips contained fewer than 10 million transistors. This difference is partly due to
the regular structure of DRAM,but also due to the use of redundant structures. Having redundant

columns (andor rows) allows defective columns (rows) to be replaced. The disabling of defective
columns (rows) and the activating of the address decoders for the redundant columns (rows) is
typically done by cutting polysilicon fuses with a laser. The substitution of redundant columns
(rows) is performed in small adjacent groups (e.g. of 4 rows or columns).
For high-yield, high-density memory designs, it is clearly important to have either column or
row redundancy. In practice, it is useful to have both in order to be able to repair additional classes
of faults, such as bitline to wordline shorts. The majority of published DRAM designs today have
both.

In conventional redundancy schemes, a redundant p u p of rows or columns assumes the address
range of the defective group it replaced. Since the redundant groups can't always be physically

- indeed, it is common design practice to place
the memory array - adjacent addresses will not map to

adjacent to the defective groups they replace
all redundant groups at the edge of

physically adjacent groups. This discrepancy will become significant when PEs with interprocessor

communication are added to the memory array.
As a result of the use of redundancy to repair defects, DRAM processes typically have two sets

of design rules: a larger-feature-size moreconservative set of rules that are used for the "periphery"
and a smaller-feature-size set of rules that are used for the "core" or memory array. ASIC processes

typically have one set of design rules. Transistors designed using core, as opposed to periphery,
design rules are smaller, faster, and lower power, but have lower yields and hence need to be protected
by redundancy. If PEs accompanying DRAM could be protected against defects through the use of
redundant PEs then this logic could be designed using the core design rules.

2.2.5

Smart Memories

The term Sman Memory has been in existence for years and has been applied to a variety of
designs. Until recently, none of these memories has offered an external memory interface while
adding flexible computing. The majority of self-described smart memories in the literaturr are
simply memories with an augmented memory capability, such as: content addressable memories,
dual-ported memories, semaphore memories, etc. [L28].Some proposed memories can perform
higher-level memory related operations such as pointer chasing [129]. Since little parallelism
is available in implementing these operations and a conventional external processor would likely
require the same number of memory cycles, there are limited advantages of adding this type of
functionality to a memory chip. Steve Morton [130], founder of Oxford Computers, has produced
several memories with dedicated logic for specific operations such as convolution and synthetic
neural networks. None of these designs listed in this paragraph offer both a memory intecface and a
general processing capability.

It is interesting to note that processors can and have been added to other parts of the computer
memory hierarchy. There is ongoing work on adding microprocesson to the disks to build smart
disk arrays for database applications [1311.
The idea of placing one or more processors on the memory chips has been proposed previously
[6.24]. Concurrent to our work, Patterson [I321 mentions in 1990'The most important processor of

the 90's is going to be the IRAM (Intelligent RAM)', (meaning RAM with some kind of processing
on-chip). His group has been working on the design of a vector processor in memory [133. 371.
Others have created single processor in memory designs [134].

MicroprocessorsCombined with Memories
Some argue the case for putting as many of the current generation high-performance
microprocessors in a memory chip as possible. Since the highest performance processon and highest
density memories are built as large as possible near the limits of the lithography and manufacturing
yield, combining advanced rnicroprocesson with high density memories requires compromises in

area for both, in order to be economically viable. Consider, for example. the quad-issue PowerPC
chip [135] with an area of 311 mm2,and a 256 Mb DRM
with an area of 304 mrn2+This high

performance microprocessor is larger than the DRAM. even when the processor's external level2 cache is discounted. Furthermore, the IC processes for microprocessors and DRAM are quite
different as noted in section 2.2.3. While processors have been integrated into DRAM [56] and other
microprocessor-in-memory designs will likely follow and be successful, compromises will probably
have to be made in the memory capacity andlor processor complexity.

2.3 Summary
Several of the massively parallel processors mentioned in Section 2.1 integrate processors and
memory on the same die (GAPP,VIP, Pixel-Planes, BLITZEN, Terasys, IMAP.Linear Processor
Array). However, only a couple of these chips (EXECWBE and PIPRAM) use high density onetransistor DRAM. Only two (Terasys and IMAP)are usable as memories. To retrieve a value fiom a
PE's memory in the GAPP,for instance, the value must be shifted out through a 12x6 grid on chip
and very likely through a cascade of chips.
CeRAM was the first published implementation of memory with added flexible processing

capabilities, supporting both full memory function plus programmable computation (7.81.

'since microprocessor and DRAM die sizes incnase each generation, we seIected a microprocessor generation
(quad-issue) which will likely be in volume production before the DRAM (256 MB).

Chapter 3

Computing in the Memory:

the Abstraction
The design of CaRAM was driven primarily by the desire to eliminate as much of the von
Neumann bottle neck as possible in order to obtain an extremely high performance/price ratio.
Section 3.1 identifies the memory bandwidth that is available in different parts of a computer
system, and shows that there is an immense, but underutilized memory bandwidth at the sense
amplifiers within semiconductor memories, such as DRAMS. The aggregate bandwidth at the sense
amps is several orden of magnitude higher than what is available anywhere else in a typical computer
system. The only way to fully exploit this bandwidth is to place the consumers of the bandwidth,
namely the processor(s),into the memory chip adjacent to the sense amps. This observation was the
primary motivation for designing CoRAM with processors integrated into the memory.

The second goal in the design of CaRAM was to keep the cost of CaRAM comparable to DRAM.
In order to achieve this goal, CmRAM must be compatible with commodity DRAM with respect
to density, packaging, redundancy, and IC process. Remaining compatible with DRAM allows
CeRAM to leverage the manufacturing technology of DRAM and allows easier integration with

existing computer system architectures. In particular, CaRAM should be viewed as a replacement
for DRAM.
The requirement for DRAM compatibility and the desire for placing processing power adjacent
to the sense amps naturally results in an architecture with many small PEs with narrow pitch that
operate in a SIMD fashion. This is established in section 3.2. Section 3.3 establishes that the best
processor configuration for CmRAM is an array of 1-bit-wide PEs with narrow aspect ratios. The

Figure 3.1 : Conventional workstation architecture
resulting C O Warchitecture is described in section 3.4 and the advantages of this architecture are
discussed in section 3.5. Chapter 4 will cover more detailed architectural tradeoffs and design.

Memory Bandwidth
In a typical workstation, the memory bandwidth can vary from a few hundred megrbytesls at
the system bus, to several terabytesls inside the memory chips themselves.

Consider, for example, a 100 MHz 64-bit workstation with 256 Mbytes of 16 Mb DRAM,as
shown in figure 3.1. In this example, we use 1 Mx 16b DRAM chips1 with a row access time of

50 ns. a cycle time of 90 ns, and a fast page mode cycle time of 35 ns. This chip requires 1024 cycles
to refresh every memory cell, which implies that there is one active sense amplifierper 1024 memory
cells. Thus,the width of the internal datapath in one chip is 16 Kb. In this 256 Mbyte system with
128 memory chips, the internal datapath is 2 Mb wide, with an aggregate memory bandwidth of 2.9
terabytesls for reads (as shown in the top bar of figure 3.2) and an aggregate memory bandwidth of

2.9 tenbyteds for writes (5.8 TB/s total memory bandwidth).
As the 2 million wire datapath is multiplexed in multiple stages onto a 64-bit bus, memory
bandwidth is lost. The first such constriction of bandwidth occurs inside the memory chips when
he NEC pPD4218160LE-50I Mx 16b DRAM [I131is used in this example.
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Figure 3.2: Memory bandwidth throughout system
the memory column decoders multiplex the datapath down to 128 bits per chip2, resulting in an
aggregate system bandwidth of 23 gigabyte& using the standard DRAM cycIe. If 4 fast-pagemode accesses are made in 166ns3, the aggregate bandwidth would be 49 gigabyteds. Despite the
lower bandwidth at the column decoders as opposed to the sense amps, many other designs attach
processors to DRAM after the column decoders4.
If, however, memory is only accessed from off-chip, the 16 data pins per chip (2 K pins total)
limit the aggregate bandwidth to 2.8 gigabytesls using the standard DRAM cycle, or 6.2 gigabytesh
in fast page mode transferring Cword bursts between row accesses. When the memory is read or
written over a 64-bit system bus, the bandwidth is further constricted to 190 megabytesk when
accessed in the fast-page-mode.
he 128-bit &t;lpath after column decode assumes a memory organizationof 32 arrays of 2 Kx 256 bits with 8 amys
active and a 16-bit databus per array.
3 ~ h &word
e
burst transfers are reasonable for a cache Line fill or write-back.
designs that incorporate processing into DRAM treat the DRAM (including it's column decode and
4 ~ o sexisting
t
narrow databus) as a macro-cell [56,136, 137,138,53,37], thenby using the bandwidthafter the column decoders which
is only a fraction of the bandwidth available at the sense amps.

If a cache hierarchy is used then the effective peak (cache access) memory-data bandwidth is
800 megabytesls which is three and a half orders of magnitude less than the untapped bandwidth

available at the sense amps. For applications or routines with poor data temporal locality, such as the
inner product of long vectors, the system bus dictates performance, with four orders of magnitude
less bandwidth than at the sense amps.
The bandwidths at different points in the memory system architecture will, of course, vary
h m system to system. The numbers presented above were based on a common DRAM chip that

requires only 1 K refresh cycles (in order to refresh all memory cells on the chip), implying a
greater number of active sense amplifiers and thus greater intemal memory bandwidth (and higher
power) than DRAMs that require more refresh cycles. For the other parameters of this hypothetical
system. numbers were chosen conservatively, using parameters which decrease the ratio of memory
bandwidth at the sense amplifiers to bandwidth elsewhere. For example, fast page mode more than
doubles the bandwidth at the decode, pins, and bus compared with operation without fast page mode.
Moreover, the bandwidth achieved with the 4-word burst transfer we assumed is within 19%of the
peak bandwidth that would be achieved had all memory accesses been made continuously to the same
memory page. The DRAM we chose had a wide data bus (16 pins), with a correspondingly high
bandwidth at the memory pins. Circuit board signal delays and skews were optimistically assumed
to be zero. The CPU data bandwidth is based on one data access every cycle with an optimistic
100% data cache hit rate. Higher-clock-rateDRAM chip interfaces have improved the bandwidth

characteristics, but only slightly. For example, Rarnbus DRAMs with a single controller have a peak
transfer rate of 500 MBls at the "system bus" or 116000 of the internal memory bandwidth.
Other parameters in our calculations were chosen to be typical but could be chosen differently.
For example, adding additional DRAM chips would increase the bandwidth at the sense amps,
decode and pins; a higher density memory would offer fewer total data pins in the system with
proportionately lower bandwidth at the pins; a higher density memory may also have fewer active
sense amplifiers with lower bandwidth at the sense amps and decode; using slower DRAM chips
would result in lower bandwidth at the sense amps, decode, pins, and bus; and interleaving would
result in improved bandwidth at the system bus. As we have discussed, different assumptions will
alter the bandwidth ratios, but not enough to change the conclusion,namely that there is significantly
greater memory bandwidth available inside the memory chips.

Of course it is well understood that a designer, for a price, can buy any desired amount of memory

bandwidth by using more or faster memory componend, without having to integrate processors and
memory. The numbers of chips needed to obtain the high memory bandwidths offchip, however,
would require a great deal of space and would be expensive. Moreover, with more memory chips,
the aggregate on-chip memory bandwidth would dso be correspondingly higher.
From the example provided above, it is clear that, for memory-bandwidth limited computations,
the processors should be placed next to the sense amps. The increased memory bandwidth could
result in a potential speed-up, relative to a workstation, of 3000 to 15,000 depending on the
workstation's cache performance on the particular application.

3.2 Maintaining Compatibility with Memory
A key goal of CoRAM is to remain compatible with commodity DRAM with respect to cost,

silicon area, speed, packaging and IC process, while still being able to access a significant fraction
of the internal memory bandwidth. To preserve the economics of the memory, we must work within
the existing limited number of routing layers. preserve the number of memory cells per row address
decoder and sense amp, and use redundancy to correct manufacturing defects.

3.2.1

Using DRAM IC Processes

In order to take advantage of volume DRAM fabrication, the IC process should not be changed.
In particular, DRAM designers put great effort into designing the most economical DRAM cell.
As described in section 2.2.3, we have to design with transistors and IC layers which have been

optimized for DRAM. There are fewer metal layers available in a DRAM process relative to logic
processes, and the transistors are slower.

3.2.2 Physical Dimensions and Performance
CmRAM should be a viable substitute for DRAM. If CaRAM is to be used as enhanced main

memory, the price should not be significantly higher than DRAM and CaRAM should not be
noticeably slower than DRAM. Hence, the increase to the area of the memory chips as a result of
adding PEs should be kept small. While this guideline is vague, we show in chapter 5 that significant
processing power can be fit into DRAM with an area increase of less than 20%.
In conventiond designs, more memory bandwidth can be obtained by using more memory components arnnged in
parallel or interleaved, as required

Most of the chip area of CeRAM should be taken by the memory arrays, as is already the case
for DRAM.Since the DRAM array is already highly optimized for area.cost, and yield, the layout of
the basic DRAM array should not be changed for CeRAM. The processing capability must therefore
be placed along the perimeter of the DRAM m y . In fact, the goal of exploiting the memory
bandwidth at the sense amps indicates that the processing capability be placed at the ?bottom" of
the array where the sense amps are located with connections made to the army at regular intervals.
Likewise, if CaRAM is noticeably slower than DRAM, it won't be attractive to use as an
enhanced replacement for DRAM. An increase in chip area will likely result in an insignificant
increase in signal delays over the longer wires resulting in marginally slower memory accesses.
The same circuits as found in DRAM,or circuits with equivalent speed, should be used for the
performance-critical paths.

3.23 Coping with Long Wordlines
Architectures which place processors at the memory sense amps are constrained by the long
wordlines found in DRAM designs, which effectively dictate a SIMD architecture with uniform
addressing. The wordlines are designed to be long in order to minimize the area taken by row
decoders and other drivers. In standard DRAM designs, all columns (or bitline pain) in an array
are addressed by a single row address. If the row decode and long wordlines found in commodity
DRAM memories are not to be modified, then the CoRAM processors are potentially presented with

data from typically 2048 to 4096 columns of memory, all from the same row. This 2048-bit. or
more, memory word is too wide to use effectively as a processor word (in any conventional sense).
Hence, it makes much more sense to use multiple, smaller processing elements. The DRAM'S wide
memory word can be divided among multiple processors with smaller datapaths, each being able to
access data only in the columns above it. Thus, each processor effectively sees a private memory as
in a distributed memory multiprocessor. The long wordlines require that each processor access the

same memory row in my given cycle.
The PEs thus have uniform memory addressing. To allow smaller blocks of memory.to be
separately addressed would require more row decoders with an additional overhead in area. Since
row decoders can be greater than 300 times the width of a DRAM memory cell, adding extra row
decoden is an expensive option.
It would be unworkable for a MIMD multiprocessor to benefit from having processors
autonomously executing their own instruction streams but performing loads, stores and instruction
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Figure 3.3: Redundant memory columns and PEs
Defective memory cells and PEs are effectively repaired by electrically replacing them
with redundant units which contain a group of memory columns and a PE.

fetches to the same addresses in local memory at the same time. The shared memory address stream
thus suggests the use of a shared instruction stream as well.

In summary, in keeping with existing DRAM architectures, we are constrained to use multiple
processing elements located close to the DRAM sense amps that operate in a SIMD fashion using
uniform memory addressing.

3.2.4

Redundancy Considerations

Providing redundancy in DRAM increases manufacturingyields and reduces manufacturing cost
per working chip. In CaRAM, row redundancy is easy to implement since it has no impact on PE

design. The presence of column redundancy, however. does complicate the design of CeRAM, since
each PE gets its identity both from the column address of its memory and from the PEs adjacent
to it on a conununications network. When a defective group of memory columns is replaced, the
redundant group of memory columns must be connected to a PE.Rather than connecting a redundant
group of columns to a PE through a switch and wires which may run the width of the memory array,
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Figure 3.4: Yield as a function of PE width
the signal delay is reduced if the redundant group of memory columns is directly connected to a
redundant PE, as shown in figure 3.3. In the figure, a faulty memory cell and faulty PE are depicted
with crosses. To employ the redundant column groups, the column groups containing the faulty
circuit elements are disabled and the redundant column groups (shaded) are set to the address of the
defective column groups. The addition of the redundant PEs further improves yield by also allowing

the replacement of defective PEs. Adding redundant PEs thus allows PEs to be designed using lower
yielding and finer "core" IC design rules, resulting in a PE with a smaller area and faster transistors.
A narrow PE pitch can assist in making memory column redundancy more effective. In fact,

the narrower the PE. the less expensive it is to produce the chip. If, when a PE or memory cell is
defective. all memory columns associated with that PE are to be replaced as a unit, then a wider PE
will result in fewer substitutable groups of columns from a fixed-size pool of redundant columns.
This effect is depicted in the graph in figure 3.4 that shows the yield of an array of memory as a
function of the width of a PE, given a &xed-size pool of redundant columns. The yield decreases
with increasing PE width as larger numbers of redundant columns from the fixed size pool must be

attached to each redundant PE. For the case where the PE is 8 times the width of a group of columns,
there are not enough redundant columns to repair a single defect6.

The highest yield in graph 3.4 corresponds to the pitch of the PE being no wider than the pitch
of the minimum size group of columns which can be substituted.

3.2.5

Packaging Considerations

DRAM can be packaged very densely. For example, SIMMs (Single Inline Memory Modules)
and DIMMs @ual Inline Memory Modules) are small cards that plug vertically into the main circuit
board and hold. for example 8 or 9 memory chips7. When the DRAM IC packages are mounted
on SIMMs which are then mounted on a main printed circuit board, the memory chips are on their
edges, taking up even less area. This dense SIMM packaging is possible because memory has small
IC packages, uniform bus connections, and a small number of pins. In contrast, some massively

parallel processors are packaged in bulky pin grid array IC packages. For example, the 208 pin

PGA (Pin Grid A m y ) used by the IMAPrequires 19.8 square centimetres, or 13 times the area of a
typical 4-Mb DRAM package8.
Relative to DRAM,CoRAM requires a few extra pins per chip for communication and possibly
a slightly larger package to accommodate a larger die. Strict pin compatibility between DRAM and

CmRAM is not an important issue since we assume that CoRAM will be designed into a CmRAMspecific board or system which incorporates a CmRAM controller. A typical 4-Mb DRAM (our
reference 1 M x 4 b memory architecture in sections 2.2.1 and 5.2.1) uses 20 pins on a TSOP
(Thin Small Outline Package) which could accommodate 26 pins, so the unused 6 pin-positions
could be used for C O R A specific
.
signals. Alternatively, a package with more pins could be used.
The widths of standard TSOP and SOJ (Small-Outline Elead) packages are specified in 0.05 inch
increments so a wider die can be accommodated in a slightly wider package. Eight CoRAM chips
with widths 0.05 inches wider than typical DRAMS will easily fit on a standard sized 72-pin SIMM,
but the SIMM pin-outs must be changed. The other constraint for using SIMMs is the pin count
6 ~ hassumptions
e
used in h i s graph ate: the smallest group of columns which can be substituted is 4 columns, the
memory block contains 1024 columns plus 16 spares, a defect nte per coIumn of 1% is arbitrarily chosen, defects are
uncorrelated and modeled with a binomial distribution. The defect nte of 1% (yield of 99%) for individual columns is
for demonstration purposes. Actual column yietds of DRAMScan be higher or Iower than this. For these calculations,
the column yield is taken after row redundancy (if any) has been applied. The 4 coIumn p u p corresponds to the pitch
of some of rhe more n m w column decoders. The sue of a group of redundant coIumns cannot be less than the column
decoder controlling it.
'~ommonSIMMs m g e in size h m holding 2 to 24 chips.
'The 26/20 pin 300 mil SOJ (Sd-Outline J-lead) 4 Mb DRAM package has an area of 1.47 square centimctrcs.

of the SIMMs themselves. The 160 IC pins of 8 DRAM chips can be connected to the SIMM's 72
pins because most signals are bused to each chip. Similarly, most of the wires connecting the many
SIMMs form buses on the circuit board that the SIMMs plug in to.

In order to package CaRAM dies in TSOPs, CmRAM must have few extra pins compared to

DRAM. In order to package CoRAM chips togetheron SIMMs, which ye also pin-constrained, most
signals must be common buses, which is the case for CaRAM. A SlMD architecture helps reduce
the number of signals since all chips use the same instruction and address. Multiplexing the SIMD
instruction with the memory address can economize on pins. Chip and SIMM pin count should
also be considered when choosing a communications network. Dense memory-style packaging for
CaRAM is desirable in order to minimize cost, but it also has a large impact on system size9.

3.3 Additional Design Issues
Section 3.2 established that it is beneficial to use many PEs with narrow pitch, located at the
bottom of the memory arrays, next to the sense amps. For the design of CaRAM, we chose to make
our PEs I -bit wide (bit serial). Section 3.3.1 argues that this is also a good choice for efficient use of

silicon from an asymptotic point of view. Given I-bit wide PEs, section 3.3.2 predicts the optimal

PE aspect ratio.

3.3.1 Asymptotic Advantages of Bibserial PEs
Assuming an abundance of parallelism in applications, simple ALU structures can have greater
performance per silicon area compared to the complex ALU structures found in conventional
processors because simple ALU structures can be more efficient in the use of transistors and circuit
area. In a bit-serial ALU, for instance, every bit of every output of every stage of logic is active
during every ALU cycle - there is only one stage with one output bit. The designers of modem
high performance microprocessors make a tradeoff and choose complex ALUs with low latency
over simpler ALUs with reduced area and transistor count.
To compare several ALU algorithms without looking at specific silicon implementations, we
look at their asymptotic complexity as lunctions of operand size in bits (n) with O()notation in
he advantagesof this dense packaging are si@cant; 1 million 1-bit-datapathCeRAM PEs could fit in 25x23cm
of circuit b o d space in present technoIogyif packagedas SIMMs. For comparisonof packaging, the Thinking Machines
CM-1 and CM-2(introducedin 1985 and 1990 respectively) mounted 32 1-bitdatapathPEs on a module (printed circuit
board). The maximum configuration used 2048 circuit boards to hold 64 K PEs; 1 M PEs would have required 32 K
circuit bods.
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Table 3.1 : ALU algorithm and complexity
The area and delay are compared for different hardware algorithms applied to addition,
multiplication, and bit permutation. Bit-serial arithmetic is unbeaten in areastime
complexity.

table 3.1. We assume that a sufficiently large memory for these operations is available and that
this memory's latency is independent of n. Our asymptotic analysis of algorithms ignores constant
coefficients and lower order terms, which are not necessarily insignificant for common 8-bit to 64-bit
data-types. While table 3.1 examines the latency of the algorithms considered, we should note that
pipelining can be used to increase the throughput of multi-bit multipliers (and occasionally adders)
by (at most) the number of pipeline stages. Our measure of performance is the reciprocal of latency
for an n bit operation, and we use silicon area as an estimate of the cost. Hence, the areaatime
product is an estimate of the cost/performanceratio, which we wish to minimize.
For addition, the bit-serial ALU with a one-bit datapath requires a constant number of transistors
and area, regardless of the size of the operands, but has a long latency that is linear in the length of the
operands. Nevertheless. it fain very well as one of the two algorithmswith the lowest order areadme
product of O(n).Ripple-carry addition uses an n-bit dataparh, but is not faster asymptotically than
the bit-serial addition with 0( n )latency.
Galloway proposed using carry-save addition for CeRAM [ 1391. Similarly, SILT is designed

to use carry-save arithmetic. storing one bit of a value per PE. Carry-save addition postpones
propagation of the carries to reduce latency. Without the carry propagation, the latency for addition
is O(1) and the areaetime product is O ( n ) . The result is provided io the redundant carry-save
notation. which is suitable as an operand for another addition. When a binary representation result is
required, any carry which does not increase the order of the hardware cost (e.g. ripple carry) makes
carry-save addition just as slow as the ripple-carry adder.
A carry look-ahead ALU is designed for low latency but at a greater hardware cost than the

previous ALUs. It can produce a binary result in O(1og a ) time. However, the cany-propagation
path requires 0(n2)hmansistorsto achieve the fastest carry propagation of these adders. Thus the
low latency of the carry-look-ahead adder comes at the cost of an even greater area. resulting in
the worst areadme product [140]. Other low-latency adders, such as logarithmic carry select [141]
have similarly large asymptotic bounds on area-timeproduct. In our opinion, if the parallelism is
available, silicon area is better spent on having more copies of simpler ALU structures such as ALUs
which perform bit-serial or carry-save arithmetic vs. fewer large low-latency ALUs.
Considering multiplication with n-bit operands, the bit-serial and carry-save ALUs again have
the best area4rne product. The ripple-carry ALU is less competitive. For all three of these ALUs,
multiplication is performed as iterative addition. A Wallace-tree [I421 combinational multiplier
includes a tree of carry-save adders. In contrast to the previous three ALUs, this hardware is poorly
utilized as each gate in the Wallace-tree of combinational logic is used only once per new operand.
The Wallace tree has the lowest latency, but a high cost in area.
The implementation of the ALU will determine how much advantage can be had by skipping
over zeroes of the multiplicands [143]. This skipping-over-zeroes optimization does not change

the order of the complexity. A hard-wired combinational multiplier must support the worst case
operands. If the multiplication is performed iteratively, those partial products of zeroes can be
skippedlO.For the n-bit carry-save ALU,skipping over a zero still requires a shift operation while
the bit-serial ALU does not require computation. The bit-serial ALU is most efficient at "skipping
over zeros" in one of the multiplicands.
For some applications such as graphics and logic simulation, individualbits must be manipulated.
Manipulating bits on a processor with a word wider than one bit (e.g. 32 bits or 64 bits) can be
inefficient. As an example of bit manipulation, consider arbitrary bit permutation. Both a bit-serial
processor and an n-bit-word processor can perform an arbitrary reordering of the bits in an n-bit
ni''

order to skip over zeros on a SIMD machine, one multiplicandshould be a scalar variable.

word one bit at a time but the bit-serial processor can do it with significantly less hardware. The
n-bit processor can perform a fixed permutation faster using a memory lookup table, but only at great
hardware expense. While a dedicated permutation switch (such as a Batcher banyan network) is less
expensive, it still has an areastime product of O(nalog n). Hence we conclude that the bit-serial
processor is the most effective for performing an arbitrary bit permutation of an n-bit word.

"

We have shown that for addition, multiplication, and bit permutation, the bit-serial ALU has the
lowest order area-timeproduct which corresponds to the best performance/cost ratio.
Bit-serial arithmetic has other advantages and disadvantages. With bit-serial arithmetic, any
sized operand can be handled efficiently on the same hardware, including different-sized operands
to the same operator. Results from addition and multiplication can be sized to maintain full
accuracy. In contrast to the low latency ALU designs, the same bit-serial hardware is used for
addition, multiplication, and any other operation. One downside to bit-serial arithmetic, however, is
that an O(1) PE cannot store an n-bit partial sum during a multiplication operation, so more memory
operations are required when compared to an n-bit wide multiplier.
Overall, because of the advantages stated hen and in section 2.2.3 and 3.2.4, we only consider
bit-serial ALU designs for our CmRAM design.

3.3.2

PE Aspect Ratio

We have already shown in section 3.2.4 that narrow PEs have an advantage with regards to yield.
The PE aspect ratio (height to width) also affects how many PEs can be placed on a die of a given
size.
We developed a simple analytic model which can be used to represent the approximate
relationship between PE pitch and area without time-consuming manual layout of the large set

of alternatives. This model bases the PE area on a fixed area (APELircuit)
for the PE circuitry, a
fixed width for horizontal (Hbu8)and vertical (Wbu,)wiring channels, and a fixed memory height
( Hme,.r,) as depicted in figure 3.5.

The relationships between the height, width. and area for the PE and memory shown in figure

3.5 are described in these equations:

''of course each PE in a SlMD bit-serial machine with uniform memory addressing must perform the same bit
permutation.

Memory

array

Wiring

PE
core
circuitry

Figure 3.5: PE dimensions

We made several simplifying assumptions. In actual IC layoul signal busses can be routed
over-top of transistor circuits to varying degrees, but we discount this in the model. As well. we
assume that area is a continuousfunction of pitch, instead of an integer multiple of sense-amp pitches
(preferably a power of 2). We also assume there is no minimum memory requirement per PE.
In order to be independent of specific IC design rules, widths and heights are specified in wire
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Figure 3.6: The effect of PE pitch on chip area per PE
pitchesk2,and area is specified in square wire pitches. Remember that a column of memory (folded
bitline pair) requires 2 wire pitches.
Rather than pick arbitrary parameters for this model, we take parameters from the circuit and
circuit topology information for the PE described in section 5.2, but not the layout information.
The DRAM-based CmRAM PE, described in section 5.2 requires a minimum of 7 wires running
vertically at the widest point. A bus of L6 control signals runs through the PE in the horizontal
direction. The remaining PE circuitry, including 76 transistors, is estimated to occupy 200 square
wire pitches. We assume that there are 2 memory arrays attached to each PE. one above and one
below. The combined height of the two memory arrays (H,,,,,,,)is approximated as 600 wire
pitches, since each of the memory mays above and below the PEs requires 256 wordlines plus an
assumed 44 wire pitches for the sense amp and decode. Hence, we arrive at these parameters:
APEsircuit = 200,

of PE excluding buses

"'The wire pitches in the horizontal md vertical directions may indeed be different sizes owing to using different
process layers.

Wbur= 7. signals running vertically contributing to PE width

Hbur= 16,signals running horizontally contributingto PE height

H,.,,,,

= 600, height of memory m y associated with PE

The area-pitch relationship is shown in the graph in figure 3.6. We found that a wide range
of reasonable parameters will produce similarly shaped curves. The main feature of the PE plus

+

memory area ( A P E Amemmy)curve is a steep minimum where the PE is tall and narrow. The total

PE area (circuitry plus buses) becomes infinite as the PE core circuitry is extended infinitely high,
which corresponds to the total PE width going to Wbus.
The total PE area also becomes infinite as

the PE core circuitry is extended infinitely wide, which corresponds to the total PE width becoming
infinite. For the given pameters, the PE area has a minimum when the PE pitch is 16.4 wire pitches
and the aspect ratio (height:width)is 3.3: 1. When the PE and its associated memory are treated as
a combined unit, the minimum area produced by this model corresponds to a PE width of 8.5 wire

pitches and an aspect ratio of 17:I. This narrower PE aspect ratio has a 40% greater area than the
3.3: 1 PE aspect ratio, but clearly requires less total area when memory is considered. The goal in

designing the CmRAM PE is to maximize the number of PEs (of a given complexity)that fit in a chip
with fixed dimensions. This is equivalent to minimizing the area for a single PE and its associated
memory. The optimum width is close to the chosen width of 8 bitline pitches (4 sense-amp pitches)
used for the DRAM-based C O WPE described in section 5.2.

In summary, we have presented a model to help visualize the height-width trade-offs and this
model suggests implementing the CmRAM PE circuit with a tall narrow layout.

3.4

Basic CeRAM Architecture

In the previous sections, it has been argued that our desire to exploit the memory bandwidth
that is available at the sense amps requires us to move the processors into the memory chips, and
our desire to keep the new memory-processor chips as compatible with memory chips as possible
require us to use many narrow I-bit wide SIMD PEs with uniform memory addressing. This leads
to the computer architecture, depicted in figure 3.7. As shown, these CaRAM chips could replace
DRAM chips in the graphics frame buffer and in the computer main memory. In the conventional

workstation of figure 3.1, the DRAM controller was responsible for rekshing memory and relaying
memory requests from the CPU. The DRAM controller would have to be replaced by a CaRAM
controller that has the additional task of accepting q u e s t s for parallel tasks to be executed from the

C-RAMS

---- Row Decode
.---.
Memory Cell Array

Figure 3.7: CaRAM computer architecture
PEs are added at the sense amps and the DRAM controller is replaced with a C m W
controller.

host processor (CPU)and issuing SIMD instructions to the CaRAMs.

3.5 Advantages of CoRAM Architecture
The basic CaRAM architecture described in section 3.4 has numerous advantages other SIMD
architectures. Some of them are described in this section. We defer detailed performance evaluation
to chapter 6, where we we will show performance improvements in suitable parallel applications by
factors of more than LOO0 for a CeRAM-based workstation when compared to a workstation without
CoRAM, with total component costs (assuming volume production) less than twice as high.

3.5.1

System Cost

We considerthe economic cost of an entire computer system, assuming it is produced in quantity.

While silicon area is a prominent contributor to cost, other aspects of the total system cost, such
as packaging, pin counts, power, and the complexity of the IC process are also important. h a

massively parallel processor (MPP), combining processors and memory saves on pins that would
otherwise be required to move data between the memory chips and the PE chips. When PEs are
placed in the memory, the number of PEs which can be placed on a chip is not limited by the number
of pins. The shod datapath between PE and memory further reduces the cost of components along
that datapath.
Most of the transistors in a desk-top or larger computer are in the memory (e.g. >90% in a
typical computer with 64 MB of DRAM). There is a cost savings in being able to use the same
memory cells for two purposes, namely as main memory and as local memory for the SIMD PEs.
The goal of low cost brings with it constraints on chip area, pin-count. usability as main memory,
and compatibility with existing DRAM processes.

3.5.2

Performance

Peak performance numbers for computer architectures can be deceptive, especially for parallel

processors where communication overhead can be significant. To be realistic, we measure
performance as the execution time of a given application. However, it is clear that the performance
of many of the applications is closely tied to memory bandwidth and this is where CaRAM excels.
In chapter 6, we show through simulation that a workstation with CaRAM can execute some

applications (such as image comp~ssion,database operations, and signal processing) in one
thousandth of the time taken by a conventional workstation. The performance gain is achieved
by exploiting the full extent of parallelism that exists in a typical CeRAM system.
Amdahl's law [I441 applied to parallel processing dictates that the limit of parallel speed-up
is the reciprocal of the Fraction of computation which is sequential. In an application which has

alternating parallel and sequential phases of computation, the "work" that the sequential (host)
processor must do can be thought of as including collecting the results it needs from a parallel phase
of computation from the SIMD array, performing the sequential phase, and returning its result to the
S [ M D m y . For greatest performance, these transfers between the parallel phases of computation

must be done as quickly as possible. When the host's memory is the SIMD array (CoRAM in this
case), this passing of results between SIMD m y and host is intrinsic.

3.5.3

Scalability

Computing integrated with memory scales with the quantity of memory and with foreseeable
advances in the memory technology. When PEs are integrated into the memory, the number of PEs

grows in proportion to the amount of memory in a system. For applications that can effectively utilize
these PEs. such as image processing applications or non-indexed database searches, performance will
also grow with the memory size. Since the performance requirements of problems are continually
outgrowing existing computing hardware, one can expect that large enough problems will exist to
utilize growing numbers of PEs.
As long as memory retains its 2-dimensional m y structure (wordlines x bitlines), the PEs
added to the memory will also scale in density as memories become denser and IC feature sizes get
smaller. If the pitch of a PE is constrained by the number of wires running vertically through it at
its widest point (as is the case for CaRAM), and a bitline is at least the pitch of a wire, the pitch of
the PE should also scale with shrinking IC feature sizes.

The ratio of memory bandwidth at the sense amps to elsewhere in the architecture scales
with memory size and new technology over time. According to Patterson and Hennessy, memory
requirements grow by a factor of 1.5 to 2 per year [144]. Obviously, the number of sense amps
grows linearly with the number of memory chips. The number of sense amps (or bit-line pairsL3)
has also been growing linearly with memory density. Indeed, DRAMs have typically been designed
with 128 bits per bitline (256 bits per sense amp) in the 1 Mb through to the 256 Mb generations.
Different DRAM designs in the same DRAM generation can have different numbers of active sense
amps. The maximum number of active sense amps grows nearly linearly with DRAM density (e.g.

L K cycle refresh DRAMs are available in the 1 Mb through 16 Mb generations),while the minimum
number of active sense amps grows more slowly with the square root of memory density. While
improvements in logic speed out-pace improvements in memory cycle times (improvement by factors

of 1.25 and 1.04 per year respectively), the growth in memory system size, and therefore internal
memory bandwidth, is still greater, suggesting that CeRAM performance may grow faster than
microprocessor performance. The number of data pins per memory chip (or CPU chip), however, is
growing more slowly than the sizes of main memory, widening the bandwidth gap between internal
memory bandwidth and the off-chip consumers of that bandwidth.
I3sorne memory architectures share a sense amp between two folded bitline pairs, using the isolation transistors to do
so. For the purposes of CmRAM, this reduction by half of the number of sense amps doesn't reduce the number of active
sense amps which provide the internal bandwidth.

3.5.4

Power Consumption

Computing in the memory can result in energy savingsL4(depending on the application). We
have shown that conventional computers utilize a tiny fraction of the available memory bandwidth
by not using the data from each memory column. Similarly, the power used to charge the bitlines
could be better utilized if more of the data in a memory row was actually used by the processor(s).

In a DRAM, the major consumer of power is the sensing current required to charge the bitlines
and restore the voltage in the memory cells. The effective utilization of DRAM memories when
measured as data pinslactive sense amps typically ranges from 0.4% to 0.1% (based on a single
access per memory cycle). By adding PEs at the sense amps and running appropriate applications,
the energy used to charge those bitlines can be better utilized, resulting in fewer total memory cycles
and fewer total sensing operations during the execution of a given application.

The energy savings from using CoRAM will depend on the memory access requirements of the
parallel application compared to that of the sequential version. Parallel vector addition is an example
of a task which provides high memory utilization when executed on CmRAM, since a vector addition

can utilize one sense-amp's output per PE and not introduce any memory operations not found in
the sequential version of the code. The full power savings will not, however, be obtained by parallel
applications which disable some PEs or are inefficient in their use of parallelism.
Driving signals across printed circuit board traces is another significant consumer of power.
When the computing is performed in the memory, power is saved by driving fewer signals "offchip". While the SIMD instructions would still be driven across printed circuits, this power usage is
amortized over thousands of processors per chip performing those computations.

Design Space Alternatives
We must meet the requirements of a sufficient number of applications with few or just one
design to achieve volume while not including so many features as to drive the price out of reach. Our

CoRAM design effort is directed towards our perception of the most relevant applications. Many
design space alternatives exist, and are favourable for other applications. The two most significant
alternatives are to use a wider datapath in the PE and to use an SRAM memory.
While we have chosen 1-bit PEs for the best asymptotic performancekost (see section 3.3.1),
14W'hilepower consumption during continuous opention is a commonly used measure, the energy consumed to
compIek a task is the better measure here.

it is clear that a more complex PE may be desirable under some circumstances. For instance, if
a set of applications has limited parallelism, having m y PEs won't help, but PEs with a wider
datapath may speed up the task. If cost is less important, extra support for multiplication, division,
and floating point operations could be added.
In our work we have focused on the economics of adding PEs to DRAMS, but PEs can readily
be added to SRAM as well (see section 5.1). Compared to DRAM,SRAM is typically larger, more
expensive, faster, and lower in static power dissipation. SRAM would be preferable if speed takes
precedence over cost or size. This would be particularly true if PEs were to be added to a system
which already employed S R W , such as the main memory of a vector supercomputer. SRAM is also
suited for smaller volume production. ASIC fabrication processes are capable of building moderate
density SRAMs. The one-time costs are lower and it is easier to obtain access to IC fabrication in

an ASIC process than in a DRAM process. For special purpose ICs, which combine C O Wand
custom logic or mixed analog-digital circuits, the memory may no longerdominate the chip area and

an ASIC process may be better suited for the design. An SRAM or ASIC process may be preferred
for fast logic since the substrate is maintained at Vss, unlike DRAM designs which apply a negative
voltage to the substrate to reduce storage cell leakage. For aerospace applications, SRAM has an
advantage over DRAM in that SRAM can be more readily radiation hardened.
We have focused on narrow PEs in order to maximize the number of PEs, However, if the cost
per bit of CaRAM memory must be reduced to make it more competitive with DRAM,then the totai

area taken by PEs can be reduced by reducing the number of PEs. Wider PEs would not have to be
as high as the narrow PEs described in this thesis. Since there would be a reduction in the area taken
by wiring in a PE with a less narrow aspect ratio, the area per PE would typically be less than that
of a narrow PE.

3.7 Summary
We have illustrated that computing in the memory has advantages in memory bandwidth, IC
packaging, size, energy per calculation, cost, performance, and scalability. To make full use of these
advantages, we must design CaRAM with some constraints which are not typically found elsewhere
in computer architecture. Since we intend to design chips where the memory area is dominant, we
must design with the existing memory array design and memory IC process. This implies designing
PEs with narrow pitches. The long wordlines essentially constrain the architecture to be SIMD

if most of the offered bandwidth is to be utilized. We argued that bit-serial arithmetic has higher

performance/cost by examining the asymptotic case. By associating these bit-serial pitch-matched
PEs to DRAM sense amps, we have created the first processor-in-memory architecm that is scalable
across many generations of DRAM. With IC transistor counts growing faster than pin counts, data
movement between chips for the purpose of computation will become increasingly expensive. and
processing-in-memory architectures will become increasingly important over time.

Chapter 4

Architectural Details
In this chapter, given the constraints of building the PEs into memory, we consider alternatives

in PE architecture and network architecture, discuss various design tradeoffs, and settle on a specific
architecture.
Some of the key CeRAM architectural decisions have been discussed in chapter 3:

the PEs have a I -bit wide datapath
all PEs will use the same SIMD instruction provided horn off-chip
all PEs will use the same local memory address (uniform memory addressing)
The CmRAM architecture, the targeted applications, and the circuits that implement CaRAM

all evolved together influencing one another. Performance can only truly be measured on real
applications. However, for making initial design choices and tuning the architecture we used
vector integer addition as a benchmark, since addition is representative of the performance of other
operations including multiplication. We still require that the architectures be able to perform a
variety of arithmetic and logical operations, not just addition. The applications in chapter 6 show
good performance on a variety of opentions.

4.1 Processing Element
A processing element consists of an ALU, registers, and a memory interface. A generic

architecture is shown in figure 4.1. The memory and register(s) act as sources and/or destinations
for the ALU.The ALU must have at least two inputs. The memory interface consists of the read

and write path fiomlto memory and a means of selecting one of the memory colums if more than
one column is connected. The term SIMD implies a shared instruction with an opcode controlling
the ALU and operand(s) specifying registers and, in the uniform memory address case, memory
address. In order to implement SlMD conditional operations, it is useful for the memory interface
to be able to control writing to the memory on a per PE basis; this is provided by the write-enable
register (see section 4.1.2).
Since one of our design goals is to keep the PE simple and low cost (relative to a column of
memory), we do not include a large register file. With few registers, memory accesses must be
Frequent if the ALU is to be well utilized. In this case, the register file can be reduced to the
minimum size, i.e. just a sufficient number of registers such that all ALU inputs are connected to

a data source (memory or register). In this case, the outputs of registers can be hard-wired to the
ALU inputs, thus saving register-decoding circuitry.

4.1.1

ALU Design

We consider several ALU designs which all have narrow, small-area implementations. Their
names are derived from the functions which the ALU performs: NAND ALU, NAND/XOR ALU,
NAND/OR ALU, 16 Function ALU, 256 Function ALU, and 64 K Function ALU. The NAND and
NAND/XOR ALUs were proposed by Snelgrove [21]. All ALUs take operands from the contents

of memory and from one or two single-bit registers. The SIMD instruction includes the memory
address, the ALU operation, and the destination of the ALU result. The PEs corresponding to the
first 4 ALUs iisted each have only a single data register. Figure 4.1 shows the generic architecture
for these 4 PEs. The 256-function-ALU and 64 K-function-ALU PEs each have an additional data
register. With the exception of the 64 K-Function-ALU PE, the ALU results can be directed to any
register or to memory. The PE can perform a read followed by a write to the same memory address
within the same memory cycle (read-modify-write), a feature of memory which other MPP designs
fail to exploit.
Below, we use the number of memory cycles and time required to perform a 2-operand addition
(a=a+b)to compare performance for the various ALU alternatives. For this computation with

arbitnrily sized operands, a minimum of two memory accesses are required per bit being added,
with one of these accesses being a read-modify-write. For the PEs discussed, one or two ALU cycles
may be performed in a memory cycle, with the memory cycle containing two ALU cycles being
11% slower than the memory cycle containing one ALU cycle.
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Global Instruction
Figure 4.1 : Generic single data register CmRAM PE

The PEs which incorporate the aforementioned ALUs are compared in figure 4.2 by an estimate
of their area1and their performance. The benchmark used for performance is 32-bit integer addition.
One million 32-bit additions performed in a bit-serial fashion by a single PE each second represents
1

MIPS on the graph. The timing assumed is 135 ns for a read-modify-write ALU and memory

cycle time; and 150 ns for a memory cycle with two ALU opexations. All memory accesses (to a
different address than the current memory address) are assumed to take the same time2.

'

Estimates of PE areas are basedon transistor counts and how the transistors pack together. To make a fair comparison,
all PE area estimatesinclude write-enable and communications logic. Only the 16-Function-ALU and 256-Function-ALU
PEs have acrudly been built (see section 5.1). PE layouts are constrained to fitting in the pitch of a static memory column.
The PE areas would most likely be different if no pitch constraint were imposed.
2 ~ o mmemory
e
accesses can be made faster. Section 5.2.2 describes how row caching can take advantage of spatial
locality.
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NAND ALU

If an ALU is to support only one function, then that function must be logically complete. NAND
and NOR are examples of logically complete functions. An example of a PE based on a NAND

gate is shown in figure 4.3. The inputs of the NAND gate are from memory and a register. The
output of the NAND gate, under control of the S[MD instruction,can be selectively written to either
the memory or the register or both. The NAND-ALU PE is small and complete, but slow. It can
synthesize a one-bit full add in 44 memory cycles.

NAND/XOR ALU
For the one-bit full add, the NAND ALU requires most of the cycles to synthesize the exclusiveor (XOR) operation. Hence, adding an XOR to the ALU can improve performance. The PE opcode
(from the SIMD controller) selects the result of either the NAND or XOR operation to be written to
the destination (register or memory). A I-bit full add with the NANDEOR ALU takes 16 cycles.

NAND/OR ALU
The PIAND/OR ALU adds extra functionality, relative to the NANDKOR ALU, yet requires
fewer transistors. It can perform a full add in 15 cycles. The NANDIOR ALU also implements the

XOR operation: when both NAND and OR operations are selected simultaneously, the wired-AND
result of the NAND and OR outputs is an XOR of the operands.

16-Function ALU
The 26-Function ALU, under control of the opcode, can perform any boolean function of 2
inputs. The number of functions such an ALU can perform is:

(number

ovtput levelsnumber

of input l ~ v e l ~ " ~ " '~npu''' ~

) = 2" = 16

It is well known that a multiplexor can be used to implement arbitrary boolean functions [145]. A
4-to- 1 multiplexor is required to implement this Idfunction ALU. The Cbit ALU-operation field

of the PE instruction is applied to the multiplexor data inputs. This Cbit ALU operation field is, in
effect, the "truth table" for the function being implemented. The input from memory and a single
data register select one of the 4 bits in this "truth table" to be the result. This sounds unnecessarily
general, but the multiplexor has a compact VLSI implementation and the extra functions are useful
for operations other than addition (such as subtract, multiply, and boolean operations). Requiring
13 cycles to perform a full add, this ALU outperforms the previously mentioned architectures.

256-Function ALU

The 256-Function A LU, shown in figure 4.4, has two data registers. The ALU is an arbitrary
function of two registers plus a memory Iocation and is implemented as an 8-to4 multiplexor with
2?' functions. With this design, a full add requires two memory cycles, the absolute minimum for

2 operand addition (a=a+b)with source and destination in memory. For addition, the ALU is used
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Figure 4.4: 256 Function processor element

twice per memory cycle (to k t calculate the half-adder sum and then the carry). requiring the
memory cycle to be longer than for the aforementioned ALU designs.
64 K-Function ALU

The 64 K-Function A LU has two 8-to- 1 mu1tiplexoa and operates similarly to the 256-Function
ALU except that the pair of ALU operations performed sequentially in the 256-Function

ALU are

performed concurrently in the 64 K-Function ALU. Like the design in figure 44. one multiplexor
result can be selectively written to the X register, the write-enable register, or to memory. The design
of this ALU differs from the previous one in that a second multiplexor exists which writes only to
the Y register (typically used for carry). Like the 256-Function ALU, a full add requires 2 memory
cycles, but because the two ALU operations are performed concurrently (rather than back-to-back),
the memory cycles are about 108 faster.

Conclusion
We use PE area as an estimate of cost. The dotted "iso-performance/cost" line running through
the 256-Function PE point indicates that the other labeled ALU designs (all below the line) have
tower performance per area.
Figure 4.2 shows that, of the 4 single-data-register PEs, the 16-Function-ALU PE has the
best performance/cost. Oven11 the 256-Function-ALU PE has the best performancelcost of those
considered and has been built (as described in section 5.1). While the 64 K-Function-ALU PE is
the fastest overall, it has a lower performancdprice and its speed does not justify the iuea. Other
plausible PE designs exists with complexities that lie between and beyond those examined. While
there is likely to be valuable future work in further tuning the PE architecture, the performance and
cost of the 256-FunctionALU make it our choice for hardware development.

4.1.2 Conditional Operations
In a SIMD array, hardware support for conditional operations is useful. Since many SIMD
applications require that PE operations be conditionally performed, subject to the value in each
element of a parallel variable, SIMD processors with hardware support for conditional operations
can run these applications faster than SIMD processors which implement the conditional operations
in software. Conditional writes to memory ate an example of such a conditional operation. A

hardware write enable circuit can accomplish the task. Writeenable registers were included in

figures 4.1 and 4.4. The write-enable register allows operations to be performed conditionally in a
data-parallel fashion. taking the place of a conditionalbranch in sequential processor architectures.
To initiate a conditionaloperation, each PE evaluates an expression producing a boolean result

(e.g. a>=b),which is written to the write-enable register. The write operations of those PEs with a
'0' in their write-enable registers are effectively suppressed. Writes to registers are not affected by

the write-enableregister; this saves transiston and also permits new conditions to be evaluated and
written to the write-enable register. Finally. the PE write-enable register does not affect external
memory write operations (e.g. from the host processor).

4.2

Interconnection Network
CmRAM requires inexpensive, scalable interprocessor communication that is also compatible

with DRAM memory. Without communication among PEs, CmRAM could not solve many useful
problems efficiently. In the design of CaRAM, however. we take a more cost conscious approach to
interconnection networks than most SIMD parallel processor designers do; we would like to keep
the increase in size to a minimum. Our target is to use less IC area for communication than for
the non-communication portions of the PEs. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, we
realize that by using low cost networks, some applications will not run well on our architecture.
Network traffic switching can be accomplished in time,space, or a combination of the two.
An example of time switching is multiplexing all outputs onto a broadcast network (time division

multiple access). At the other extreme, r network which can send data from multiple inputs to
multiple outputs without "sharing" any link (e.g. a crossbar), switches only in space.
Some important communications operations an interconnection network may provide are:
autonomous communication, point-to-point communication, broadcast, and combine operations.

Autonomous communication
A network has autonomous routing if the destination can be specifiedby each sender. For reasons

of cost, we do not consider hardware support for autonomous routing. Instead, all communication

follows centrally controlled patterns (i.e. "patterned communication").

Point-to-point communication
For point-to-point communications operations. as the name implies, each message has a single
sender and single receiver. The messages could travel to their destination in a single hop or multiple
hops. Since we will not support autonomous routing, if multiple messages are to be sent at once, the
messages must be uniformly routed in a pattern specified centrally by the controller. An example
of point-to-point patterned communication is the sharing of adjacent data values between PEs on a
2-dimensional grid for a convolution with a 3 x3 kernel.

Broadcast communication
Broadcast communication occurs between one sender and muitiple receivers. An example of its
use is to distribute a new upper bound in a branch-and-bound minimization problem.

Cornbine-operations
Combine-operations, as the name implies, combine the outputs of multiple PEs. The simplest
combine-operations are boolean and can be easily implemented with a wired-OR or wired-AND bus.
The OR of all the PE's outputs can be used to determine if an associative search has returned a
match, if a solution to a non-detenninistic problem has been determined, or if an exception (e.g.
arithmetic overflow) has occurred in any of the PEs.

4.2.1 Suitability of Interconnection Networks
In the following, we describe a number of interconnection networks, categorized by their
complexity, and discuss their suitability for CmRAM. To be suitable, the networks must have a low
cost, and be compatible with both the memory amys and memory-style IC packaging. We will
discuss later in greater detail, those networks which are most suitable for CmRAM. For a more
detailed analysis of all of these networks, see [146, 1471.
In order to achieve our goal of adding processing to memory with low overhead, both the network
and the PE must occupy minimal silicon area. This imposes a practical limitation of networks that

require 0 (n) area for n processors. Networks that require 0(n2)switching nodes (e.g. a crossbar) or
networks with fewer switching nodes but require 0(n2)area (e.g. a butterfly network) will dominate
the cost of a SIMD array of 128 K PEs or more.

Many parallel applications require logic 2-dimensional grid communication for which physical
grid interconnections would be ideally suited. While a basic 2-D grid interco~ectionrequires

O(n) area, it is awkward to get signals over or around the memory m y . Low-cost packaging
considerations alone preclude the 2-D grid, because 2048 PEs (organized as 32 x 64) would require
192 additional IC pins for the network.

Buses and variations on I-D grid (left-right nearest oeighbour) networks require O(n)area and

are compatible with the layout of a row of PEs adjacent to memory arrays. These networks have
been adopted for CoRAM and are discussed further.

Bus Interconnect
A broadcast medium (such as a bus) is inexpensive to implement, but is restrictive in

its communications bandwidth, since it switches in time rather than space, so the aggregate
communications bandwidth of a simple bus does not grow with the number of p.v w e ~ ~ ~ r s .
Nevertheless, a broadcast bus is useful in a massively parallel computer if multiple PEs can make
concurrent use of it for broadcast operations (single transmitter, multiple receivers) and combine
opentions (multiple transmitters. single or multiple receivers). While broadcast and combine
opentions could be implemented on any fully connected network topology, a bus is arguably the
least expensive. The bus can run along a row of PEs without interfering with the memory array. In
section B.5, we show that a network which performs combine opentions and provides the results

to the PEs is useful for synthesizing higher level combine operations such as finding the maximum
value in an array.

For this reason, we have decided to use it in CoRAM, even though its low bandwidth makes it
unsuitable as the only interconnectionnetwork. In our implementation. the broadcast bus is arranged
as a tree of bus segments with repeaters to increase drive and reduce delays. By selectivelydisabling
these repeaters, local interconnect between groups of PEs sharing bus segments is provided aod the
network bandwidth can scale with the number of PEs. The size of a logically shared bus segment
may be the entire system (global bus), groups of chips, a single chip, a row of PEs, a fraction of
a row between wordline-strappings. or (as implemented by Cojocaru [148]) bus segments can be
selected down to a pair of PEs.

Chip with 2048 PEs
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Figure 4.5: Shift register interconnection

Figure 4.6: The mapping of pixels to PEs
This figure shows a 1024x 1024 pixel image partitioned among 4 CaRAM chips with
a total of 8 192 PEs. Each large rectangle represents the portion of the image stored in
one CaRAM chip. Each small rectangle represents the portion of the image which is
stored in the local memory of a given PE. Any processing of those pixels is performed
by that PE. The small squares represent the pixels themselves.

Left-Right Interconnect
Since the CaRAM PEs are arranged in rows, one-dimensional (left-right nearest neighbour)
communication (shown in figure 4.5) is inexpensive to implement and it is compatible with the
memory array and memory IC packaging.
The shift register between adjacent PEs is implemented by putting a second input on both data
registers and tying these to the result buses of adjacent PEs [149]. Using one PE register for each
direction allows the registers' speeds to be matched.
Special provisions must be made for column redundancy. however, since the PEs can be identified
by both their memory address and by the PEs they are adjacent to in communications (see section

This network is obviously suited for applications that require one-dimensional grid communication. Small two-dimensional grid applications can also be trivially mapped to PEs connected in a
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Figure 4.7: The mapping of pixels to PEs for scalable interconnection
This figure shows a 40% x 256 pixel image (or a portion of a much larger image). Once
again. each large rectangle represents the portion of the image that is stored in one
CeRAM chip. Each small rectangle represents the portion of the image that is stored
in the local memory of a given PE. Any processing of those pixels is performed by that
PE. The small squares represent the pixels themselves.

one-dimensional grid by assigning a column or columns of grid elements to a PE. Moderately sized
two-dimensional grid applications can be efficiently mapped onto a I-Dgrid by assigning less than
a full column to each PE. A Zdimensional application can be partitioned by assigning a rectangular
block of elements (pixels in the case of an image) to each PE as shown in figure 4.6. We show in
appendix C the that optimal width of this rectangle is one pixel. Vertical communication between
adjacent blocks is one hop when using the 1-Dinterconnect? Horizontal communication requires
multiple hops equal to the number of blocks that the array is high (four hops in the case of figure 4.6).
With this structure, in our simulations, a convolution of a 1024 x 1024pixel image has less than 10%
communication overhead, but this approach does not scale well. The communication bandwidth
does not scale linearly with the number of chips, since for large applications the communications
latency grows in proportion to the height of the problem.
Communication between chips can be accomplished by extending the left-right linear
communication between chips through bi-directional pins, as shown in figure 4.5. The data elements
on the problem boundaries must be treated specially. Each PE receives data from the PE above and
below.
The left-right interconnection has a low cost, is compatible with memory, is effective for I-D
problems and moderately sized 2-Dproblems, but does not scale for large 2-Dproblems.
3~nelgroveproposed labeling the single hop direction vertical in order to reduce the bdering requirements for
horizontally scanned video [150]. With the data in this organization, all chips can participate in providing data which is
pan of any given caster scan Lie.

Figure 4.8: Scalable left-right (4-pin) interconnection
Scalable Left-Right Interconnect
One-dimensional communication is quite compatible with the structure of memory and CmRAM
PEs, but the capacity doesn't scale linearly for 2-D problems on large numbers of chips, and
implementing full two-dimensional communication uses too many pins for dense memory packaging.
It is possible to combine both structures by using one dimensional communication within the row
of PEs (e.g. 512 PEs), and a 2-D grid (or higher dimension to suit the application) between arrays

or between chips (i.e. a superset of the left-right interconnect).
An application with pixels mapped to PEs as shown in figure 4.7 can be supported with the

configuration shown in figure 4.8. A vertical stripe of pixels is mapped to each PE. Adjacent PEs
hold horizontally adjacent stripes of pixels. The m g e m e n t of data among CoRAM chips mimics
their spatial organization, which is shown in figure 4.8. The left aud right ends of the shift register
running through a row of PEs are switched for either horizontal or vertical communication. For
vertical communications, a row of values are loaded into the shift register; shifted by the number
of PEs in a row; and then stored in the PEs above or below, depending on the direction of the
communication. This communication is described in more detail in appendix B.
The switches to switch between vertical and horizontalcommunication can be located on-chip or
off-chip. Placing the switches off-chip saves pins on the CaRAMs,but placing the switches onship
avoids the need for a routing chip and reduces the total system chip and pin count (which is usually

Figure 4.9: Scalable left-right interconnection with increased bandwidth
Rows of PEs within a chip are interconnected in a 2-D grid. In this figure. 8 pins are
used for communications instead of 4 pins.

preferred).
The multiple rows of PEs on a chip (e.g. 4 rows of 512 PEs for the DRAM based CmRAM in
section 5.2) can be connected as one long shift register (2048 PEs requiring 4 communicationspins),
or as a mesh of shorter shift registers (2x2 groups of 512 PEs requiring 8 communications pins)
for greater bandwidth. Figure 4.9 shows how rows of PEs are internally connected to bring more
communications pins off-chip.

Like the left-right interconnect, boundary conditions can be applied in software or r band of
read-only elements can be set up. Unlike the left-right interconnect, it is possible to send the
boundary values in through the communicrtion network without additional switches (e.g. always
send zeros).
This 1-D/2-D interconnectionis scalable; compatible with memory; economical in chip area and
chip pins; and provides sufficient bandwidth for communication-intensive applications (as will be
demonstrated in section 6.3.1). It is easy to use, since all PEs can be treated identically in sofiware.
Figure 4.10 shows the PE with this scalable left-right interconnect, together with the broadcast bus,
as used in the high density DRAM CmRAM design (described in section 5.2.1).
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Figure 4.10: 256-Function processor element including interconnection

Interco~ectionNetwork Summary

The two interprocessor communications networks chosen for CaRAM are a broadcast
bus to implement combine operations; and a scalable-grid communications network with 1-D
communication within the rows of PEs for compatibility with memory and 2-Dcommunication
among chips for scalability. The latter communications network can double as an I
0port. The PE

with network support is shown in figure 4.10.

4.3 System I 0
There are several options for performing I 0 transfers with CaRAM depending on I 0 bandwidth
requirements. For transfers at conventional memory speeds, I 0 devices could be connected to the
memory bus for conventional DMA (direct memory access). However, if a single memory bus is
used, the memory bandwidth does not scale with the number of CmRAM chips and PEs. For higher
speed transfers, I 0 should be connected to the interprocessor communication network. A dedicated
video-RAM pon could be added at an additional cost for still higher bandwidth and an uninterrupted
flow of data.
For example, the scalable left-right interprocessor communication network could double as an

I 0 pon, where I
0 connections are made at the perimeter of the 2-D grid of CaRAM chips. For

0bandwidth, I 0 connections could be made to each chip. Each high density CaRAM
still higher I
interprocessor communication pin, however, has a sustained bandwidth of 65 Mbls (based on a
4 M b CaRAM chip with a 5 12-bit-long shift register, 120 ns memory cycle plus 15 ns operate cycle,

+

1b( - 15 ns) ). A memory system containing 32 MB of CaRAM would then have an aggregate

10 bandwidth of 8.4 Gb/s (64 chips, each with 2 active I
0pins in each direction). Input and output

can be performed to each chip concurrently. In this configuration the transfer of 1 M pixels of 24
bits (for both input and output) would take only 3 ms. With a 60Hz video refresh rate, this would

0 overhead. I
0 using the communication network and computation cannot be
constitute an 18% I
overlapped in our design.
If 10 bandwidth greater than 8.4 Gb/s is required, a video-RAM sequential access memory and

video memory port could be added to CaRAM. The VRAM approach has the added advantage of
providing I 0 concurrent to computation. The VRAM approach can also provide continuous data
transfer (e.g. for video data) without the need for elastic buffers. VRAMs commonly have two or
more banks of sequential access memory (SAM) so one can be providing or receiving data while the
contents of the other are being transferred to or from memory. We don't recommend the expenditure
of silicon area for a VRAM port unless the applicationgenuinely requires the I 0 performance.

4.4

Summary
In this chapter, we have defined the CaRAM architecture in more detail and discussed our

design tradeoffs. The chosen PE architecture has the best performance/cost of the nanow PEs
examined. The one-bit-wide PE consists of two data registers, one write-enable register, an ALU that

performs a programmable arbitrary function on three inputs, and interprocessor communications.
Two communications networks have been chosen. Both networks require wiring in only one
dimension within a row of PEs and are thus scalable, and compatible with the memory array and
memory packaging. The broadcast bus is useful for broadcasting a single value or performing

combine operations among all PEs. The ondtwo-dimensionalnetwork is efficient for passing values
to nearest neighbours in one or two dimensions, as well as high speed 10. The performance and cost
of the PE architecture and communication networks can scale linearly with memory density and
number of CmRAM chips in a system.

Chapter 5

Implementation
We have designed and built an SRAM-based prototype of CaRAM in a 1.2 prn CMOS process,

referred to as prototype CaRAM, as well as designed a PE in a 4 Mb stacked-capacitor DR4M
process (referred to as high-densi~CaRAM or 4 Mb CaRAM in section 5.2). We will show that
CaRAM utilizes a good portion of the internal memory bandwidth while making small demands on

power consumption and silicon area.

5.1 Prototype
Prototype CoRAM chips have been fabricated in Nortel's 1.2pm CMOS process in order to
prove the feasibility of the PE and the memory interface. The particular IC process we used was
chosen because it was available to universities through the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation.
The prototype memory capacity and PE count were limited by the maximum IC area permitted per
project and the IC process's limited suitability for memory.
Figure 5.1 is a micrograph of a 64 PE by 128 bit C.RAM incorporating the 256-function PE.
8 Kb of 6-transistor static memory cells occupy the central dark rectangle. The PEs fit in the pitch

of a sense amp which is the same as the pitch of a column of memory. These PEs, located along the
bottom of the amy, occupy less than 9% of the chip area.
Figure 5.2 shows 12 processing elements in detail. For convenience, the architectural overview
schematic is given again in figure 5.3. Each PE communicates with other PEs through the wired-AND
bus, but no left-right interconnection is provided since, at the time, we favoured straight-forward
column redundancy over the extra communication.

Figure 5.1: 64 processor prototype CeRAM die photo

5.1.1

Memory

The memory portion of the prototype CeRAM employs a 6 transistor CMOS cell which does
not have a high density. The IC process we used was designed for mixed analog-digital circuits,
not memory. Since our end goal is to build on existing high density memories rather than create
the highest density memory possible in the available ASIC process, we made conservative design
decisions in the memory. There was little point in designing and using a higher density variety of
memory, which would make no advances in memory technology, but instead increase the risk of
the chip not functioning. Dynamic memory cells (I-, 3-, or Ctransistor cells) were not used since
we did not have enough information on transistor leakage current (the Canadian Microelectronics
Corporation had not provided SPICE models for process comers, or even models which had been
verified against silicon at the time) and we would rather not provide memory refresh during initial
testing. A Ctraosistor static memory cell requires a high resistance polysilicon layer which wasn't
available. A small area 6-transistor NMOS memory cell was evaluated, but the quiescent power

Figure 5.2: Detail of 12 CeRAM PEs
consumption was too high. Thus, we chose a 6-transistor CMOS static memory cell.
The row decoders (left side of the memory array in figure 5.1) and column decoders (bottom

of the array) are CMOS AND gates provided with quaternary pre-decoded address inputs1. Two
address lines plus their complements require 4 wires and two inputs on each decoder. The one-offour pre-decodinguses the same number of wires feeding the decoders as a binary-plus-complements
signal scheme but reduces the number of inputs on each decoder by half. At least one of the groups
of four pre-decoded address signals must be gated to control the start and end of the row address
operation.
We experimented with simultaneous writes to multiple memory rows and columns. Writing to
multiple memory rows allowed the host or PEs to perform, in a single memory cycle, an assignment
with multiple destinations (e.g. a=b=c)or a block fill or clear. The number of wordlines that
can be selected is limited by the drive of the write buffers, but any number of columns can be
his technique has since appeared in other designs [94].
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Figure 5.4: Detail of write-enable and bus-transceiver control
selected. Because it doesn't appear that this multiple row selection technique will be commonly
used (especially from a high level language), it was discontinued.
CaRAM memory accesses, whether they be made by the PEs or from off-chip, use some
common structures. A simple four-transistor differential voltage sensing amplifier is used for
reading the memory (after precharging the bitlines to VDD).During a write, the ALU result is
differentially driven onto the bitline pair. During a cycle of computation,the data read from memory

is always connected to an input of the ALU. The ALU result is written back to memory during a
S I M D opention when the GroupWrite signal is asserted, and then only on those PEs with the

WriteEnabIe register set. The PE writesontrol logic is shown in figure 5.4. For off-chip memory
operations, the read and write datapaths reuse the broadcast bus, saving some circuitry compared
with having separate memory data buses.
In the DRAM-based design which follows this one, the off-chip readwrite datapath does not go
through the broadcast bus. The broadcast bus is "single-ended requiring a significant voltage swing
for a transition to be recognized. In order to achieve fast access times, the majority of commodity
memory designs, use differentialsignaling so that a slight difference in voltage can be amplified and
detected, reducing interconnection delay when compared to singleended signaling [116]. Indeed,
by combiningdifferential signaling and direct bitline sensing, Nagai et al. have demonstrated a 17 ns

ORAC)DRAM 11151The timing for all CaRAM events originates off-chip. Self-timed circuits (such as those used

in DRAMS) could be provided to generate some of the events, but a timing failure (race condition)
would render the chip inoperable. With all timing generated off-chip, the duration of each phase
of operation can be adjusted during testing to determine the maximum performance of the design.

By not multiplexingrow-address, column-address, and instruction signals, more pins were required,
but testing was simplified.

5 . 1 Processor Element
Circuit and layout aspects of the 256-Function prototype CoRAM PE are explained in this
subsection. Some of the major design requirements for the PE,as described in chapter 3. are that it
should have a narrow pitch, have small area, have low power consumption. be easily arrayed, and be
reasonably fast. A narrow PE pitch is required so that as many PEs as possible may be fit together
along the edge of a memory amy in order to obtain the highest aggregate performance. A PE was
designed which could fit in the pitch of a single SRAM cell2. Of course, the PE would be wider
than a DRAM cell since DRAM cells are smaller than SRAM cells,
The PEs must also be easily arrayed. This is achieved by alternating the design and its mirror
image (thus sharing bus lines and contacts), and routing the opcode through the PE, connecting to
the gate of only one transistor in each PE. Speed has some significance as the PE cycle time adds
to the memory cycle time for a read-modify-write operation. We have found, however, that because
the PE has smaller capacitances than the memory bitlines, it is not difficult to build a PE which is
faster than the memory cycle.
Figure 5.3 shows the datapaths found in the PE. Recall that the ALU is implemented as an 8-to- 1
multiplexor. The ALU-operation portion of the shared PE opcode is fed as a "truth table" into the
data inputs of the multiplexor. The values from the memory and two registers are fed to the three
select inputs to select one bit from the truth table. This result is placed on the precharged ResultBus.
A simultaneous bi-directional bus transceiver connects the ResultBus to the BroadcastBus. An

inverted version of the ResultBus feeds the three registers and the sense amp.
For speed, we chose circuits that place minimal load on the PE control signals (the SIMD
instruction) which are routed in the wordline direction. We anticipate future designs (including

DRAM)will have wide anays with long control signal wins with nownegligible resistance and no
opportunity to buffer these signals. Hence, in the circuit designs chosen, the PE control sign& drive
-

we designed a compactSRAM cell before starting the PE layout.

only a single transistor gate which would typically have minimum dimensions.
Logic Family for ALU Implementation
Then are several options for implementing the multiplexor used as the PE's ALU. A dynamic-

logic multiplexor has several advantages in size, power consumption, and system timing, but requires
careful design. A static CMOS multiplexor and a passive CMOS transmission gate multiplexor are
also examined below.
The dynamic-logic multiplexor (figure 5.6) uses one PMOS transistor for precharge, 32 NMOS
transistors for evaluation, and a CMOS inverter for drive; giving a total of 35 transistors. The 32
evaluation transistors are compactly arrayed as 8 stacks (connected in parallel) of 4 series transistors
each. Since most of the evaluation transistors' drains and sources are abutted, only I6 source or
drain contacts are required3. The 32 evaluation transistors could be replaced by a tree of 2,4,8 and
8 transistors (for a total of 22 instead of 32 transistors), but this has the potential to be slower, array

less well, and not end up saving area4.
A static

CMOS version of the multiplexor (with actively driven output) would require an

additional 32 PMOS evaluation transistors (complementing the 32 NMOS devices for a total of 64
transistors). and significantly more contacts. The PMOS transistors would be configured as 8 groups
(connected in series) of 4 parallel transistors each. The PMOS portion does not array as well and

+

requires 36 source or drain contacts ((8 1)4) (or long diffusion wires which prevent routing signals
in gate-poly). In most IC processes, a contact is longer than a minimum length transistor.
A multiplexor can be built from CMOS transmission gates that passively route one of the 8 ALU-

operation bits to the result. This circuit would use a 3-level binary tree with 8+4+2 transmission
gates for a total of 28 transistors. The globally distributed ALU-operation signals (buffered only
once at each memory array) must drive the transmission gates and result bus in each PE. This
large capacitive load would produce long delays; or require Iarge drivers and wide metal tracks to
distribute the signal.
Dynamic logic is more difficult to design with than static CMOS.Because dynamic logic circuits
store logic values as charge, dynamic logic can be susceptibleto errors due to power supply transients,
signal coupling and transistor leakage. The extra effort in design and test can be justified if the
ifis is ion "wires" could be used as an alternative to some of the source or drain contacts; but the design wodd
be larger due to the diffusion wires and additional contacts between metal and gate-potysilicon; and slower due to the
diffision wire resistance and capacit;mce.
4Thl~
tree option is still worth evaluating in each new technology.

circuit will be replicated, as is the case for the PE. After all, memories have been designed with
more than I billion dynamic circuit nodes.
The dynamic logic multiplexorconsumes less power than the other circuits considered. With just
over half the transistors of a static CMOS multiplexor, the combined transistor parasitic capacitance
being charged and discharged is lower. With non-overlapping precharge and evaluate clocks, there
is no crowbar current passing through the evaluation transistors from VDDto VSS. When the
multiplexor is not being cycled, the standby supply current is near zero with only leakage current
Rowing. Likewise, the static CMOS multiplexor consumes negligible power when all inputs remain
unchanged in a defined state, but when inputs change, causing a change in output, some crowbar
power is dnwn. If some inputs are left at an intermediate level, continuous crowbar power can be
dnwn. This can occur when the bitlines are being pre-charged.

The dynamic logic multiplexor has other advantages in addition to small size and low power
consumption: it is fast, acts as a required storage node, and is easy to clock. The multiplexor is fast
because it does not have series-connected PMOS transistors (of which the static CMOS multiplexor
has 8 in series) which are slower than the NMOS transistors. The capacitive loading on each of
the ALU-operation bits (which run the width of a memory block) is limited to the gate of one
minimum-dimension transistor per PE. This load is important, since in a large design, the speed at
which the opcode signal can be driven across the PEs is much slower than the speed at which the
PEs can be clocked5.

The PE must prevent data from "recirculating" when the ALU destination is also one of the
inputs on which the ALU result depends6. If a register or memory cannot be both the source and
destination [15 11 then the performance would be reduced to near that of the 16-Function ALU unless
more registers are added. Without crippling the instruction set and performance, data recirculation
can be prevented with edge-triggered or master-slave flip-flops. Implementing each register as
edge-triggered would be expensive, but it is reasonable to put a latch on the ALU output, forming
the master stage of a master-slave flip-flop (the data registers form the slave stage). Conveniently,
the dynamic multiplexor outpat is intrinsically latched. The dynamic multiplexor holds its result
between the evaluate and the next precharge so that the registers can latch in new data without signals
5~irnulationshows that each phase (precharge, evaluate, write-register) requires less than Ins, yet driving a pulse of
less than 4ns through a line of PEs is impractical (in terms of driver size and required wire width).
'The two data registers and memory are! always inputs to the ALU, but for some opcodes, not all inputs affect the
result. The critical situation which can produce erroneous results comes when the opcode inverts the destination (data
register or memory) for some value of the other operands. This scenario creates an oscillator.

precharge

4

precharge

4

Figure 5.5: (A) Classic dynamic logic, (B) Evaluate signal combined
recirculating. A non-clocked multiplexor would require an additional latch to hold its output or edge
triggered registen, either of which would require more transistors.
Using dynamic logic. interaction with the broadcast bus is also simplified by connecting the bus
transceiver described later to the dynamic node of the multiplexor output.
One signal and some circuitry have been saved by combining the evaluate clock with the
centrally generated ALU-operation bits. Figure 5.5 illustrates (A) a classic dynamic logic circuit
which implements the function AC

+ BD and (B) the same function with the evaluate transistor

removed and the evaluate signal combined with C and D. The dynamic logic multiplexor in the

PE ALU uses a centdly generated &bit ALU-operation which is ANDed with an evaluate clock
off-chip.
Simulation of the extracted layout showed that if the transistors switched by the clocked opcode
bits were placed on the top of the stack of NMOS transistors, instead of at the bottom (connected
to V&). then precharge power consumption was reduced while signal levels were acceptable.
Charge-sharing between the pncharged node and the stacks of NMOS transistors produces a voltage
sag of less than the

Khrerhholdof a PMOS transistor. Testing showed a greater charge sharing

problem than observed in simulation using the unverified SPICE models and extraction parasitics
(see section 5.1.3). In the high density design. the opcode drives the transistors C

Vss

O M ~ C
to ~ ~

Figure 5.6: Dynamic logic 8-to4 multiplexor
The 8-bit opcode is gated with an evaluate clock.

(the transistors on the bottom of each stack) to avoid this charge-sharing problem. As iong as the
precharge is held past the time when X, Y,and M become stable, all relevant circuit nodes in the
multiplexor will be precharged. Figure 5.10 shows the multiplexor with the transistors gated by the
opcode moved to the "bottom".

Registers
The PE data registers (X and Y, shown in figure 4.10) must retain data for long periods of time.
Dynamic latches would lose charge if not re-written, should the host processor (with its higher
priority) use the CaRAM for memory access for an extended period. Five-transistor static latches
(as shown in figure 5.7) are used in the PE because of their compact size and indefinite data retention
(whilepower is applied). These latches only require a single enable input to the input pass-transistor
(and not the complement as well). A strong inverter provides the (inverted) output and a weak
inverter provides feedback for data retention. Since the ALU requires true and inverted versions of
the data register outputs, another inverter provides the complementary output.

Optional noninvertedoutput

Weak inverter

Figure 5.7: PE register

esult bus

Bra-bus
I

Enable

Figure 5.8: Simultaneous bi-directional bus transceiver
Bus Transceiver
The need for a simultaneous bi-directional bus transceiver is described in sections 4.2.1, B.5
and in some of the applications in chapter 6. The simultaneous bi-directional bus transceiver we

designed employs a novel circuit design. The first prototype had a passive bus tie implemented
as an NMOS pass-hansistor which was inherently bi-directional. This meant that the ALU in any
selected PE was responsible for driving the broadcast bus and a11 the other result buses in selected
PEs without the benefit of amplification. Since both the PE's result bus and the broadcast bus are
precharged high, only a logic 0 need be driven. The circuit in figure 5.8 is used to bridge the buses.
The enable signal comes from the column decoder (figure 5.4). One advantage of the column
decoders receiving the pre-decoded column address from off-chip is that bus communication to a

single PE, a group of PEs, or all PEs can be enabled.
In future designs, the column decode will only be used by the off-chip readwrite datapath.
Instead of using the column decode signal, the bus ties in all PEs will be enabled by a single signal.

PEs can be programmed to not participate by putting a '1' on their result buses which will not affect
the bus.

Redundancy
Although these PE and communication architectures are compatible with row and column
redundancy, redundancy was not implemented on the chip. While the architecture and circuits of
the prototype chip were designed with redundancy (for yield enhancement) in mind, we did not
have access to an appropriate laser or design rules for the required laser fuses in the CMOS process
we were using. Memory row redundancy would be implemented in the same manner as standard
memories. Column redundancy in CeRAM, however, affects PE design.

In the prototype CmRAM, a PE plus its column of memory are identified only by the column
decoder which controls the bus transceiver. This bus transceiver is used for d l I
0and interprocessor
communications. Using this architecture and standard redundancy techniques to disable the column
decoder, a PE/memory column pair containinga defective PE or memory cell could be replaced with
with a spare PUmemory column pair.
This simple solution to column and PE redundancy gets more complicated when a separate
differential memory databus and I-dimensional communication are added to the memory and PE
designs in section 5.2.

Layout Methodology
The M3 layout for this CaRAM design had a vertical stripe of N-well running the length of the PE
so that NMOS transistors could be near PMOS transistors. To further decrease the pitch of PEs in
future designs, the N-wells will be placed in horizontal stripes so that the PE pitch is not constrained
by the N-well design rules.
A second optimization can be made in power distribution. These prototypes used a single

pair of heavy wires carrying VSsand VDDhorizontally across the row of PEs; and smaller wires
to distribute power within the PEs (each PE shared a Vssand VDDwire with its neighboun).
Power could alternatively be distributed horizontally to each point along the length of the PE where

power is required. Also, strappings (connections) between same-polarity power-lines could be
made periodically where wordlines are strapped. This power routing could potentially save area and
permit horizontal routing (of wires) on the process layer formerly used for distributing power within
the PEs. In the prototype, instruction signals are distributed only in plysilicon which is resistive.
Freeing up a layer of metal fmm distributing power vertically within the PE would allow instruction
signals to be backed up in low resistance metal.

5.1.3

Testing and Performance

Functional 64-PECaRAM chips with the 256-opcode ALU were fabricated in 1.2 pm doublemetal CMOS by Nortel, through CMC.The chips were tested using an IMS-XL60 IC tester, as well
as an HP8 180A data generator and oscilloscope. Four parallel applications were run on these chips.
The PE and PE + memory speeds were tested separately with VDD= 5 V. The minimum cycle
times were 59.811s for an ALU cycle and 114ns for a "read-modify-write" memory and ALU cycle.
This cycle time compares favourably to the Thinking Machine's CM-2's 14311s (7 MHz) cycle for

an ALU operation and one of read or write. The maximum cycle time is constrained by the data
retention time on the dynamic node of 22 Ins, beyond which soft errors occur.
A two-operand addition requires two memory accesses per bit and two ALU operations (sum and

carry) per memory access (for a read-operate-operate-write cycle time of 114ns+59.8ns). Hence, a
32 bit addition takes 11,ips.
The charge-sharing (mentioned in section 5.1.2) was more significant than in the extracted
simulation-when the opcode was applied, a logic "I" result sagged as much as 2 volts. The noise
margins were improved by overlapping the tail of the PrechargeResult with the onset of the Opcode,
aiIowing the voltage level for a logic '1' result to rise fully. The disadvantages of the overlapped
precharge and opcode signals are wasted (crow-bar) power and time.
Data-parallel programs written in C++ (see section 6) including fault simulation. satisfiability
problem, masked pixel copy, and memory test were compiled for this CeRAM and run using the
IMS tester as a controller and sequencer to issue SIMD instructions.

5.1.4

Summary

The 2

CMOS prototype CaRAM was useful for exploring architectural and VLSI

characteristics of PE logic pitch-matched to memory. While we didn't consider this low-density
prototype 64-PEchip to have commerciai potential, the 64-PEPIM [58] was built into a high-end

256 K PE immenion-cooled system. Some features of our prototype are not expected to be placed in
future designs. The row and column group-select of memory rows and columns is easy to implement,
but requires extra pins. After gaining experience from writing applications for CmRAM, we don't
expect the group-select feature to be used often, and its function can be simulated in software with
only tens of cycles of overhead.
For interprocessorcommunication, these designs contain the broadcast bus, but not the left-right
communication (shift register). The left-right communication was omitted, favouring easier future
use of column redundancy. Performance simulation of applications(chapter 6) has shown the need
for this interconnection. A charge sharing problem was detected during chip testing which was
not evident from layout extraction and simulation; and required the CaRAM to be run at reduced
speed. The solution requires that the order of several transistors be changed, resulting in slightly
more power being drawn each time the PE is cycled. The PE, containing a vertical band of N-well,
is sufficiently narrow to fit in the width of a 6-transistorASIC SRAM cell. To make the PE narrower
still, subsequent IC layouts use horizontal bands of N-well.
Through innovative circuit design and layout we have integrated 64 processing elements, each
with 128 bits of memory, into a small die. The majority of SIMD machines produced by this date
(see table 2.1) integrate fewer PEs and no memory. The aggregate performance of 32 Mbytes of
this prototype C O R Mis 188 GIPS for 32 bit addition. The PEs are the pitch of a memory cell and
occupy Iess than 9% of the chip area. The knowledge gained through the fabrication of prototypes
has been well worth the effort spent.

5.2 High Density Design
We demonstrate the compatibility of CoRAM PEs with commodity DRAM memory by laying
out PEs in a 4 Mb DRAM technology. Through MOSAID Technologies, I was fortunate to have
access to a proprietary DRAM design and its IC process design rules.

DRAM memory cells are smaller than SRAM cells, and consequently 4 sense amplifiers fit
in the pitch of one PE (less than 20pm). The design we developed has a cycle time of 150 ns
for read, two ALU operations and write-back. The cycle times of DRAM operations are not
significantly increased. With fewer PEs for a given amount of memory, the DRAM version has
lower performance than the SRAM prototype, but its density (and expected manufacturing cost)
makes it a more economically viable chip.

The following subsectionsdescribe the memory, PE-memory interface, PE, powerconcerns, the
external interface, and future enhancements.

5.2.1

Reference DRAM Architecture

The high density DRAM-based CmRAM we describe in this dissertation is based on a 4 Mb
DRAM designed at MOSAID.It uses similar circuits to those described by Gillingham et al. [94].

Each sense amp is connected to 256 bits of memory, 128 cells per bitline (plus redundancy). The
row-address cycle time is 110 ns.
The reference DRAM design supports the standard JEDEC DRAM feahlres such as

"m-

before-R.4S refresh" and "write-per-bit" [94]. This DRAM is organized externally as 1 M x 4 bit.
It has 16 basic memory arrays, each with 1024 sense amps and bitline pairs. Each bitline pair is
connected to 256 memory cells. The chip requires 1 K refresh cycles per refresh interval, which
implies that one quarter of the 16 K sense amps are powered in a given RAS cycle. The datapaths,
from the bitlines through to the data buses which connect to the peripheral logic adjacent to the
bonding pads, are fully differential for maximum speed. In a read, 2 bits are drawn from each of 2
adjacent basic memory arrays and directed to the 4 10 pins. This design uses isolation transistors
with gates that swing between VDDand V p p .
Given that 2048 PEs are to be added to this memory, each PE has 2048 bits of local memory.

53.2

CmRAM Memory

Some minor organizational changes were made to the reference memory architecture to
accommodate the CmRAM PEs. Additional pins were added for the additionalC m W functionality,
a1though the basic external 1 M x 4 bit interface to the DRAM is left unchanged. Since every PE must

be connected to an active sense amp, and this single-metal process has no extn layers of interconnect
available to connect the sense amps of multiple arrays, the PEs can at best be connected to two basic
memory arrays (one array above and one below as shown in figure 5.9). This organization requires
that twice as many sense amps be powered vs. the original DRAM design. However, compared to
the alternative of cycling all memory arrays (withone row of PEs per memory array), the proposed
scheme only uses half the sensing power. Since changes to this datapath are insipikant (die size,
wire lengths, and capacitive loading are increased slightly) off-chip memory access limes will be
barely impacted (4%).

With the left-right communication network, memory column redundancy requires special
attention. The left-right communication network must bypass PEs which are either defeaive or
are connected to defective memory columns. The correct correspondence between memory address
and PE connectionsto neighbours can be maintain using the column decode scheme reported in (901

which preserves a linear ordering.
The PEs work with variables one bit at a time, whereas the host will require all bits of a
variable together as a word. In order to minimize the degree to which data must be transposed when
transferred between host and CaRAM, the memory architecture is altered such that an offship read
fetches the entire 4-bit memory word from 4 adjacent columns of the local memory of one PE.
The highdensity CaRAM design provides the same memory interface and virtually the same
performance as the reference DRAM by maintaining the same circuits in the off-chip memory
readwrite datapath and most of the control circuitry.

5.2.3

PE-Memory Interface

As noted above, the PE is located between two memory arrays. Figure 5.9 shows the circuitry
used to multiplex the data from 8 sense amps to the PE. The 8 PE column-select signalsare produced
by decoding the most significant bit and the 2 least significant bits of the PE local memory address.
The memory data path between the read amplifier and write amplifiers, both within the PE, and the
sense amps uses differential signaling.

The write amp in the PE, used for writes from the PE to local memory, must overdrive the
selected sense amp and is implemented as a tri-state differential driver. The data for the drivers
comes from the result bus, while the enable signal is the product of gmupwrite and the write-enable
register.
The read amp takes the differential signal from the sense amps and produces true and
complemented signals representing memory data. With the VDD-VPPswitched isolation transiston
used in the reference memory design, simple CMOS inverten could be used to amplify the sense
amp nodes. These inverters, however, would draw crowbar current when the bitlines are precharged.

Instead, the design uses CMOS NAND gates, gated by a qualifying signal (PE~end).When the read
amplifier is disabled, the memory data signal and its complement are set to '1 ',aiding in precharging
the dynamic multiplexor.
The need for a read amp can be eliminated if latched sensing [107] is employed. With latched
sensing, the sense amp nodes quickly approach VDoand VSs,and can be used as the memory data

it-'

Figure 5.9: PE column decode multiplexor
and complement signals. Used in CaRAM, latched sensing also saves power by avoiding restoring
the bitline voltages only to have some of those sense amps overwritten with new data by the PEs

later. With latched sensing, this needless rewriting can be avoided by postponing the bitline-restore
operation until the PEs have written their result to the sense amps.

5.2.4

Processor Element

The PE for the high-density design has only a few changes relative to the prototype. These
changes lie in the multiplexor, registers, and broadcast bus. As with the prototype, the high-density
CaRAM PEs are placed in a row in the word-line direction. With the narrow PE pitch and the long

wordlines, the control signals for a row of 512 PEs must be driven from one driver without additional

Figure 5.10: Dynamic logic 8-to-1 multiplexor
buffering. The rise and fall times for these control signals dominate the PE cycle time. As was the
case for the prototype, all PE control signals (the SIMD instruction) drive a single transistor per

PE - usually a transistor of minimum dimensions and load. Like the wordlines, the PE control
signals are routed in polysilicon and are backed up in metal with strappings at the wordline strapping
locations.
The dynamic logic multiplexor, shown in figure 5.10, has been reorganized to solve the chargesharing problem. The 8 transistors gated by the opcode have been moved to the "bottom*'(connected
to Vss) to allow all circuit nodes coupled to the result node to be fully precharged. Since the
precharge phase ends after the multiplexor inputs become stable, only circuit nodes that will not
become coupled to the result node during the evaluate phase (and don't need precharging) may not
get precharged. A weak "latch-back" PMOS transistor has been added in parallel with the precharge

transistor. Without this latch-back, charge injected on the result signal from the write-register
signals would capacitively couple through the multiplexor's inverter and raise the voltage of this
dynamic result node above VDo. This pennits charge to leak out of the dynamic node through
the forward-biased source - N-well junction of the precharge transistor. Without the latch-back
transistor, after tbe register-write signal returns low, the voltage of the dynamic node would dip. No
similar problem was detected when the dynamic node was low, since the register-write signals are

noninvertedoutput
------.--I
I
Optional

Weak inverter

Figure 5.1 1: PE register with second input
positive pulses.
The high-density CoRAM design implements "left-right" communications between adjacent
PEs, as shown in figure 4.10. The simple circuit implementation of this communication, suggested
by Hall [149], adds one transistor to each of the X and Y registers. Each latch (shown in figure
5.1 1) has a second input transistor used to latch in data from the result bus of the neighbouring

PE. Using different registers for receiving data from each direction balances the loads on the two
registers thereby matching their speeds. For chips designed for lower voltage power supplies than
5 V, a different latch would be used that does not rely on an N-MOSFETto pass a logic level "I".

In high-density CeRAM, the bidirectional bus transceiver is controlled differently than in the
prototype. On the prototype chip, the datapath for off-chip memory accesses runs through the PE,
requiring the coiumn decoder to enable the bidirectional bus transceiver in each PE. For this highdensity design, the datapath for offchip memory accesses does not involve the PE. As previously
noted, the configuration of the column decoder to select single PEs or groups of PEs for interprocessor
communication can be emulated in software withnegligibleoverhead. With the transceiver no longer
having to be addressable, all transceivers are now controlled by a single BroadcastBusEnable signal
in the SIMD instruction word.
The PE design fits in the pitch of 8 columns of memory (4 senseamps) and adds 17%to the height
of the memory core. With additional buses, drivers, and peripheral circuits considered, CeRAM is
18 % larger than the reference DRAM chip on which it is based.

5.2.5

Power

Power consumption and power supply noise are important concerns if a chip design is to be
produced and perform reiiably. Power consumption is important to system design. Excessive power
consumption can constrain packaging as well as limit which applications CaRAM could be used in.
Power supply noise can affect the function of the individual part. The circuitry added to the memory
(primarily the PEs) must not generate power supply noise detrimental to the existing memory design
and must be tolerant of existing power supply noise.

In DRAM design, there is a trade-off between power consumption and refresh overhead. In low
power DRAMS, fewer memory arrays are enabled, thus fewer sense amps per chip are powered. but

these require more reksh cycles (e.g. 2048 instead of 5 12)during the memory cells*maximum data
retention time (e.g. 16-64 m ~ ) In~ CaRAM,
.
the PEs must be connected to an active memory array
during each operate cycle. As mentioned in section 5.2.2, to conserve power in the 4 Mb design.
the PEs reside between 2 arrays, with only one of the two arrays powered during a given operate
cycle. In a 4 Mb DRAM with 256 bits per sense amp, the PEs' requirement for memory dictates
a 5 12 cycle refresh. To operate with full PE utilization, every PE must be connected to an active
memory m y . This can be accomplished by having many active memory arrays and higher power
consumption, or by having each PE connected to more than one memory anay (permitting fewer
PEs per chip) with one of those memory arrays being active. The latter option is discussed in more
detail in section 5.2.7. Apart from cycling more than the conventional number of memory arrays.
the additional circuitry consumes little additional power.
The sensing power typically dominates the CeRAM chip's power consumption followed by

output buffers8 and wordline drivers. A comparison between PE and sensing power can be drawn
which is relatively independent of technology. A PE (with far fewer devices than a bidine) has
less internal capacitance than a bitline. A PE has 7 wires in the column direction, thus requiring
a minimum pitch of 8 bitlines. Therefore, there are 8 active bitlines (4 active sense amps in a
folded bitline architecture) per PE. The PE signal swing is VDDto Vss,with a SO% probability of
a transition on the main result bus. The bitlines. however, are precharged to

consuming half

the charge to restore the level, but switching every cycle (one of the pair going to VDD,one to Vss).
Recall that the energy dissipatedg in charging plus discharging a capacitor is E = (CAV) V.
'~heselower power DRAMs also have less page "depth".
b ~ u t p ubuffers
t
may dominate the power consumption, depending on number and load but during a CoRAM opente
cycle the output buffers are not used.
9;lssumingthe use of standard dissipative circuits as opposed to adiabatic circuits I1521

Ignoring crowbar current (the current conducted from power to ground directly without charging
the capacitance at a circuit node), the ratio between sensing current and PE current is:

Ebitline cycle

=

EPEcycle <

vV

Cbitlinel

1

(4 Ebitline cycle)

Hence, the average energy consumed by a PE per operate cycle (EPEcycle) is less than a quarter of
the energy consumed by the adjoining 4 sense amps (4 Ebitline

Since the sense amps draw

more crowbar current than the PEs, the difference between their energy consumption is actually
greater. At the beginning of sensing, before there is a significant voltage difference on the sense
amp nodes, most of the sensing current is conducted from power to ground with little current going
to charge the bitlines. The dynamic logic used by the PE, however, has (ideally) zero crowbar
current. With mostly minimum-sized transistors in the PE, the loads are small and switch quickly,
minimizing crowbar current.
DRAMS have some of the noisiest on-chip power buses. To avoid problems, high current (and

high

8)operations are scheduled where they will cause little interference with other circuits' power

demands and voltage references, and the circuits themselves are designed to operate over the voltage
extremes seen within these chips. Similarly, the additional CoRAM circuitry must not be susceptible
to power supply noise and must not interfere with the existing DRAM operations.
CmRAM's circuits are tolerant to significant power supply noise and the PEs are inactive while
the power rails are the noisiest. While the DRAM must sense small differences in bitline voltage and
drives low voltage signals across the chip, all PE control signals have a full VDDto Vssswing giving
them large noise margins. When CoRAM's PEs are active, the row decoders are stable and the data
pad output drivers are unused. A single output pad driver, however, may be used for the broadcast

communications bus or nearest-neighbour communications, but only after the ALUs have arrived at
a result. The sense amps will be drawing current to restore bitline data during PE operations, but this
occurs after the extreme positive spike in 2 and the highest currents found at the start of sensing.
Since CoRAM avoids overlapping operations with the DRAM which CoRAM is designed to
accommodate, the PEs' power demands interfere little with the existing memory. Since the PEs
don't perform an operation until they have a value from memory, and the PEs' read amplifiers require
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Figure 5.12: Timing of a memory access followed by an operate cycle
a significant voltage differential (>IV), the sense amplifiers already have too great a noise margin

for a bit of data to become corrupted.

By design, the CaRAM logic and memory are compatible. The power requirements of the PEs
are a fraction of that of the memory.

5.2.6

External Interface

The CeRAM chip interface can be based on most standard DRAM interfaces. This high-density
CaRAM uses the

m-minterface provided from the reference 4-MbDRAM design. Pins are

conserved by multiplexing instructions through the address lines. CaRAM behaves as a standard

DRAM during a R A S m cycle, but takes in a row address and an instruction during a

m-m

(operate strobe) cycle. Multiple 0PS cycles can occur while RAS is held low. As viewed from the
pins, the chip is organized as 1 Mx4 bits.

--

Figure 5.12 shows the timing of a RAS-CAS memory cycle, followed by two CeRAM operate
cycles. When RAS fails, the row address is latched in and memory rows are accessed and sensed

- - regardless of whether a CA S or 0PS cycle is to follcw. The row address acts as a row address
the
for r CAS cycle or as a local memory address for an
cycle. On the falling edge of
CaRAM SIMD instruction (multiplexed through the address lines) is latched, decoded and sent to

opcode (ALU function)
broadcast bus enable
destination, decoded 3-to-8 to select one of
write enable register
X register
Y register
shift left input for X register
shift right input for Y register
shift up: shift left input for X register with shift up/down pins selected
shift down: shift right input for Y register with shift up/down pins selected
no destination
The 2 least significant local memory addresses can be received on the
or
optional
edge of
during an 0 PS cycle, the chip WE pin functions as PE memory ante

m.

bits of instruction total
IC pins in addition to the existing 10 address pins
Table 5.1: CeRAM SIMD instruction bits
all PEs. Pins are conserved by reusing existing standard DRAM pins and by using a binary encoding
for the ALU-result destination. The CaRAM instruction is provided to the chip as described in
table 5.1. As an alternative to adding pins, some of the SIMD instruction bits could be multiplexed
through datalines.
Of the 11 bits of address for the 2048 bit PE local memory, 9 bits are required at the onset of the
row-address cycle for selecting the array above or below the PEs (1 bit) and 1 of 256 wordlines (8
bits). The remaining 2 bits of address may optionally be issued with the instruction. If the sequence
of CeRAM memory accesses exhibits temporal locality, then the data for the next memory access
may already be latched in a sense amp. Indeed, the 4 sense amps behave as a one-line cache of 4
words of 1 bit each

lo.

The increased performance comes at a cost of 2 additional pins per chip.

Without this caching, the PEs are connected to only 1 in 4 sense amps per memory cycle, permitting
a maximum utilization of 25% of the internal bandwidth. If the additional two pins are used to
select one of the 4 sense amps during each operate cycle, then, in an extended 180 ns memory
cycle containing 4 operate cycles. the PEs can access all active columns of memory to achieve 61%
bandwidth utilization.
In addition to delivering the instruction, other functions and their pins are required as listed in
table 5.2.
"?he size of this cache can be hrrther increased by not precharging the sense amps on the array connected to h e other
side of the PE.

4
1
1
2
1
5-8

bidirectional communication pins (left, right, up, down)
serial I
0pin optional
global broadcast bus, pin doubles as DO
additional VDDand Vsspins if low internal noise is required optional
OPS signal
additional IC pins
Table 5.2: Other additional pins for CaRAM

Basic
memory

array

Sense amps

Column
pre-select
signals
\

Pair
Column pre-select switch
\

)
'

-- Data line pair *'-

Detail of column pre-select switch
Figure 5.13: Memory with bitline direction datalines
Our reference DRAM architectureuses a

m-minterface and the CeRAM interface builds

on top of that. Interfaces for CoRAM built on EDO,synchronous DRAM, and Rambus DRAM are
simiiarly straight forward.

5.2.7

Multiple Memory Arrays per PE

So far, we have discussed abutting PEs to 2 memory arrays so that, in a given cycle, each PE is
connected to an active memory array while the other array is inactive, conserving power. Connecting
a row of PEs to more than 2 memory arrays cannot be done by simply abutting them, but requires
another level of interconnection cunning among the multiple memory arrays.
FortunateIy, the 16 Mb generation of DRAM as well as many designs beyond this density have

an additional layer of metal interconnect which is currently used for column decode. The column
decode signals are routed, in the bitline direction, on top of the memory arrays so that one set of
column decoders can service more than one basic memory array. This layer of metal is also typically
used to carry power wires interspersed with the column decode signals.
Instead of bringing the column decode signals to the memory arrays, this metal layer can be
used to bring the data to the edge of the group of memory arrays. We call this memory architecture,
shown in figure 5.13, bitline direction dataline. Because higher routing layers typically have wider

minimum routing pitches, and the bitlines, in a lower routing layer, would be designed to have
nearly the minimum pitch, we would expect a differentialdatalinepair to be wider than a bitline pair,
suggesting a (power-of-?) ratio of 1 dataline pair per 2 bitline pairs. Furthermore, if power lines are
to be interspersed with datalines, a ratio of 1 dataline pair per at least 4 bitline pairs is reasonable.
This is compatible with the ratio of 4 sense amps per PE mentioned earlier in section 5.24.
Using this bitline-direction dataline memory architecture, the PE can be connected to more than
2 memory arrays. Because each active PE needs an active memory a m y during a read or write.
connecting PEs to more memory mays provides the option of decreasing the number of active
memory arrays, and therefore the chip power consumption. This also provides flexibility in the
design for increasing the amount of local memory per P E This architecture is compatible with
staggered sense amps found in some designs in the 16 Mb generation and up. Although the IC
process and memory cell remain the same, changes must be made to the memory m y and datapath.

5.3 Summary
We have demonstrated circuits for a PE that are well suited to be arrayed together to form a row

of narrow PEs. The PE can be implemented with a pitch of 7 wires at its widest, which suggests that
the PE can be pitch-matched to 8 bitlines over a range of IC process feature sizes. The area overhead
of the PEs ranges from 9% to 18%. CaRAM chips containing these circuits have been built, tested,
and have run applications. The PEs and related overhead add less than 25% to the die area of an
existing DRAM design. The addition of few pins and little additional area make the design suitable
for DRAM-style packaging, including SIMMs or DIMMs. The energy required by a CaRAM PE
cycle is less than a quarter of that required by a memory cycle for sensing. The narrow PEs are
a requirement for not only having a small impact on chip area, but for utilizing a good fraction of
the memory bandwidth. By placing a PE next to 4 active sense amps, 25% to 61% of the memory

bandwidth can be utilized effectively.

Chapter 6

Applications
It is not difficult to build hardware capable of performing billions of operations per second on
contrived problems such as vector addition (used in the previous chapters to make architectural
decisions). The utility of a particular computer architecture is better demonstrated on real-world
applications and kernels,
Applications most suited for massively parallel SIMD machines such as CeRAM have fine grain
parallelism and regular communication patterns. In this chapter, we examine a number of such
applications and compare the simulated performance of the applications executed on 32 MB of

CeRAM (128 K PEs) to the measured performance of those applications executed on conventional
workstations [153].
The applications shown in this chapter use fixed-point arithmetic. The CaRAM architecture can
also perform floating point opentions, but with approximately a factor of 10 decrease in throughput
compared to operations on short integers [154].

6.1 Programming Model
The applications programmer should have at least an abstract understanding of the CaRAM
architecture. Any memory location in CeRAM can be read and written by a host CPU during an
external memory cycle. During an operate cycle. all PEs execute the same common instruction and
optionally access the same memory offset within their private partitions of memory. In other words,

CoRAM is a SIMD processor with distributed non-shared uniformly-addressed memory.
Three forms of interprocessorcommunication are available. First, the broadcast bus can perform
combine operations among all PEs in the system. The primitive boolean-AND combine operation

performed by the broadcast bus can be used to perform higher-level combine operations such as
finding the maximum element of a parallel variable. Second, communication can be uniformly
routed via a 2-dimensional grid. The contents of a parallel variable can be shifted past a scalar
number of PEs in the X or Y directions. Third, the host can explicitly copy between arbitrary
memory locations associated with different PEs. Since this host-initiated reading from and writing
to memory is not parallel, it is slow and therefore of little importance for PE-PE communications.
CaRAM Compiler

The CeRAM programming environment includes a compiler and a simulator. The compiler
generates code for the host processor which in turn issues SIMD native instructions to C O R M .
The simulator decodes the SIMD instructions and simulates them on each PE at the register-transfer

level.
The CoRAM high level language, based on C++,abstracts groups of related memory locations

as parallel variables, which are implicit arrays with each element of the array in the private memory
partition of a different PE. The number of elements in a parallel variable is equal to the number of
PEs in the system.
The source code for all applications, the compiler users' manual, and the compiler implementation details are available in [ 1471.

6.2

Experimental Method
For each application in this chapter, we describe the serial and panllel algorithms and their

execution times. The execution times of the applicationsand kernels are measured on workstations
for sequential execution and on a simulated DRAM-based CoRAM system. To obtain the CoRAM
execution times, each sequentiaiapplication program was rewritten as a data-parallel program.
The CmRAM simulatorsimulates at the register transfer level for a specified number of PEs+The
simulator was given the timing parameters for the 4 Mb DRAM-based C~RAM'.The simulation
assumes that 32 Mbytes of CoRAM, containing 128 K PEs, is available. 32 Mbytes was chosen as a
modest amount of memory for a workstation today - a larger memory would give proportionately
'while the DRAM-based CaRAM has lower performance per MB of memory than the SRAM-based CoRAM, its
higher density and lower cost per Mbyte make the DRAM-based CmRAM more attractive for commercial development
For this reason, the simulatedp e r f o m c e is given for DRAM-basedCeRAM.

higher performance for most applications. DRAM refresh overhead is accounted for, although the
refresh overhead for 512 refresh cycles of 150 ns every 32 ms increases execution time by only
0.19%. In fact, many applications require no refresh since they access, and therefore refresh, all

memory locations which contain data more often than once every 32 ms.

The CeRAM controiler is assumed to be able to issue instructionsas fast as the PEs can execute
them. Issuing two instructions in a 120 ns memory cycle or issuing identical shift instructions once
every 15 ns is not a significant technical challenge; several of the SIMD instruction sequencers
described in [147] are capable of this performance.
The SUN Microsystems workstation used for sequential measurements was a SPARCstation 5
with a 70 MHz microSPARC II processor. Faster memories and workstations have been introduced
since the microSPARC I1 and the 4 Mb DRAM generation, but these are comparable platforms
(in fact the rnicroSPARC IE was introduced &er the 4 Mb DRAM). The programs were compiled
using the AT&T C++ version 2.1.0 translator and the SunOS Release 4.1.3-Ul C compiler with
optimization level 4.

To conservativelycompare CeRAM simulated execution with real sequentialZexecution on equal
terms, we examined several sources of experimental error. The CeRAM execution has no overhead
from interrupts, demand-paged memory, operating system, or other processes competing for the

CPU.We executed the sequential programs on lightly loaded or unloaded machines to minimize
interrupts and paging. Virtual memory usage was kept well below the amount of physical memory
installed in the test machines to eliminate or minimize paging. Each application was run twice: once
to page in all necessary memory, and a second time for timing with minimum paging effects. To

further reduce measuring any overhead or start-up e f f ~ t in
s sequential applications, we record only
the 'user CPU usage' using the getrusage0 operating system call before and after the mutine.
To keep the measurement error small, under 1%, we ensure that the sequential applications

run times are greater than Is, by executing the application subroutine multiple times in a loop if
necessary. Times that are counted in the sequential execution time but not the CoRAM execution
time are: the overhead of one loop iteration (120 ns); a function call (210 ns); and the overhead
of calling g e t a s a g e ( ) (3100 ns). la our analysis of the experimental error in measuring the

sequential execution time, we found that the 10 ms resolution of the 'user' CPU time dominates all
other sources of error. Measurements were also repeatable to within this resolution.
For all of the applications and kernels considered, the problems sizes were chosen to fit the the
some wotksntions, although referred to here as "sequential machines", contain super-scalar microprocesson.

I Program

CmRAM CoRAM
host speedup
10
(m)
(ms)
3x3 Convolution 16M
32.70 17.6067 112760.0
6404
1312
Vector Quantization
2.56 25.7460 33780.0
1253
250.9
0.2003
included
LS Matching
2724
Data Mining
included 70.6600 192450.0
2380.0 26626
0.0894
incIuded
Fault Simulation
959.0 41391
Satisfiability
included
0.0232
8.8
5493
Memory Cleat
not applicable 0.0016

m)

Table 6.1: Performance summary
128 K CmRAM PEs in order to maximize the speedup. This is a reasonable approach since many
usen choose a problem size appropriate for a machine, or for high-end applications, configure the
machine for a problem, thus achieving the best performance/cost. If a more conservative approach
were taken, the runtimes for the optimal problem size + 1 would approximately double, halving the
performance improvement of CmRAM vs. running the optimal sized problem.
Table 6.1 shows the applications and kernels for which we have simulated CmRAM and measured
workstation run times. Speedup is the primary performance metric used. For most applicatioos. I
0
time is included in the CmRAM run time. The least-squares record matching application relies on
a memory-resident database for both the sequential and parallel versions. I 0 time is not applicable
to the memory clear, since most users would not copy their data onto a SIMD processor to have it
cleared. For the remaining applications, the total time taken for input and output is given3. I
0 does
not pose a bottleneck for CeRAM running these applications.

6.3 Signal Processing and Graphics Applications
Signs1 processing and graphics are fields rich in applications for SIMD computers. Here,
communication is usually required within a small neighbourhood of any given pixel (in 2 or 3
dimensions) and the parallelism often extends down to the pixel level.
3 ~ these
s
arr: video applications, if CaRAM is used in a video flame buffer then the I 0 time can be patidy or
complereiy discounted.

63.1 Convolution

Convolutioo on a '?-dimensional image has many uses, including filtering noise. The discrete
2-D convolution of array P with filter W (P = W 8 P) can be expressed as:

for arbitrarily sized arrays. The size of this non-zero region of W is referred to as the kernel size.

Significance
For image processing, 2-Dconvolution can be used to attenuate noise, or smooth artifacts of
other processing such as image compression.

Sequential Algorithm
We perform a convolution using a 3 x 3 kernel on a 16M-pixel monochrome image with 8-bit

resolution. Each new filtered pixel is the weighted sum of the original pixels in a 3 x 3 square centred
around the new pixel's coordinates (it.self and neighbours in 8 directions). We define the values
outside of the boundaries of the image to be zero. The results of the convolution are written back
"in place" to the same m y , but with an offset, overwriting data which is no longer required. thus
saving memory when compared to a simpler algorithm which uses two separate arrays.

Parallel Algorithm
The parallel algorithm is the same as the sequential algorithm. The image space is mapped to
the PEs in 128 x 1 stripes. The algorithm uses scalable left-right interprocessor communication
(described in section 4.2.1) and the 2-D communication algorithm (described in B.6) to obtain the
values of neighboring pixels. The boundaries are fixed by sending zeroes into the edges of the
communication network, possibly by grounding these pins.

Results
The workstation requires 1L 3s to perform the convolution on the 16Mpixel image while CoRAM
can perform the convolution in 17.6ms.or 6400 times as fast as the workstation. For this size of
image, CoRAM can perform the convolution in slightly more than half the refresh interval of a 30
Hz video signal.

6.3.2 Vector Quantization Image Compression
Introduction
Vector quantization is a method of data compression which is applicable to many forms of

data. This compression can be done in a lossless or lossy (inexact) way. Vector quantization is
a suitable choice for data compression when data items in a neighbourhood exhibit a cornlation.
It is particularly well suited to still and moving image compressions because adjacent pixels in an

image tend to be correlated [155, 1561. In the algorithm, pixels are grouped into blocks called
vectors; which are mapped to an entry in a code-book of vectors. The index of the code-book

entry is the compressed output. Decompression is accomplished by using the code-book index to
retrieve the appropriatevector From an identical codebook. The compression is termed lossy if, after
compression and decompression, the data (image) is only an approximation of the original. If lossy
compression is acceptable, which is the norm for image compression and is what we implement,
then the code-book can be much smaller than the set of d l unique vectors in the image, resulting
in a higher compression ratio. In this case, the index is determined by choosing the closest match

between an image vector and the vectors in the code-book.
Significance

Vector quantization has applications in data compression for still and moving images and can
be used for multimedia, teleconferencing, and digital broadcasting of images. Vector quantization
image decompression has the advantage that it is implemented as a straight foward table lookup which can be done on microprocesson without special hardware [157]. Image compression,
however, is computationally challenging for real-time applications since a linear searchfor the closest
match through the entire code-book is necessary for each vector. Faster approximate algorithms are
not paranteed to find the closest match, so we do not use these.

Sequential Algorithm
The vector quantization image compression algorithm translates vectors of pixels into indices
into the code-book. A sum of absolute differences or sum of squares of differences (LIor L2
norm) can be used. When comparing the differences of the image vector and code-book vectors
for the closest match. Panchanathan[l58] argues that the Lt and L2 norms provide similar quality
compression. We chose the L1norm because it requires less computation. The sequentialalgorithm
is as follows:
CompressImage( image, compressedimage )
f o r a l l vectors i n image
f o r a l l e n t r i e s i n codebook
c a l c u l a t e L1 norm of ( ~ e c t o r code-book-entry)
i f t h i s codebook entry i s t h e best f i t seen s o far
record L1 norm and codehook index
output code-book index t o compressedimage

-

Parallel Algorithm
To parallelize this algorithm, we divide the computation spatially over the image. Each PE has
one vector and finds the best-fit codebook entry.
CompressImage( image, compressedimage )
f o r a l l vectors i n image i n p a r a l l e l
f o r a l l e n t r i e s i n codehook
c a l c u l a t e L1 norm of (vector
code-book-entry)
i f t h i s codebook entry i s t h e best f i t seen so far
record L1 norm and codedook index
output code-book index t o compressedimage

-

In our CoRAM implementation of the algorithm, each PETsmemory holds the values of the pixels
corresponding to its vector(s). The code-book is held centrally by the controller and is "broadcast"
to all PEs, one bit at a time, in the process of finding the LInorm.

Results
We used a vector size of 2 x 2 pixels. 8 bits per pixel, with 2 vectoa per PE and a static code-

book with 256 entries on aa image of 1024x 10248-bit monochrome pixels. The sindated CaRAM
execution time was 26 ms, easily less than the period of 30 frameds video. This is 1312 times faster
than the execution of the sequential algorithm on the workstation which took 34 s.

6.4

Database Applications
Many database applications have a high degree of parallelism. For some, each record can be

processed in parallel. Stone reminds us with a database example that speedup should be measured
relative to the best sequential algorithm [159]. To make this point. Stone demonstrated that a
standard indexing technique run on a workstation ran faster than a published massively parallel text
search run on a 64K-processor Connection Machine.

6.4.1 Least Squares Match
Introduction
Inexact searches using a key containing multiple fields (criteria) do not lend themselves to the
use of indices. While an index can be built for each field of d l records, the nearest match for the
combination of criteria may not be the best match for any single criteria. A popular search criteria
is the "distance" between the multiple fields in the key and record. Hence, we search for the records
with the Least Squares (LS) error when compared to the key.
For the sequential and parallel versions of the LS match, we perform a brute-force search of
all records in a memory-resident database, and update the records which contain the best rnatch(es)
(including ties).

Sequential Algorithm
The sequentid algorithm marches through dl records Iooking for the (one or more) records
which best match the search key.
f o r all data records

compute squared error between search key and record
if error < least-error-observed
update least-error~bserved
f o r a l l best matching data records
update record

Parallel Algorithm
The parallel algorithm maps one record to each CoRAM PE. After the PEs compute the squared
error between the broadcast key and their record, the broadcast bus is used to fmd the minimum of
the errors and identify the PEs containing the closest matches.

for all data records in parallel
compute squared error between search key and record
f i n d LS error
i f PE contains a record with LS error
update record

Results
For 128K records of 4 8-bit fields, the match and replace operation takes 200 ps on CeRAM,
which is 1250 times faster than the workstation which takes 25 1 ms.

6.4.2

Data Mining

Introduction
Data mining or howledge discovery is the examination of data for correlations or trends without

specifying a particular hypothesis. "Applications of data mining have been reported in astronomy,
supermarket sales analysis, health care, stock market, direct marketing. insurance fraud detection,
manufacturing, software analysis, and other areas[l60, 1611." Our examination of data mining
was inspired by a seminar "Mining Patterns

h m Data: Rough Sets Approach" given by Ziarko

[162, 1631.

An enormous amount of data exists ready to be mined, especially with the corporate trend of

collecting and storing raw data instead of just totals and statistics. Consequently, data mining is
becoming a significant consumer of corporate CPU cycles. The computing demands for sequential
algorithms can grow exponentially with the number of condition attributes.
Data mining can be used to detect correlations between attributes (data items) as they appear in
records in a database. The data mining problem considered here is limited to finding the rule which
selects the subset of records with the highest average value of a single decision attribute, given a set
of boolean-valued condition attributes.

One possible use of data mining is illustrated in the following example. If data mining was used
to determine a criteria for choosing who should get an expensive disease-preventing drug, then the
raw data to be mined might be a set of patient records that include a rating of the severity of the
disease (the decision attribute) and a list of possible risk factors (the condition attributes) for each

patient. Without understanding the disease, it would be difficult to intuitively formulate a usrful
hypothesis about which combination of medical circumstances predispose a patient to be at higher
risk of getting the disease. Data mining, however, can test all medicai criteria in all combinations

and produce a rule which defines a subset of individuals in the general population who are at a
greater risk and should receive the drug4.
Sequential Algorithm
With c conditional attributes, we assign each data record to one or more of the 2' subsets defined
by all possiblecombinationsof the condition attributes. Each of these subsets is defined by a boolean

expression or rule, corresponding to the boolean product (AND) of all combinations of the condition
attributes5. A record can belong to more than one subset. In each subset containing a given record,
the decision attribute is added to a sum and a count is incrernented so that the average of the decision
attributes can later be calculated. This average is used to measure the usefulness of each rule. The
rule correspondingto the greatest average, (subject to having a sufficient population in the set to be
significant),is selected as the best rule.
The algorithm in its simplest form is:
for all data records
for all rules
if the data record satisfies the rule
accumulate decision attribute
increment count
for all rules
calculate average of decision attributes
select the rule with the highest average of decision attributes
discounting rules where count is too low
This algorithm can be optimized, as it is not necessary to visit all subsets (rules) to determine if
a data record belongs to that set or not. Picture a binary tree with each level representing one of the
'As a trivial example of a medical application, consider mining patient records to discover possible risk factors for
heart disease. The records show if the patient has high blood pressure, high blood cholesterol, and blue eyes (the condition
attributes),and the severity of their heart condition,if any (the decision attribute). Presumably, data mining would discover
the rule "high blood pressure AND high blood choiesterol" as being the best predictor of hean disease (dependingon the
raw data, of course).
For another example, consider a manufacturer who wishes to mil free smpIes of a product which wasn't previously
availabk in the area to the most promising potential customers. The criteria for selecting the "most promising potential
customers" can be mined from consumer data collected in an area where the product is already available. Given a record
for each consumer of the volume of purchases of the new product (decision attribute), and purchases of other products,
etc. (the condition attributes), we would mine these records to determine a rule which we can use to determine which
potential customers should be sent free samples.
'Bccausc the rules are the products of combinations of condition attributes. the algorithm doesn't look for anticorrelations.

condition attributes, and the rules being leaves. This tree of 2' rules can be p ~ n e in
d a deterministic
manner. For each data record, we use recursion to traverse only those branches of the tree for which
the current data record satisfies some of the rules. This improved algorithm replaces the two
pseudo-code statements: "for a l l rules / i f the data record s a t i s f i e s t h e rule"
with recursion.

Parallel Algorithm
We parallelize the algorithm over the rules loop. The SIMD-parallel algorithm reverts back

to the unoptimized looping algorithm, resulting in lower efficiency since most of the PEs are not
utilized during the insertion of a typical data record.
for a l l d a t a records
for a l l rules i n p a r a l l e l
i f the data record s a t i s f i e s t h e rule

accumulate decision a t t r i b u t e
increment count
f o r a l l r u l e s i n parallel
calculate average of decision a t t r i b u t e s
s e l e c t t h e rule with the highest average o f decision a t t r i b u t e s
discounting rules where count is t o o low
The rules are implicitly mapped across the PEs, where each PE determines which rule numbers
it is responsible for by comparing to its own PE number. The data records are broadcast across all

PEs. After the records are tabulated, the broadcast bus is used to find the set with the greatest avenge
of the decision attributes, subject to population.

Results
Using 10000 random data records and 2'' rules to be tested, the CoRAM version (using 217
PEs) ran in 70.7 ms while the workstation with the tuned algorithm took 192 s, for a speedup of
2724. The CoRAM run time includes the distribution of all data and the retrieval of the result, a total

of 34 kB of 10, between host processor and CaRAM. If the raw data and results are to be kept on
secondary storage (disk), then the CoRAM version requires a sustained I
0 bandwidth of 480 B / s ,
which is not difficult to provide.
The sequential algorithm was tuned to prune those subtrees to which a record does not apply.

With tree-pruning, the sequential algorithm runs over 14 times faster than the sequential brute-force

variant, but has a runtime which is highly data dependent6.
The CeRAM code we used contains 3 assembler instructions, one of which is in a loop, which
makes it run 2.8 times faster than if only standard C expressions are used. For the sequential code,

the expression ( (rule I attributes) == attribut enask) compiles to two RISC instructions
for the SPARC architecture, so no benefit could be had by using hand-coded assembly language.

6.5

Computer Aided Design Applications

There are many computationally intensive Computer Aided Design (CAD) algorithms which
could benefit from massively parallel speedup, particularly in Electronic Design Automation (EDA).
Here, we consider one representative algorithm, namely fault simulation.

6.5.1

Fault Simulation with Multiple Faults

Introduction
A fault simulator is an EDA tool which is used to verify the effectivenessof a set of test vectors

at finding manufacturing faults in a circuit. Test vectors are sets of stimuli and expected responses
for ICs undergoing test on a chip tester during manufacture. Test vectors are designed to detect
all, or at least most of the possible faults which are possible under a fault model. The fnction of
all possible modeled faults is referred to as the test coverage. A fault simulator simulates the test
vectors being applied to the circuit for each fault modeled. If the simulation with a modeled fault
produces a different result to the simulation with no faults, then the fault will be detected if it occurs
in a manufactured IC.
The types of faults which can be modeled depend on the type of simulation. A logic fault
simulator typically models circuit nodes permanently stuck at high or low. A switch-level fault
simulator can model open or shorted wires as well.

Significance
Most commercial digital IC designs will undergo fault simulation. Because modeling all single
faults is already CPU intensive, faults are typically not modeled in combination. Fault simulation
q2nurnber 01 true ottributerr
,,,ih tree-pdng
) time to insert a record. In the pseudorandody generated data, me and false vdued condition attributeshave reasonably equal probability.
6me dgo,jb

with singlefaults, will not necessarily detect a combinationof faults, potentially allowing a defective

IC to pass all tests.
With a massively parallel processor, it becomes possible to simulate multiple faults, or even all
possible faults for small circuits or subcircuits. In particuizlr, "scan" design-for-test methodologies
make small sub-circuits both controllable and observable. While this level of care may not be

justified for testing home-entertainment electronics, it could be justified for human-life critical
applications such as anti-lock automobilebrakes or expensive un-repairable systems like unmanned
spacecraft. To demonstrate fault simulation with multiple faults as a CeRAM application, we run a
simple synchronous-logic fault simulation modeling all stuck-at-zero faults in a small circuit. This
simple demonstration does not model stuck-at-one faults.

Sequential Algorithm
The fault simulation algorithm we use simulates by brute force, all 2" n-node circuits which

contain stuck-at-zero faults in all possible combinations.
Two optimizations are common. One runs multiple logic simulations in parallel for each bit of
the CPU word (in effect mimicking 32 or 64 bit SIMD computation). The other optimization exits
the simulation of a particular set of faults early if the test vector has caused the fault to be observed.
Applying both optimizations has less benefit, since the simulation could exit early only if all parallel
simulations are ready to exit. We implement only the early-exit optimization in the sequential code.
The outer loop is not exited early if the test vector has been found to be inadequate since we need to
know which faults were not detected. The sequential algorithm is as follows:
f o r a l l permutat ions of f a u l t s , no-f aults f i r s t
f o r each s t e p i n simulation
apply t e s t vector stimulus
simulate c i r c u i t with faults applied
compare outputs t o no-fault case
e x i t loop i f outputs differ fault has been observed
record whether f a u l t was detected

For the simulation itself, a compact "executilble specification" logic simulator was created. For
the sequential case, all methods are compiled "inline" and the compiler generates efficient, straightline, branch-free, compiled code for the simulation. From application of inputs right through to new
output.

Parallel Algorithm
For the CaRAM implementation, the outer loop in the fault simulator is parallelized. Each PE
simulates a circuit with a different permutation of faults, as determined by the PE's number. The
optimizations are not implemented.
f o r all permutations of faults i n p a r a l l e l
f o r each s t e p i n simulation
apply test vector stimulus
simulate c i r c u i t with f a u l t s applied
compare outputs to no-fault case
record whether f a u l t was detected

Results
We fault-simulated all permutations of faults for a 17 gate circuit containing combinational logic
and a flip-flop. The circuit size and the choice to simulate only stuck-at-zero faults allows one

complete set of faults to be trivially mapped to each PE. The workstation took 2.38 s for thoroughly
fault simulating this small circuit, while the simulated CoRAM execution time was 8 9 . 4 ~yielding
~.
a speedup of 7,6600.

6.6 Exhaustive Solution-Space Search
One use of massively parallel hardware is finding exact or optimal answers for NP-complete and
NP-Hard problems by exhaustive search of the solution space [ 1641. CaRAM can accomplish this
by allocating different parts of the solution space to different PEs.

NP,NP-complete, and NP-Hard

are defined in the glossary on page 127. We shall examine a problem that has a 2" solution space.
Problems with n! solution spaces (n > 2) do not map exactly machines where the number of PEs is
a power of two.

6.6.1

Satisfiability Problem

Introduction
The satisfiability problem is to determine if there exists a set of values of variables for which a
given Boolean expression evaluates to true. This set of values is said to satisfy the expression. For

an expression of n variables, there are 2" sets of values for the variables. The non-deterministic

approach to testing if the expression is satisfiable, is to randomly pick values for the variables and
evaluate the expression. If the expression is satisfied, then the problem is solved.

Significance
While this problem is rather academic, it is representativeof problems which can be solved with a
search of a solution space which grows exponentially with the number of variables. The satisfiability
problem was Cook's canonical NP-complete problem [165], to which other NP-complete problems
were reduced.
Sequential Algorithm

Our sequential algorithm performs a simple brute-force search of all sets of values to see if the
expression can be satisfied.
f o r a l l s e t s of values for t h e variables
evaluate t h e given expression
i f t h e expression evaluates t o t r u e , output t r u e and e x i t
output f a l s e
Tree-pruning and heuristic algorithms exist which may find solutions faster on average, but these
still run in exponential time in the worst case.

Parallel Algorithm
We parallelize the problem over the search space.
f o r a l l s e t s of values f o r t h e variables i n p a r a l l e l
evaluate t h e given expression
OR these r e s u l t s together
output t h e ORed r e s u l t

Results
For a boolean expression of 17 variables which we h o w is not satisfiable, the workstation takes

959 ms while CaRAM requires 23.2 ps for a speed-up of 41000. If the expression was satisfiable,
the sequential algorithm could arrive at an answer sooner. We do not use tree-pruning or heuristics

for the sequential or parallel program.

The speedup suggests that CaRAM could be useful for other NP-hard problems.

6.7 Memory Operations
6.7.1 Clearing Memory to Zero
Significance
While clearing (or filling) memory is a simple operation, it has many uses, including m y
initialization, page clearing in a virtual memory system, and clearing a graphics screen or window.

Sequential Algorithm
In this example, an array of 128K 32-bit values is zeroed.
for all elements in an array
write zero to the array element

The writes are made to sequential memory addresses in ascending order, offering the workstation
memory system some spatial locality to exploit.

Parallel Algorithm
The parallel algorithm writes to the same memory locations, but exploits the wider internal

datapath.
for all elements in an array in p a r a l l e l
write zero to the array element

Results
Zeroing the array takes 8.8 ms on the workstation vs. 1.6 ps on CaRAM, giving a speedup of
5493.

6.8 Summary
Problems in this chapter have been parallelized by distributing various elements over the PEs in
various ways. The distributed elements included: p u p s of pixels, searchable data records, rules ,
faults, solution, and of course the PEs' local memory. Not surprisingly, bit-oriented problems (fault
simulation and satisfiability) obtained the greatest speed-up. h b l e m s with workloads consisting

largely of multiplication (e.g. LS matching) had lower speedups. All of these problems make some
muse of data.
Table 6.1 presents the runtimes for the applications described in this chapter. The speedups
(ratios of runtimes) range from 1 0 0 to 40,000. The simulated 128 K-PECaRAM system has only
32 MI3 of memory which could fit on 8 SIMMs. Despite using a minimalist philosophy in selecting
the ALU and communications network, we have demonstrated that CmRAM can achieve significant

speedups over a conventional workstation in a wide range of application areas.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
We have developed, and shown the advantages of, a novel computer architecture, CaRAM,

which incorporates pitch-matched SIMD PEs into memory at the sense amps and maintains a
memory interface. We have shown that the CaRAM architecture is scalable with advances in
DRAM density, makes effective use of the internal memory bandwidth, and is useful for a wide
range of applications.
By pitch-matching narrow 1-bit PEs to the memory and restricting communications to using

l-dimensional interconnects, CoRAM is able to scale across generations of DRAM. The PEs are
pitch-matched to memory columns so that they can be connected to the sense amplifiers. Since the
CeRAM PEs can fit in less than the pitch of 8 bitlines, we anticipate that the CmRAM architecture
will scale with advances in DRAM technology and shrinking topologies. For scalability, the

memory arnys and memory-style packaging limit the internal interprocessor communications to
1-dimensionalnetworks. Of these networks, both a broadcast bus network and a left-right nearestneighbour network are implemented.
We show that placing narrow pitch-matched SIMD PEs in memory is an effectiveand inexpensive
way to utilize the extremely wide internal datapath available at the DRAM sense amps. After all, the
memory bandwidth internal to the memory is 3000 times greater than the bandwidth at the CPU in
a typical workstation. CoRAM can utilize 25% to 6146 of this internal bandwidth while increasing

silicon area and energy usage per operation by less than 2546.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of CaRAM through the design and implementation of
major components of a CoRAM system. We have implemented a prototype CoRAM E,designed a
PE for a DRAM process, and simulated the system at the register-transfer and circuit levels. Despite

the minimalist philosophy used in the design of the PE and interco~ectionnetworks, a range of
applications run thousands of times faster on CoRAM than a workstation.
On the downside, CoRAM is not as flexible as conventional microprocesson and the initial costs
for implementation are high. The SIMD programming model is restrictive compared to the M[MD
programming model, and CoRAM can only achieve useful speedups if there is enough parallelism
in the application to keep PE utilization high. Designing CeRAM in a DRAM process requires a
diverse set of design skills and the one-time costs associated with production are high.
We believe that we have addressed some of the failings of other SIMD designs with respect to
cost, packaging, and host interface. By lookingat the requirements of high-volume manufacture in a
DRAM process, we hope to be able to achieve a low marginal cost for the performance compared to
other SIMD designs. By integrating the "consumer" of the memory bandwidth. the processors, with
the memory, we eliminate the pin-count limitation on the number of PEs which can be incorporated

into a chip and reduce the size and cost of packaging. Finally, CoRAM has a memory interface and
can be accessed by a host processor or other bus master at speeds similar to standard memory.
In conclusion,CaRAM can achieve a very high perfomancdprice on applicationsfrom a variety
of fields when compared to workstations.

7.1 Future Work
Our work has demonstrated the feasibility of C O R M at the circuit, architecture, chip, and
application levels. Future work could focus on any of these levels. An important step is to move
CaRAM from chips to systems. CoRAM chips should be integrated into n microcomputer, possibly
on a circuit board for an expansion bus in a desk-top computer. A SIMD controller for this circuit

board must be designed in detail. Further work on an optimizing compiler will benefit the project.
For safe multi-tasking use of CaRAM, operating system support must be provided. There is still
research to be done on processing element architecture, both for broadly focused SIMD machines like
the one presented in this dissertation and for CoRAM designs specific to a single application. Design
challenges lie ahead for integrating processors into denser DRAMS and memories with different
architectures. The bulk of future work, though, will likely be in designing parallel applications to

run on CoRAM.

Appendix A

Carrying On
A.l Technology Transfer to Industry
Early on in our work. we (Elliott and Snelgrove) patented key aspects of the CmRAMarchitecture
and circuits. This turned out to be useful for winning the interest of industry and, in the end, profitable.
MOSAID Technologies has been a long-time supporter of CmRAM work since my summer
employment there. Their suppon has included the time of their engineers, financial support for
university research, trips to customers in Asia to find r 'Tab" partner, and sponsoring and licencing
of the CmRAM patent.
The fiat commercial project to use the CeRAM patent is the Accelerix Inc. AX256 1391. This
single-chip graphics accelerator and frame buffer is based on technology developed by MOSAID
Technologies Inc. and Symbionics Group Ltd. as well as CmRAM.

A.2 Carrying On in Academia
Many people have joined the CmRAM effort since the first chip (described in chapter 5) was
built. The faculty members of University of Tomato, Waterloo, Carleton, and Ottawa who have
been involved are: Michael Stumm, Martin Snelgrove, Wayne Loucks, Tet Yeap, Martin Lefebvre,
Jean-Fmcois Rivest, and Sethurrnan Panchamthan.
Their students worked on a number of interesting projects. As these brief descriptions of

their work don't do them justice, I encourage the reader to get their papers and theses. Christian
Cojocaru added to the CoRAM architecture a ripple carry chain between adjacent PEs for bitparallel operation, added switches to the broadcast bus controlled by the PEs, implemented and

tested chips, and completed an MBng. degree [148]. Dickson TaL Shun Cheung implemented a
colliding pucks simulator for C O W[I661and added features to the compiler during bis B.Sc.
Robert McKenzie designed a 1 K PE 16 Mb CeRAM in IBM's 16 Mb trench DRAM process,

wrote CaRAM applications and completed an M.Eng. Thinh Le has been working on CaRAM
implementations of image compression algorithms, has completed a masters, and is working on a
P h D . Peter Nyasulu is working towards a Ph.D. on controllers for CaRAM.

Andrew Bishop at University of British Columbia taught a VLSI project course where Anden
Svensson, Maneesha Agarwal, Paul Fornari, Minaz Fazal, and Trac-Ky Hoang designed CeRAMs.

Appendix B

Implementation of Common CeRAM
Operations
Several examples are provided below to illustrate how the CoRAM PEs can be programmed.
The arithmetic examples use bit-serial data representations, which implies that all of the bits of an
element of a pmllel variable are stored in the memory associated with one PE and since the PE's
datapath is one bit wide, one bit is accessed at a time. An assembler notation has been created here
to describe CaRAM's use. Tine assembler nomenclature is:

M : currently setected memory location
X,

Y: X and Y data registers

L , R : aliases for the X and Y data registers of the adjacent PEs used for shift left or right operations
vertical sets shift path multiplexors at the ends of rows of PEs to direct communications to the

vertically adjacent row
H:

write enable register

= : left-hand side of '=' is the destination; the right-hand side is the expression performed by the
ALU
st,

I , ! , : AND,OR,NOT, and XOR operators

0 , 1: constants

select : select the specified local memory address for PE read or write operations. (This
corresponds to a memory row address operation1.)
for endfor : loops executed by the SIMD instruction sequencer

All expressions on a line are evaluated in one PE cycle. The architecture suppons multiple
destinations for a result. For example, the ALU result can write a result both to a register and
memory such as in M = X = XLY). Each line of code is indented to one of 3 levels according to
whether it is a controller operation (loop), memory access, or PE operation.
The degree of overlap between CoRAM memory and ALU operations depends on the relative
cycle times. For SRAM architectures, the memory and ALU operations could be similar,justifying
clocking them together. For typical DRAM architectures (which are optimized for density, not
speed) several ALU cycles can fit in a DRAM row access cycle. DRAM access by PEs to different
memory columns within the same row address (selecting 1 of 4 columns) rakes less time than a row
access and can typically be performed as part of the ALU operation cycle. The assembler notation.
however, simply shows memory accesses ("select") as occurring before the ALU operation which
requires memory. The row of memory is implicitly restored before the next memory access. Any
overlap between the memory and ALU operations not shown in the assembler notation can still be
accommodated.

B.l Memory Copy
The following code copies the contents of one parallel variable (B) into another (A) of the same
size (i.e. A = 0). This trivial example helps to illustrate the assembler semantics.

for j = least significant bit

.. most

significant bit

select B[j]
X = M /* copy one bit of B to a register */
select A C j ]
M = X / * and write to the corresponding bit of A */

endfor

The CeRAM controller orchestrates the following events:
'When the page mode extension to the architecture is used (as described in section 5.2.6), a portion of the memory
address is given in each instruction.

controller calculate address of B LO]
memory

start memory access cycle for address B [03

PE

X = M

memory

end memory cycle and precharge for next memory cycle

controller calculate address of A C01
memory

start memory access cycle for address A [O]

PE

M = X

memory

end memory cycle and precharge for next memory cycle

controller calculate address of B [I.]
.a.

B.2 Addition
Addition requires 4 ALU operations in either 2 or 3 memory cycles for 2 or 3 operands
respectively. For each operand, a sum and carry are computed. For efficiency, rather than initially
clearing the sum and carry (in registers X and Y respectively), the fint bit of the bit-serial addition
is treated as a special case. The following code is for a two-operand unsigned addition (A = A +
B), with both operands having the same number of bits.

select B [ l e a s t s i g n i f icant bit]
/ * first b i t i s a special case with no carry i n */
X = M
select A [leastaignif i c a n t h i t ]
Y = MhX / * calculate carry * /
M = X = XnM / * calculate sum and write back */
f o r j = l e a s t significant b i t + 1 . most significant b i t
select B L j ]
X = MnY /* sum 0 [j] and carry i n */
Y = MLY /* carry out */
select A C j 1
Y = Y I (MBX) /* carry out */
M = x = X-M / * sum A [ j ] and p a r t i a l sum, ard write back */
endf or

.

The above example code only handles the case where the operands are of the same size. The
compiler can generate additioaal code to correctly handle two-operand and three-operand addition
with sources and destination each of different sizes. Three operand addition naturally requires three

memory accesses per bit. When the operands for addition have different lengths, the remaining bits
of the other operands are processed correctly and efficiently without redundant memory accesses.

If the operands are two'stomplement signed integers, the addends are implicitly sign-bit extended
and the sum is explicitly sign-bit padded.

The write-enable register is used to selectively inhibit writes by a PE to memory. The dataparallel equivalent of conditional execution is implemented by enabling writes in only those PEs
which satisfy the condition in the "if". This code fragment is a simplified implementation of
i f (fl a g l ) f irstxodesegment ; e l s e second-codesegment ;.

/* select memory location of parallel boolean variable */
select flag1
W = M
/* enabled i f flag1 t r u e */
f i r s t sodesegment /* conditionally executed code */
select flag1
W = !M
/* enabled i f flag1 false */
second-codeaegment
/* restore a l l PEs enabled */
U = 1
The full implementation of high-level-language conditional statements, including support for nesting

conditional statements, is discussed in [147].

B.4 Multiplication
For the simple case of multiplying two unsigned parallel variables, the shift and conditional-add
algorithm is used. The bits of the fint multiplicand are examined From least to most significant, and,
conditional on the current bit being a 1, the second multiplicand is added with the correct bit-offset
to the partial product.
When the first multiplicand is signed, the most significant bit, bit 6, has weight -2"d

a

subtraction is performed instead. When the second multiplicand is signed, the partial product must
also be signed. Propagating carries over the entire partial product is wasteful. Instead, the partial
product can be treated as a shorter integer, initially the length of the second multiplicand plus 1.
Multiplication by a scalar can be funher optimized by recoding the scalar operand and
propagating the carry when a zero is encountered, rather than performing an unnecessary addition.

B.5 Find Minimum Element
The boolean AND over all elements of a parallel boolean variable is performed in a single
CmRAM operation. The following code performs this boolean AND operation on all elements of

the parallel boolean variable FLAG and places the result in all elements of the same variable:
s e l e c t FLAG

/* ALU r e s u l t is memory ANDed with a l l other ALU r e s u l t s */
M, bus-tie enabled

M =

High level combine-operations. such as minimum, can be synthesized by the PEs from boolean
combine-operations, provided that the result of the boolean combine-operations can be f& back
to the PEs. This feedback could be gathered by the controller and sent out to all PEs; or the PEs
could see the result of the combine-operations directly. If the PEs can read the result of a boolean
combine-operation directly (rather than the controller receiving and acting on the result) then extra
communication delay and possibly a branch delay depending on the implementationof the controller,
can be avoided. It is therefore important to allow the PEs to simultaneously transmit and receive

on the broadcast bus. A circuit that permits simultaneous transmit and receive is presented in figure
5.8.

The algorithm to find the minimum of all elements of a parallel variable (i.e. across all PEs)
consists of a loop over each bit of the parallel variable from the most significantto the least significant
bit. On comparing each bit with all others presented on the bus, elements (PEs) are disqualified from
the set of those "'qualifying" if the bit is not the minimum of those present. Essentially the same
algorithm is implemented in combinational logic in the IEEE Future Bus prioritized bus arbitration
scheme. The pseudo code for this algorithm follows:
qualify all PEs f o r transmitting
loop f o r a l l b i t s of t h e p a r a l l e l variable, from most t o least s i g n i f i c a n t b i t
transmit the current b i t
on each PE:
i f t h e r e s u l t of the AND combine-operation and the
current b i t d i f f e r disable t h e PE f o r transmitting
end loop

The PE (or PEs) which remains qualified for transmitting after the least significant bit has been
processed holds the element with the least value. In a tie, multiple PEs remain qualified.
Here is the same "find minimum algorithm" expressed in assembler code. Because the PEs can
read as well as write to the broadcast bus, a feature of this architecture, the controlIerdoes not have

to determine and act on the output of the broadcast bus, thus saving a patallel-data-dependent branch

in this loop. The X register records whether a PE is qualified. The PEs discover if their element of
the parallel unsigned integer "A" is the minimum value and write the result to the parallel boolean
"result".
X = 1 /* qualify all PEs f o r t r a n s m i t t i n g */
f o r j = m o s t ~ i g n iifc a n t b i t
leastsignif icanthit
s e l e c t A[jJ
/* transmit value from memory, subject t o X */
/* Y = AND-over~ll9Es (HI (!XI) */
Y = M I ( ! X ) , bus-tie enabled
/* clear X i f t h i s PE had a 1 while o t h e r PEs write a 0 */

..

X

= X&((!M)fY)

end f o r
s e l e c t result
M = X

For signed integers, the number representation is converted to "excess 2"-I notation" by inverting
the most significant bit of the two's-complement value before transmitting it on the broadcast bus.

B.6 Two-dimensional communication
Two-dimensional communication in CaRAM is composed of, naturally, horizontal and vertical
communication. Since the implementations of horizontal and vertical communication are different
(as depicted in figure 4.8), example code is given for each. Following the example code, an efficient
implementation of 2-dimensional communication for grid-oriented problems is described.
The following code copies the contents of A (the source) with all elements moved
s h i f t d i s t a n c e PEs right into the destination 8: ' B .c s h i f t x ( + s h i f t d i s t a n c e ,A)"
f o r j = mostsignif i c a n t b i t . . l e a s t s i g n i f i c a n t b i t
select A r j ]
/* r e s u l t bus = memory * /
/ * X r e g i s t e r in adjacent PE reads r e s u l t bus */
/ switches a t bank ends s e t to horizontal mode */
R = M, horizontal
f o r k = 2 . shift-distance
R = X , horizontal
endf o r
s e l e c t B[j]

.

M = X

endf o r

The compiler handles the additional case where the s h i f t d i s t a n c e is negative, implying a
shift left. For the left shift. the source is the Y register and the destination is '2"or the Y register in

the adjacent PE.

The following code copies the contents of A (the source) with all elements moved
shif t d i s t a n c e PEs up into the destination B. Because of the physical organization of this com-

munications network, the data to be sent vertically must be sent past an entire row of PEs, making
the vertical communication slower.
function B. cshifty (+shiftdistance,A)

.

f o r j = mostsignif i c a n t h i t . l e a s t s i g n i f i c a n t b i t
select A [ j ]
/ * result bus = memory */
/ * X register i n adjacent PE reads r e s u l t bus */
/ * switches at bank ends s e t t o v e r t i c a l mode */
R = M, vertical
f o r k = 2 . . shift-distance * PEAOWLENGTH
R = X , vertical
endf o r
select B[j]
M = X

endfo r

The compiler handles the additional case where the s h i f t d i s t a n c e is negative, implying a
shift down.
We've shown how data can be shared among a PE's 4 neighboun using the horizontal and vertical
communication. VerticaI communication is, however, slower than horizontal communication. When
more than one grid element is mapped to each PE, the number of vertical communications operations
can be minimized, as described in section 8.6, by mapping a vertical stripe of elements into each PE's
memory. Several applications, such as a 2-dimensional convolution with a 3 x 3 kernel, in order to

calculate the new value for an element (pixel) require the original values from that element and its 8
neighbours (includingdiagonals). The following descriptive pseudo code shows the communication
for an "in-place" implementation of such a convolution. Rather than maintain two entire arrays for
old and new values, the in-place implementation achieves the same effect by writing results back to
the same army with an offset.
/ * index calculations have been omitted f o r brevity */
c i n t stripe[PIXELSperPE+KERNEL] /* s t r i p e of pixels held i n each PE plus
room t o write back with an o f f s e t */
c i n t buffer [2] [3] /* temporarily holds pixels NE,E,SE,SW ,U ,NU */
/* obtain pixel values from above and below s t r i p e from other PEs */
/* t h i s is the slowest communication so use it the l e a s t */
s t r i p e n .cshifty(+l, stripem )
s t r i p e n .cshifty (-1, s t r i p e 0 )
/* f i l l f i r s t 2 rows i n buffer from adjacent PEs*/
f o r f i r s t 2 rows
buffer 0 .cshif t x ( + i , s t r i p e 0 )

.

buffer c s h i f t x ( 4 , stripe
f o r each p i x e l i n s t r i p e
/* get a new row i n buffer */
buff e r n .cshiftx(+l, s t r i p e
buffer 0 .cshif tx(-1 ,stripe 0)
stripe [less off s e t ] = convolution(stripe, buffer)

a)

B.7 Summary
We have shown that the CeRAM architecture is capable of efficiently supporting arithmetic

operations, conditional operations, and interprocessor communicationincluding combine operations
(such as find minimum), as well as one-dimensionaland two-dimensionalgrid communication.

Appendix C

Optimal Data Placement for

Two-Dimensional Grid Problems
In this appendix, the optimal data placement for a 2-D problem requiring communication with

8 neighbours is derived. Specifically, the dimensions of the rectangle of "pixels" to be mapped onto
each PE is determined.

C.l Left-Right Communication
When mapping c data elements from a 2-D problem onto a CoRAM with 1-D (left-right)
communication, we should first choose the size of the rectangle (n, x n,) which will provide the
minimum communication overhead. The communication delay for single-bit communications with
eight neighborn on a 2-Dgrid is:
2 time ol(X communications +corners

where:

Nz

= the number of columns in the data array

N, r the number of rows in the data array

+ Y communications)

n,

= the number of columns of data stored in the local memory of one PE

a, r the number of rows of data stored in the local memory of one PE

c E the number of data elements per PE

P r the number of PEs in the system

K , N y , n x , n y , c P, E N
T,

= the time taken by an x-direction shift operation

T, E R
n,ny = c

cP = Nz Ny

B y inspection, for constant N,, N,, c, the communication time is minimum for nx = 1

C.2 Scalable Left-Right Interconnect
The communication delay for single-bit conununications with eight neighbours on a logical 2-D

grid using scalable left-right communication is:

Tg = 2(X communications + corners + Y communications)

+ +

= 2(ngTx 2T'

ng(L

+ L0)Ty)

where:

L = the number of PEs arranged in a row as one long shift register

Lo E the number of extra pipeline stages in a vertical shift
K
T ivy, n,, n,, c, E: L,Lo E N
Ty r the time taken by an y-direction shift operation
T Z l

T, E R

and other variables are as defined in the previous section.

To calculate the dimensions of the block which will give the minimum communication delay,

assume that T, = Ty,substitute n, = 5 and then find the minimum of T8with respect to n,. The
application of differential calculus to find the niinimum of this discrete valued problem is justified
since the continuous function Ts(n,) has only one extremum which is a minimum. The legal
values of n, adjacent to the minimum of the continuous function must then be examined to find the

minimum of the discrete function [I67].

dTs
dnx

=

--2cT, +2T& + Lo) = 0
nx

Given L 2 e and n, E N , we conclude that communication delay is minimal for the data
organization where n, = 1 for constant N,, N,,c. Again the optimal block width is one.
It is interesting to note that in the degenerate case where L

+ Lo =

1, the scalable left right

interconnect becomes a grid and the proportions of the optimally shaped block is are square, as one

Appendix D

Glossary
ADC analog to digital converter
addend a quantity to be added

AIS a manufacturer of SIMD processors for image processing

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit, a portion of a processor

AMT Active Memory Technologies, makers of the DAP
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit; also refers to general purpose IC technologydesigned
for lower quantity production of custom chips (as opposed to commodity large volume
production)

autonomous memory addressing the ability of SIMD PEs to independently address local memory
(opposite: uniform addressing)

autonomous network routing a communications network property whereby each node can specify
the destinationof a message (opposite: uniform network routing)

AWACS Airborne Warning And Control System (airborne military RADAR)
bandwidth when applied to a digital communications channel, the channel capacity in bits per
second

BATMOS BiCMOS Analog-Telecom MOS. Norther-Telecom's 0 . 8 p BiCMOS IC process

BiCMOS Bipolar and CMOS.generic term for IC processes combining vertically integrated bipolar
transistors and CMOS (see CMOS).
bibserial an architecture or algorithm that performs arithmetic one bit at a time

bitliw the signal path used for transferring data in and out of a memory m y Bitlines run in the
memory column direction.

bitliw pair see "folded bitline pair"

BLITZEN a follow-on to the MPP, funded by NASA
byte a sequence of adjacent binary digits operated on as a unit by a computer[l68] An 8 bit byte

(octet) is assumed for all calculations in this dissertation.

B 8 bit Byte
b bit, binary digit

CAD Computer Aided (also Assisted or Augmented) Design
CAS Column Address Strobe; a DRAM timing signal

CCITT Cornit6 Consultatif International Tdl6graphique et Mldphonique (now the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU))

CISC Complex Instruction Set Computer
CMC Canadian Microelectronics Corporation; a Federal Government sponsored organization that
co-ordinates IC fabrication and design tools for its members.

CMOS CompIementary MOS,a generic term for IC processes combining n-channel and p-channel

MOS transistors (see MOS)
CM Connection Machine, product of Thinking Machines Inc.
columndecoder the circuitry in a memory

that

selects one column or group of columns to be

connected to the read and write amplifiers for access
combine network (parallel processing jargon) a network, commonly a tree, used to perform

combine operations

combine operatious (parallel processing jargon) operations that combine a vector of like objects
into a scalar (e.g. AND, minimum, sum)
commodity memory common variety memory with (typically) JEDEC standard pinout and

functionality

Other typical characteristics include high volume, multiple suppliers, and

competitive pricing.

CPU Central Recessing Unit (where most of the computing used to be performed)
CmRAM Computational RAM, the name of our SIMD PEs-in-memory architecture
crowbar current the (wasted) current conducted from VDDthrough transistors to Vss when a

CMOS logic gate is in transition
DAP Distributed Amy Processor, the name of SIMD computers manufactured by ICL and AMT
datapath width we refer to the width of the ALU, registers, etc. (the datapath)

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform; a particular transform between time and fkquency domains
DC Direct Current
DEC Digital Equipment Corporation

DFT Discrete Fourier Tmnsform
die @I. dies) an integrated circuit as cut From a wafer (not including packaging)

differential signaling a signaling convention where two wires are used to convey one signal The
signal is the difference between the two levels

DIP Dual Inline (IC)Package

DMA Direct Memory Access; an I0 technique where the I0 device becomes the bus master and
communicates directly with (main) memory

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
DRAM Dynamic Random Access (read-write) Memory

DRC Design Rule Check(er); a CAD tool and the act of using it

DSP Digital Signal Recessing
FCC Federal Communications Commission, US regulatory body
FCT Fast Cosine Transform; an 0( d o gn) implementation of a DCT (has the advantage over the

FFT that all values are real -not compIex)
FFT Fast Fourier Transform; an O(n1ogn)implementation of a DFT
FIR filter Finite Impulse Response filter

folded bitline pair a pair of wires (bitlines) connected to the differential terminals of a sense
amplifier in DRAM

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Anay
full adder a full (binary) adder takes three interchangeable inputs (two addends and a carry in) and
produces the sum and a carry out

GAPP Geometric Array Panllel Processor. product of NCR
GIPS Giga Instructions Per Second
half adder a half (binary) adder takes two addends as inputs and produces the sum and carry

HDTV High Definition Television

HP Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
HSPlCE a variant on SPICE produced by Meta Software
ICL a U. K. computer manufacturer

IC integrated Circuit
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
M A P integrated Memory Array Processor, an NEC SIMD chip

IMS Integrated Measurement Systems Ltd.
10 Input-Output

IRAM Intelligent RAM

ISSCC International Soiid State Circuits Conference
JEDEC formerly the Joint Electronic Devices Engineering Council, now the Solid State Products
Engineering Council; a standards organization
JFJ3T Junction Field Effect Transistor

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group; a standards committee concerned with DCT-based
compression of still images.

JSSC IEEE Journal of Solid State Circuits
Kb 1024 bits

KB 1024 bytes
K a common prefix in computer literature meaning 1024 (which clashes with the S.I. unit for
temperature, Kelvin)
k S.I. prefix meaning 1000

local memory address the memory address in a distributed-memory SIMD PE's local memory

LSB Least Significant Bit (or Byte)
M a prefix meaning 1048576 (K?)
for memory size or 10' (the SI definition) for fraluencies and
data ntes (name clash found in the literature)
macro-cell A cell design-library contains layouts for circuit components, "cells", which can be

placed in an 1C design. A macro or macro-cell is a cell of significant size or complexity, such
as the DRAM memory m y .

massively parallel a subjective term meaning "lots" of processors, where the definition of "lots"
depends on the technology available at the tirnc

Mb

1048576 bits

MB 1048576bytes (octets)
memory array as used in this document, an array of memory cells bounded by the extent of
continuous bitlines and wordlines

method a C++ member function where the object is an implicit formal parameter

MFLOPS Millions of Floating Point Operations Per Second
Micronet a Network of Centres of Excellence in Microelectronics, funded by the Government of
Canada
MIMD Multiple Instruction stream, Multiple Data stream (parallel processor)

minuend a quantity from which another is to be subtracted

MIPS Millions of Instructions Per Second
MMU Memory Management Unit (used to implement memory protection or virtual memory)

MOSAID Technologies a company in Ottawa, Canada whose products include memory designs
and memory testers

MOSFET Metal Oxide Silicon Field Effect Tmsistor; an anachronistic name for insulated-gate
field effect transistors that are most commonly built with polysilicon gates, oxide dielectric,
and silicon source, channel, and drain.

MOS contraction of MOSFET
MPEG I, MPEG 11 Moving Picture Expens Group; standards for DCT-based compression of
motion pictures such as video

MPP Massively Parallel Processor; both generic, and the name of a processor commissioned by
NASA

MSI Medium Scale Integration
multiplicand a quantity that is to be multiplied by another

MUX abbreviation for multiplexor

N, NE,E,SE,S,SW, W, NW compass directions
NAND negated output AND boolean logic gate

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration (USA)

NCR an electronics manufacturer, formerly National Cash Register
NEC Nippon Electric Corporation. an electronics manufacturer

NMOS nchannel MOSFET (transistor or technology)
NOR negated output OR boolean logic gate
NP-complete a set or property of computational decision problems which is a subset of NP (i.e.
can be solved by a nondeterministicTuring Machine in polynomial time), with the additional
property that it is also NP-hard. Thus a solution for one NP-complete problem would solve
all problems in NP.Many (but not all) naturally arising problems in class NP are in fact
NP-complete. There is always a polynomial-time algorithm for transforming an instance of
any NP-complete problem into an instance of any other NP-complete problem. So if you
could solve one you could solve any other by msfonning it to the solved one. The first
problem ever shown to be NP-complete was the satisfiability problem. Another example is
Hamilton's problem. [I691

NP-Hard a set or property of computational search problems. A problem is NP-hard if solving it
in polynomial time would make it possible to solve all problems in class NP in polynomial

time. Some NP-hard problems are also in NP (these are called "NP-complete"), some are not.
If you could reduce an NP problem to an NP-hard problem and then solve it in polynomial
time, you could solve all NP problems, (169)

NSERC Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (of Canada)
O () the upper bound on the growth of a function

R() the lower bound on the growth of a function
0 PS Operate Strobe, a CeRAM signal that causes an operate (compute) cycle to occur

OS Operating System
parallel variable a variable that has an element associated with each processor (applicableto SIMD
or MIMD with local memories) (e.g. Thinking Machines*parallel variable or Maspar's plural
variable)

parallelhe a verb formed from the word parallel by computer scientists. In the context of this
thesis. it is the act of converting a sequential algorithm to a parallel algorithm suitable for a
para1lel processor.

PARIS The Connection Machine 162 programming model that implements L,8.16,32and 64 bit
operatioas (in microcode on the sequencer).

PDE Partial Differential Equation
PE Processing Element

PGA Pin Grid Array (an IC package)
pitch the distance between objects as measured at their centres (e.g. the pitch of uniformly spaced

wires on a surface is equal to the wire width plus the spacing).
polysilicon polycrystalline silicon, a conductive layer in IC designs

PSRAM Pseudo Static Random Access Memory; a memory with DRAM internals and an SRAM
interface.

RADAR RAdio Detecting And Ranging
Rambus a proprietary standard for memory interface, signaling, and protocol

RAM Random Access Memory (usually meaning read-write RAM, as used here)

RAS Row Address Strobe; a DRAM timing signal
RDRAM Rambus DRAM
refresh the process of restoring the charge on DRAM storage capacitors

RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer
row decode the circuitry in a memory that selects one wordline, and hence, all the memory cells

on that row

RTL Register Transfer Level (simulation); synchronous simulation that concerns itself with the
data to be stored in registers rather that the implementation or the timing of the combinational
Iogic which produces that data

S A M Sequential Access Memory (used for high speed sequential access of Video RAM)
SA Sense Amplifier
SDRAM Synchronous-mode DRAM;a proposed JEDEC memory interface and operation standard
sense amp sense amplifier, used to amplify and restore signal levels to memory cells during DRAM
refresh

SlMD Single Instruction stream Multiple Data stream (parallel processor)
SIMM Single Inline Memory Module (a removable card holding typically 8 or 9 memory chips,
but as many as 24 chips

SOJ Small Outline J-lead IC package
SPARC the SUN Microsystems RISC architecture
SPICE Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis, a circuit simulator written at U.C.
Berkeley

SPMD Single Program Multiple Data stream; a pseudo-SIMD programming model for MIMD
hardware (also a euphemism for MIMD, used by Thinking Machines Inc., for customers
already sold on SIMD)

SRAM Static RAM
STARAN a MPP commissioned by NASA
subtrahend a quantity to be subtracted from another

SUNOS a SUN operating system
SUN a contraction of SUN Microsystems Inc.
SVP Serial Video Processor

TI Texas Instruments Inc, an electronics manufacturer
'ITL Transistor-Transistor Logic; also a standard for Iogic levels

uniform memory addressing a SIMD property whereby all PEs must simuItaneously access the
same local memory location specified by the controller (opposite: autonomous addressing)

uniform network routing a communications network property whereby the entire networkdelivers
messages in one of many predetermined patterns (for instance: s h i n left, shift northcast, FIT
butterfly pattern) (opposite: autonomous network routing).

VASTOR Vector Associative Store - TORonto
VAX a classical DEC CISC architecture
VIP Video Image Processor

VLIW Very Long Instruction Word [processor]. The industry had defined "Very" as 2 or more
operations.

VLSI Very Large Scale Integration (chips)

VM Virtual Memory
VRAM Video RAM

VDD the positive power supply on NMOS (and anachronistically. CMOS)circuits, usually +SV,
+3.3V or +2V relative to Vss

V p p a boosted internal power supply in some DRAMS,typically about 2V above VDD
Vss the negative power supply on NMOS (and anachronistically CMOS)circuits

wordline strappings the regions where connections are made between wordline signals muted in
different layers. one medium resistivity gate polysilicon and one low resistivity metal

wordline a signd path in a memory array that selects a row of memory for access
XOR boolean exclusive or
yield in the context of semiconductor manufacturing, the ratio of hnctional puts to total parts
manufactured
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